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OF

r. rrar,rnus AND THE NEo-MALTHUSIANS
IRTH control, in the sense of the preven-

f)
ffition of pregnancy by chemical, mechanical,
LJ sy other artificial means, is being widely
ldvocated as a sure method of lessening poverty
ancl of increasing the physical and mental health
of the nation. It is, therefore, advisable to exarnine these claims and the grounds on which
thcy are based. The following investigation will
prove that the propaganda throughout Western
Iiurope and America in favour of artificial birth
control is based on a mere assumption, bolstered
rrp by economic and statistical fallacies ; that
Malthusian teaching is contrary to reason and to
ftct I that Neo-Malthusian practices are disast rous alike to nations and to individuals ; and that
tlrose practices are in themselves an ofience against
tlrc Law of Nature, whereby the Divine Will is
cxpressed

in

creation.

(a) Malthus
The Rev. Thomas Malthus, M.A.,

in rZgB
l,rrlrlished his Essay on the Principle oJ Population,
llis pamphlet was an answer to Condorcet and
(,'odwin, who held that vice and poverty were the
rcsult of human institutions and could be remedied
I
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by an even distribution of property' Malthus,
oi, tt other hand, believed that population

"
i*t"rr"d

more rapidly than the- means of sub'
,ira"r.", and consequently that- vice and poverty
were always due to bverpopulation and not to any
orrticular'iorm of socic'tybr of governmcnt' He
itated that owing to the relatively slow rate at
;hi.t the food sripply of countries was increased,
led to all thc evils of
; hi*li birth-rate
"inevitably
In an indeath-rates'
high
,orr3r,v, war, and
no vacant
was
there
that
wrote
tr-ori DassaEe he
mighty
Nature's
at
child
foi the"superfluous
"f*."
gone
to
be
child
the
told
;:nd
i"^rt ;- tfrr, Nrdrte
'l'hts
order'
own
quickly
her
executed
that she
om*n. *'rt *Jained in the second, and deleted
irorn"tt third edition of the Essay' In iater
;Ai,i""t "he maintained that vice, and misery had
.h.lt.a population, that the piogress of society
h#e'diminisired rather ihan increased the
;i*[t
;"'rit, iesulting from the principle of population,"
and that bv r moral reitraint " overpopulation
.""fa be prevented. As Cannan has pointed out,'
this last sirggestion destroyed the force of the 3t$u*."i "grf;t Godwin, who could hav.e replied thata
in ord& to make " moral restraint " universal
socialist State was necessary. In order to avoid the
the number of births per r,ooo of the
population' In order to make a fair t'omParison between

1 The birth-rate is
whole

,t" .'"lril"tity-and another, the birth-rate is often calculated
of births p., ,,ooo married women between
.t-1fr.
"o*f.i
i'c ,rrd 4q years of age, ,, ih."'tonttitute the great- majority
*o,ti.it. This is calied the corrected birtb-rate'
"i.f,iia--fi.ltirg
, Economic Reaiew, January 1892.
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cvils of overpopulation,l Malthus advised people
rrot to marry, or, if they did, to marry iate in life
lrrd to limit the number of their children by the
e xcrcise of self-restraint.- He reprobated all
rltilicial and unnatural methods of birth control as
irnmoral, and as removing the necessary stimulus
to industry; but he failed to grasp the whole
t"r'uth that an increase of population is necessary
;.rs a stimulus not only to industry, but also as
qsscntial to man's moral and inteliecrual progress.

(b) f be N eo-M

al-thutiant

'-["hc Malthusian League accept

the theory of
tlrcir rcvered teacher, but, curiously enough, they
rcjcct his advice " as being impracticable and
productive of the greatest possible evils to health
rrrrcl morality."' On the contraryr\they advise
turiversal early marriage, combined with artificial
birth control.' Although their policy is thus in flat
t'outradiction to the policy of Malthus, there are
two things common 1o both. Each is based on
tlrc same f.allacy, and the aim of both is wide
,f thc mark. Indeed, the Neo-Malthusian, like
Mtlthus, has " a mist of speculation over his facts,
lrr.l a vapour of fact over his ideas." ' Moreover,
;lr will be shown here, the path of the Malthusian
l,t'lgnc, although at first glance an easy way out
,l ruany human difficulties, is in reality the
l,r',xrtl road along which a man or a nation travels to
tlt'rrtruction; and as guides the Neo-Malthusians
I So slys the Secretary of the Malthusian League. Vide
'l lr l)rclining Birth-rate, 19r6, p. 88.
n llirgchot, Economic Studies,p. r93.
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are utterly unsafe, since they argue from (a) false
premises to (b) false deductions. We shall deal
with the former in this chapter.
$

z. rracurNc

BASED

oN

FALsE pREMIsDs

The theory of Malthus is based on three errors,
namely (a) that the population increases in geometrical progression, a progression of r, z, +, 8,
16, and so on upwards ; (D) that the food supply
increases in arithmetical progression, a progression
of rr 21 3, 4, S, and so on upwards; and (r) that
overpopulation is the cause of poverty and disease.
If we show that de facto there is no overpopulation
it obviously cannot be a cause of anything, nor
be itself caused by the joint operation of the first
two causes. However, each of the errors can be
severally refuted.
(a) In the first place, it is true that a population
might increase in geometrical progression, and that
a woman might bear thirty children in her lifetime ; but it is wrong to assume that because a
thing might happen, it therefore does happen. The
population ) as a matter of fact, does not increase
in geometricai progression, because Nature , places
her own checks on the birth-rate, and no woman
bears a1l the children she might theoretically bear,
apart altogether from artificial birth control.
(D) Secondly, the food supply does not of
necessity increase in arithmetical progression,ibecause food is produced by human hands, and is
r To assign a personality to t' Nature " is, of coursc, a r rere
lagon d,e pailer; the believer holds that the " course of Nature "
is an.expression of the Mind and Will of the Creator.
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therefore increased in proportion to the increase

of workers, unless the food supply of a country or
of the world has reached its- limit. , The food
supply of the world might reach a limit beyond
*t i.t, it could not be increased ; but as yet this
event has not happened, and the,re is no indication
whatsoever that i1 is likely to happen.
Human life is immediately sustiined by food,
clothing, shelter, and fuel. Food and -clothing
,r" prii.ipally derived from fish, fow1, sheep,
cattft, ,t d grrir, all of which tey,d, more so than
man, to infrease in geometrical ratior-althoug\
,.trrrIIy theirinclease in this progression is chccked
by man or by Nature. -As regards.shelter there
can be no increase at all, either arithmetical or
Eeometrical. apart from the work of human hands'
LErin. the stock of fuel in or on the earth cannot
in?rease of itself, and is gradually becoming
exhausted. On the other hand, within living
memoryr new sources of fuel, such as petroleum,
have btln made available, and old varieties of
fuel have been used to better advantage, as witness
the internal-combustion engine driven by smoke
from sawdust. Moreover, in the ocean tides is
a vast energy that one day may take the place of
fue1.

(r) Thirdly, before anyone can reasonably main-

tain'that ovbrpopulation is the cause o{ poverty
and disease, id il necessary to Prove that over-

population actualTy exists oi is likely to occur in the
iodrrt". By overpopulation we mean the condition of a country in which there are so many inhabitants that the production of necessaries of

6
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livelihood is insufficient for the support of all, with
the result that many people are oir6rworked or illfed. IJnder these circumstances the population
can be said to ?ress 0n the soil: and unless their
methods of production could be improved, or
resources secured from outside, the only possible
remedy. against
_the principle of diminishing-returns
would be a reduction of population I oiherwise,
the death-rate from wanf and starvation would
gradually rise until it equalled the birth-rate in
order to maintain an unhappy equilibrium.

3. tur Roor FALLAcv
According to Malthusian doctrine overpopula.
tron ts the cause of poverty, disease, and war :
$

and consequently, unless the growth of population
is artificially restr_aine{,_ all ittempts io -remedy
social evils are futile. Malthusianiclaim that ,. if
only the devastating torrent of children could be
arrested for a few years, it would bring untold
relief." They hoid that overpopulation is-the root
of all social evil, and the trutfi or falsehood of that
proposition is therefore the basis of all their
teaching. Now, when Malthusians are asked to
prove that this their basic proposition is true, they
adopt one of two methods, not of proof, but oi
evasion. Their first method of evading the question is by asserting that the truth of"thcir'proposition is s_elf-evident and needs no proof. 'To
that we reply. that the falsity of the proposition
can and will be proved. Their secon-d device is
to put.xp a barrage of facts which merely show
that all countries, and indeed the earth itself,

would
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have been overpopulated long ago if the

of population-hid not been limited by
certain factirs, ranging from celibacy and late
marriases to faminei, d-itert"t, wars, and infanticide. "The ttuth of these facts is indisputable,
but it is nevertheless a manifest breach of logic
to argue from the fact of Poverty, d-isease, and
war h"aving checked an increaie-of population, that
-pou.rty, disease, and war are due to an
therefore
increase of popoirtioo. It would be as reasonable
to argue tf,ai because an unlimited increase of
insect"s is prevented by birds -a1d by climatic
chanEes" thlerefore an increase of insects accounts
for tf,e lxistence of birds, and for variations of
climate. Nor is it of any use for Malthusians to
say that overpopulation'might-be the cause of
novertv. Th6v cannot prove that it ir the cause
Lf oov6rtv. ,rrd" ,t will be shown in the following
chipter, '-or. obvious and probable causes are
striing them in the face. For- our present p-urpose i"t will suffice if we are able to prove that
ir"rpopolrtion has not occurred in the past and
is unlikely to occur in the future.

increase

4. wuer ovERPoPULATIoN MEANs
In the first place, the meaning of the word
$

" overpopulation " should be clearly understood'of
The wtrh does not mean a very large number
inhabitants in a country. If that were its meaning
the Malthusian fallaiy could be disproved by

merely pointing out that Poverty exists both in
and in thickly populated counthinli p'oprlatJd
tri"r.' 'N6w, in reality, overpopulation wouid

BI
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occur whenever the production of the necessities
of life in, a country wis insuffi.i""t fo, tt. ;"tp;;;

of all the inhabitants. no,

* b'rir",

""r-fl",
rock in the ocean would b" overpoi"tr,"al
.r.n
if it contained only one inhabi.'n"i. It f;ilo;;
that the term (r oveipopulation,, shoula [" ,ppii.J
only . to an ..onomii situation in whictr' the
the soil. The point ;;y il;
rypylrlrl presses.on
rllustrated
by a simple example.
Let us assume that a fertile island of roo acres
is divided into ro farms, ea.h of-io acres, and
each capable-of supporting a family of ten.
Under
these conditions the island could-support a
pcpu_
i,o n of r,ooop eopl e witho ut b.
i,
g
o'rlrpop
ui
ut'.d.
f1t
It, however, the numbers in eachTamill, iicreased
,9,rh", population wggtd ?ress 0n k, ,rtt, iii
l,o rsland.,-with
the
zrooo inhabitants, would be an
example of overpopulation, and of poverty due
to oyerpopulation.
On tie other hand, let us asiume that there
are oniy r,ooo people on the isiand, but that
one
Iamrly. of ten individuals
qlnaged
to
gain
possessioa
eight farms, \as
in additiin to their
-of
own, and that the other nine families are forced
to
live on one farm. Obviously,
9oo p.op1" would be
attemptin€ to liveunde, .orrdiiiorri of &irepoverty,
and the island, with-its population of r,ooo,
*orid
now offer an excelieni -example, ,rot- oi ou.r_
population, but of human ,"lfiihnerr.
.{I .ont n-tions are that povertt is neither
solely nor indeed generally ,llrt.d.'to economic
pressure on the soil ; that there are many causes
of poverty apart altogether from ,u.rp"pJrfr,i"n
;
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and that in reality overpopulation does not exist
in those countries where Malthusians claim to
find proofs of social misery due to a high birthtate.
If overpopulationin the economicsense occurred
in a closed country, whose inhabitants were either
unable or unwiliing to send out colonies, it is
obvious that general poverty and misery would
result. This might happen in small islands, but
it is of greater interest to know what does happen.
$

5. No DvIDENcD oF ovERPoPULATIoN

In a closed country, producing all its own necessities of life and incapable of expansion,a high birthrate would eventualiy increase the struggle for
existence and wouid lead to overpopulation, always
provided that, firstly, the high birth*rate is accompanied by a 1ow death-rate, and secondly, that
the high birth-rate is maintained. For example,
although a birth-rate was high, a population would
not increase in numbers if the death-rate was
equally high. Therefore, a high birth-rate does
not of necessity imply that population will be
increased or that overpopulation will occur.
Again, if the birth-rate fe1l as the population
increased, the danger of overpopulation would be
avoided without the aid of a high death-rate.
For a moment, however, let us assume that the
Malthusian premise is correct, that a high birthrate has led to overpopulation,and that the struggle

for

existence has therefore increased. Then
obviously the death-rate would rise I the efiect
of the high birth-rate would be neutralised ; and

TO

BIRTH

CONTROL
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beyond a certain point neither the population nor

the struggle for existence could be further increased. On these grounds Neo-Malthusians argue
that birth-control is necessary precisely to obviate
that cruel device whereby Nature strives to restore
the balance upset by a reckless increase of births;
and that the only alternative to frequent and premature deaths is regulation of the source of life.
As a corollary to this proposition they claim
that, if the death-rate be reduced, a country
is bound to become overpopulated unless the

births are artificially controlled. Fortunately
it is possible to test the truth of this corollary,
because certain definite observations

on this very

point have been recorded. These observations
do not support the argument of birth controllers.
(a) In tbe Suez Canal Zone

In the Suez Canal Zone there was a high deathrate chiefly owing to fever. According to Malthus
it would have been a gteat mistake to lower this
death-rate, because, if social conditions were improved, the population would rapidly increase and
exceed the resources of the country. Now, in
fact, the social conditions were improved, the
death-rate was lowered, and the subsequent events,
utterly refuting the above contention, are thus
noted by Dr. Halford Ross, who was medical
officer in that region :
" During the vears rgor to r9ro, health measures in
this zone produced a very considerable fall in the deathrate, from 3o.2 per thousand to ry,6 per thousand;
the infant mortality was also reduced very greatly, anrl

it
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that, after a lapse of time, the reduction
would result in a rise of the birth-rate,
death-rate
of the
and a corresponding increase of the population. But
suclt was not tie case.- Whenthe death-rate fell, the birthrate fell too, and the number of the population remained
the same as before, even after nearly a decade had
passed, and notwithstanding the fact that the whole
district had become much healthier, and one town,
Port Said, was converted from an unhealthy, feverr
stricken place into a seaside health resort."
was expected

Dr. Halford Ross has told me "that
artificial birth control was not Practised in this
region, and played no Part in maintaining a staMoreover,

popiirtiot.

The majority of the people
*.r" rtrii.i Mohammedans, amongst whom the
practice of birth control is forbidden by the
tionary
Koran.

(b) In "

"

lihe JaPan
But a much more striking examPle of the poPuClosed Countriu

lation in a closed country remaining stationary
without the practice of birth control, thus refuting the coitention of our birth controllers, is
to biound in their own periodical, The Malthtt'sian.' It would appear that in Japan fuom r7z3 to
I846 the population remained almost stationary,
only incr6asing from z6,o65,4zz.to 26'907,925.
In'fi67 the Shogunate was abolished, the Emperor was restorid, and Japan began to be a
ii,rilis.d power. Now from 1872 the poprilation
increasedby rc,649,99o in twenty-seYen years,
I Problems ol Population, P. 382.
z [he hlalthusian, l,tly rS, tgzt.

and"

12
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" during the period between fi97 and r9o7 the

plpulationreceiyed an increment of r r.6 per cent.,
whereas the food-producing area increased by oniy
According to Professor Mori+'+ per cent.
moro, the cost of living is now so high in Japan
that 98^per cent. of the people do noiget enough
to eat." From these faCts certain obvious deduitions may be made. So long as Japan was a closed
co,untry- h-er population remained stationary.
When she became-a civilised industrial power the
mass of her people became poorer, the -birth-rate
rose, and the population increased, this last result
leing the real problem to-day in the Far East.
In face of these facts it is she'er comedy to learn
that our Malthusians are sendins a woman to
preach birth control amongst the japanesc ! Do
they reaIIy.-believe that foi over a-hundred years
lapanr. unlike most- semi-barbaric countries, practised birth control, and that when she beiame
civilised she refused, unlike most civilisedcountries,
to continue this practice ? There is surely a limit
to human credulity.
The trr"rth appears to be that in closed countries
the population remains more or less stationary,
that Nature herself checks the birth-rate withoui
the aid of artificial birth control, and that birthrates and death-rates are independently related

to the means of

subsistence.

6 e NeruRAL LAw cHEcKTNG FERTrLrry
During the past century the population of
Europe increased by about 16o,ooo-,ooo, but it is
utterly unreasonable to assume that this rate of
$
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increase will be maintained during the present
centurv. It would be as sensible to argue that

child is four feet high at the age of ten
he will be eight feet high at the age of twenty'
Moreover, thJre is evidence that, tpaft altogether

becausL a

from vicg the fertility of a natibn is reduced
at everv step in civiliiation. The cause of this
reductiln in'fertilitv is unknown. It is probably
a reaction to manf complex iufluences, and possibly associated with the vast growth of great
citi6s. This decline in the fertility of a community is a natural protection against the pos-

bu!,. on the other
hand,'there is a'point beyond which any further
decline in fertility will bring a communrty wlthln
sight of depopulation and of extinction'

sibiliti of overpopulation ,

7 ovrnroPULATIoN IN THE FUTURE
It is a f.allacy to say that overpopulation is the
cause of por.ity nrrd dit"rt", ild that for the
simple ,"itott tirrt overpopulation has not yet
occurred. For the growth of a nation we assume
that the birth-rate ihould exceed the death-rate
bv from to to 20 per thousand, and it is obvious
$

tirat in a closed.orirrtty the evil of overpopulation
misht appear in a comparatively short time' The
ii*"di"t in thi past haYe been emigration
"r,1id
and colonisation. According to the birth con-

troilers these remedies are only temporary, because
sooncr or later all colonies and eventually the earth
itsclf willbe overpopulated. At the.British Associatit" M"",ing i"'rs9o the population of the earth
*ut tnid to b"e r,5oJmi[ions, and it was calculated
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that only 6,ooo miliions could live on the earth.
This means that if the birth-rate throughout the
world exceeded the death-rate by only 8 per
thousand, the earth would be overpopulated
within zoo years. It is probable thai in these
calculations the capacity of the earth to sustain
human life has been underestimated ; that the
earth couid support not four times but sixteen
times its present population ; and that the latter
figure could be still further increased by the
progress of inventions. But, apart altogether
from the, accutacy of these figures, the danger of
overpopulation is nothing more or less than a myth.
Indeed, the end of the world, a philosophic-and
scientific certitude, is a more imminent event than
its overpopulation.
$

8. uow

NATToNS HAvE rERTsHED

Before speculating on what might happen in
_
the future, it is well to recollect what has hippened
in the past. The earth has been inhabited for
thousands of years, and modern research has revealed the remains of many ancient civilisations
that have perished. For example, there were the
great nations of Cambodia and of Guatemala. In
Crete, about 2ooo 8.c., there existed a civilisation
where women were dressed as are this evening
the women of London and Paris. That civilisation perished, and even its language cannot now
be deciphered. Why did these civilisations perishi
Surely this momentous question should talie precedence overbarren discussions as to whether there
will be sufficient food on the land or in the sea
i
I

I

ir

fi--
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for the inhabitants of the world in zoo years' time'
Ho* .r*. it about that these ancient nations did
not double their numbers eYery fifty years and
fill up the earth long ago i
Tli" ,rr*.r is tf,at"they were overcome and
annihilated by the incidence of one or other of
thrt threaten every civilisation, intwo dangert
-our
own. These dangers are certain
cludins
phvsicil and moral catastrophei, against which
itr"t" is only one form of natural insurance,
namely, a birth-rate that adequately exceeds
the dJath-rate. They help to illustrate further
the fallacy of the overpopulation scare'
The following is a getttril outline of these danEers" and in a I-ater ihrpt"t (p. lo) I shall quote
of how they have operatcd in thc past'
fn

"r*rrpI"

9. ruvstcAr, cATASTRoPHES
Deaths from famine, floods, earthquakes, and
volcanic eruptions are'confined to comparatively
$

^and the two physical catastrophes
small areas,
that mav seriously threaten^a civilisation may be
reduced'to endemic disease and war'
(a) Disease
Disease, in the form of malaria, contributed to
the fal1 of ancient Greece and Rome. In the
f ourteenth century 25,oOO,oOo people, one-quarter
of the population of Europe, were extermmated' by
plrEr"i t'he " Black Death," and in the sixteenth
i"rr"tr.y smallpox depopulated Spanish America'
AlthouEh thcJe partiiulir diseasei havc lost much
oI theii power 6wirrg to the Progress of medicatr

6
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science, we have no right to assume
that disease
in general has been con'quered by om

turn, and imp-lacably opposed to its existencerwhile
man alone, of his own wiil and follv, harbours in_
fection and creates the only conditions under
which the malady carl nppl^r. For example,

civilisation,
or that a new p-estiience'*ry ,ror'rpp"rr.
On the

tpotted i;";;;
:::::y,,,iLr8os,, ngw.ii'.r'",
within halt

appearect rn Geneva, and

i

le-co-me endemic

i

century had

thioughoui nrr"p. r"a America.
ir
fever
during
fi" Gr;; filr, .fr" late Sir
9L.lt
William Osler wrote": ., In *.tr"_rrirrf fever
we
m.ar be witnessing th. ,trrgjl";f;
i;*
disease to
wtn.
? -pta-ce among the great epidemics of the
world."
There wai.a myitery ab'our ifri, air"rr.,
,nt"ori,r, #rrr" al.,i. Circte, it
l::iy::,,rJ,hough
appeared
rn tcmperate climates durinE the coldest
months ol the year. As I was able"to
prove in
-fo,lrrd
?r5,, it is a diiease of civiiisation.--f
,f.rt.
organism was kilied i, ,fririy-*i""t.r'
ll""^.::1
I""-p:rature of. 62" F. It was thus obvious
3/ , rntection
tnat
could never be carried by cold air.
in
overcrowded
roo,n, ;il;;ndows are
Iut
closed, and the t:,mpe.ratujre of warm,
ilp;;
saturated air was raised by the natual
heat of the
body
.to 8oo F. o, ou"r, the life oi- ihe micro_
organism, expelled from the *oo,t,
of infected
the u..t coughing, was prolonged.
f-"r"^P^r":^TI]ng
?{
rnrectlon
rs thuscarried from one personio
,roih.,
by warm currents of moving-;i;,';;;;, the
same
time.resistance against th. alr.rri i,
io*"r.a. Cofa
truis the organism, but cold weather
favours the
]r.r
orsease- ln_ that paradox the atiology of
cerebro_

sprnal tever became

as clear as the *.-rm of
ti"on. The story of spotted f"r;r;;;;I theprevenforces
or nature hghting against the disease at every

t

Lancet, r9r5, vol. ii,

p. g6z.

during

t*o

.ont.cutive i.nirrt.r, ."r.Uro-r"T"ri

fever had appeared in barracks capable of hoirsing
2,ooo men. A sirnple and effeciive method oi
ventilation was then introduced. From that d"ay
to this not a single case of cerebro-spinal fever ha's
occurred in these barracks, althouEh thcre have
been outbreaks of this disease in the?own in which
the barracks are situated.
There are-marLy other diseases peculiar to civi,.
Irsatron, and concerning the wherefore and the
passagJoccurs in the works of Sir

ffif,iilrry;site

. " Caus.es aflecting health and shortening life may be
inappreciable in the individual, but sufici"ently obJious
when their effect is multipliecl a thousandfold. If the
conditions of socie-ty render us liable to many diseases,
they-in return enable us to establish the Eenerul lawi
of life and health, a knowledge of which sJo., b.comeg

distributive blessing. The "cure of individual diseases,
whilst we leave open the dark fountains from which
they spring, is.to labour like Sisyphus, and have our
work continually-. returning upol" ou hrrd.. Are,
again, there are diseases ov., *hi.h, directly, *. hrrr.
little or no control, as if provid.n.. nrJ r"t them as
signs to direct ris to wider fields of inquiry and exertion.
Even partial success is often d.ni.h, Lrt *" should
rest satisfied with ig and forget thi truer and, beiler
tneafls of prevention.r, r
a

I

the New
2

l
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Sydenham Saciety,

vol. clvi, section viii,

p, rz,
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Medical and sanitary science have made great
in the conquest of enteric fever, diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles, and whooping
cough. The mortality from bronchitis and from
pulmonary tuberculosis has also been reduced,
but nevertheless tuberculosis still claims more
victims in the prime of iife'than any other malady.
It is a disease of civilisation and is intimately
associated with economic conditions. The history
of tuberculosis has yet to be written. On the
other hand, deaths from certain other diseases are
actually increasing, as witness the following figures
from the Reports of the Registrar-General for
England and Waies :
progress
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whole provinces were devastated and millions upon
millions of people were killed or died. In spite
of the Great War during the past decade, there
are some who would delude themselves and others
into the vain belief that, without a radicai change
in international relations and a determined efiort
to neutralise its causes, there will be no more war;
but uniess the nations learn through Christianity
that justice is higher than self-interest the following brilliant passage by Devas is as true to-day
as when lt was wfltten rn IgoI :

" True that the spread of humanitarianism and cosmopolitanism made many people think, towards the end
of the nineteenth century, that bloodshed was at an end.
But their hopes were dreams : the visible growth of
national rivaby and gigantic armaments can only issue
in desperate struggles; while not a few among the
nations are troubled with the growth of internal dissensions and accumuiations of social hatred that point
to bloody catastrophes in the future; and the tremendous means of destruction that modern science puts in

our hands ofier frightful

In view of these figures it is folly to suppose that
the final conquest of disease is imminent.

(b) War
War, foreign or civil, is another sword hanging
over civilisations, whereby the fruits of a long
period of growth may be destroyed in a few years.
After the Thirty Years War the recoyery of Germany occupied a century and a half. During the
fourteen years of the Taiping rebellion in China

TEACHING ry

of

slaughter,
possibilities
murderous anarchical outrages, and rivers of blood shed

in pitiless repression."

1

Malthusians may inveigh against wars waged to
of a nation, but so long as
international rivalry disregards the moral law
their words will neither stJp war nor preyent a
Malthusian country from faliing an easy prey to
a stronger people. On the contrary, a low birthrate, by reducing the potential force available for
r Charles S. Devas, Political Economy, r9or, p, r9r.
achieve the expansion

20
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defence, is actually an incentive to a declaration of
war from an envious neighbour, because it means
that he will not hesitate io long when attempting
to count the cost beforehand. In l85o the PoPulation of France and Germany numbered practically the same2 35,5oo,ooo ; in r9r3 that of France
wai -Garing
39,6oo,ooo, that of Germany ^67,ooo,ooo.'
of these facts on the Great War is
The
obvious. In I9r9 the new Germany, including
Silesia, had a population of just over 6o,0oo,000;
France, including Alsace-Lorwher"as, in r)zi,
-population
of 39,zoorooo., Thus,
raine, had a
despite her viCtoiy in the war, the population of
Frahce is less to-day than it was seven years ago.
S

ro. ntonnL cATAsrRoPHEs

In view of past history only an ostrich with its
head in the sind .*r, prof"tt to believe that there
will be no calamities in the future to reduce the
population of the earth. And -apart from cata-

ilvi*t

of disease or of war, empires have perished
by moral catastrophe. A disbelief in God results
in selfishnest, ,nd- in various moral catastrophes.
In the terse phrase of Mr. Bernard Shaw, " Volup-

tuaries proip", and perish."' For example,
during fhe iecond .eitury B.c. the disease of
ratior;lism' spread ov"t Gr"".e, and a rupid
depopulation of the country began.
I Reuue Pratique d'Apologitique, September 15, tgr4.
2 Man and. Saperm.an,
P. r95.
3 By rationalism we mJrn a-denial ol God and of responsibility
for conduct to a Higher Being.
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The facts were recorded by Polybius,' who exnresslv states that at the time of which he is
inritirlg serious pestilences did not occur, andthat
depooillation *-rt caused by the selfishness of the
Gi."ilr, who, being addicted to pleasure, either
did noi m rry rt ,11 o, refused to rear more than
one or two ihildren, lest it should be impossible
to bring them up in extravagant luxury' This
ancient historian-also noted that the death of a
son in war or by pestilence is a serious matter when
there are onlv one or two sons in af.amily. Greece
fell to the c'onquering Romans,- and they also in
course of time #ere infected with this evil canker'
There came a day when over the battlements of
Constantinople the blood-red Crescent was unfurled. Lat'er on all Christendom was threatened,
and the King of France appealed- to the Pope for
men and arirs to resist the challenge to Europe
of the Mohammedan world. The Empire of the
Turk spread over the whole of South-Eastern
Europ"l But once more the evil poison spread,
of {slam,
this t'ime into the homes in many parts
-foes
of Chrisand to-dav the once triumphant
tianitv ar" d".rving nations whose dominions are
the appanag. of El.r"top". In face of -these facts it
is shtdr -idrr"tt to itrr-" that ali the Great
Powers now existing will maintaintheir population
and prove immunJfrom decay. Indeed, the very
otor'unr"a, asainst which this Essay is directed
is ii itseif poiitir" proof that thelqe{s oI decay
have already b."t soivn within the British Empire'
1 Quoted by W. H. S' Jones, Malaria and Greek History, t9o9,

P. 95.
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THE FALSE DEDUCTIONS CONCERNING

Yet, in an age in which thought and reason are

POVERTY

suppressed by systematised confusion and spiritless

perplexity,.the. very simplicity

II

of a truth will

Malthus
f=ROM the original root-fallacy war,
disprostitution,
ts *rgued that povirty,
ln
I eaie, and a high death-rate are necessary the

operate against its general acceptance.

From the theological point o{ view, the myth

of overpopulation is definiteiy of anti-Christian
growth, because it assumes that, owing to the

operation of natural instincts implanted in mankind by the Creator, the only alternative ofiered
to the race is a choice between misery and vice,
an alternative utterly incompatible with Divine
goodness in the government of the world.

I

t,i

orde, to L""p down"the population : and from
same false piemises birth controllers are now arguir* ifrr, *'hieh birth-rate causes (r) poverty, and
(zi a high deith-rate. The st"eps in the argument
i"ir"t"f? these amazing concluiions are reached
,r" *, f6[ows. Beforelhe death-rate can be low.r.a an" social conditions of the people must be
improved ; if social conditions are-lmproved there
wili be an enormous increase of population in
n"o-"tri.rl progression ; the food iupply of the
of the world cannot bc increased
Eoorlrry rnd
"vei
wiil be
rate
same
at the"
; and therefore thereunless
the
sreater Dovertv and a higher death-rate
argue'
'birth-rr't" is l'owered. Thus Malthusians
their
i" ,i"* of the false premises on which
that
find
to
surprising
not
it
is
based,
is
,rg"*""a
ih?ir d"do.tions are erroneoui and contain.Tany
and statistical fallacies, to the considera".o"o".i.
we may now devote our attention'
which
ii* of
$

r. rtntn-RATE

AND PovERTY

The first false deduction of birth controilers is
r'igft birth-rate, by intensifying the strugSle
tfrrt-,
-."iti."..,
increasei PoveftJr: - In order to
ior
contention, Malthusians. quote
this
bolster uP
(a) famines, (D) abunconcerning
three argriments
23
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(r) wages, and each of these argument$

is fallacious.

(a) Famines
of famines is quotcd

as a

proof

of-The,prevalence
reck-less overpopulation. Now a famine'may

occur from severai differ.ent causes, some withiir
and others beyond the control of man, Urt , frito."
ot crop-s has never yet been caused by pressure on
the soil. On the ionrrary, fLm1ng ir'tJr, Iik"ly ;;
il a country. whose ioil is intensively lul_
l.rir:
trvated, because intensive cultivation means a
variety of crops, and therefore less risk of all the
crops failing. Moreover, durine the past century
tamine has occurred in Bengal,lvhere population
is densej in Ireland,.where pipulation iJ*ia"rrrc,
and in Eastern Russia, wheie population i, ,.r"tyl
The existence of famine is'tlierefore ,ro proof
is overpopulated, although it';ry
llSl i-."Yltry
tndrcate
that a country is badly governecl or
under-deyeloped.

(b)

fi

duced twice as much per head as the work of'one
man,
each man has produced not dro
-because

but.f,zo. During the third |ear the gard.il

fll

Abundance

, Malthusians also claim that by means of artificial
birth control we could 1ive in a iand oi ,br"ar"...
T|., point out that, as the population of a new
coloay,increases, the colonistr, fy rpftylrg-;h.;
methodsof civilisation tothe rich soil,blcome more
and mo-re prosperous. Eventuaily iherc comes a
trme when capital or labour applied to the soil
grves a mattmum return per head of population.
point has be6n reached J"i rrrtt..
9":: ,tnr1
caprtal
or Iabour appiied to the soil will produce a

L
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,r
smaller.return per head of population. This law
oJ diminishing- returns " '^iy be illustrated by a
simpler example. I.et us suppose that during 6ne
year a market garden worked by one
-ri has
produced vegetables to the value'of
dro. During the.second year the g,arden is woiked by ten
men and produces vegetaEles to the value of
dzoo,
It is obvibus that thi work of ten men haJprois

worked by
-twenty men and yields vege"tables to
the value ot d3oo-., The total'yield is g"reater, but
the yield per head is less, beciuse eaJh man has
produced not {zo but ;!15. The point of maximumprodrlcllon per head has been iassed, and the
law of diminishing returns is operaiins.
By restricting the birth-rate Malthu"sians would
limit the population to the number necessary for
maximum production per head. Now, in the first
p-lace,it would be verydifficult,if notimpossible, in
the case of a country with various ind'ustries, to
decide when the line-of maximum production had
been-passed at_any given time.^ Mor"ouer, it
would- be utterly iinp-ossible to fix this line permanently. In tire case of our market grrd"r'th.
introduction of intensive horticulture riight mean
that maximum production per head reqiircd the
work of forty men. Again, tir. r.ry phraie ,, maximum produc-tion per head " impliefsterling moral
qualities in the wo-rkers, and an ibr.rr.. of jrones ;

and sterling moral qualities have never been
prominent in any nation, once the practice of

{r
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artificiai birth control has been adopted. Lastly,
the Christian ideal requires for its realisation, not
a maximum, but an-adequate supply of food,
ciothins, shelter, and fuel. Christianity teaches
that ti" seek afier the maximum enjoyment of
material things is not the chief end of Tan,
because the iif-e of a man in this world is very short
compared with his life in eternity.

(c)

FALSE

DEDUCtIOIIS
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holders on the security of the proceeds that will
eventually accrue from the produce of the
labourers.
$

z, rovrntY IN GREAT BRITAIN DUE To
OTHER

(a)

CAUSES

Under-deaelopment

Even if the theory of birth controllers, that a
high birth-rate increases poverty, were as true as it
is ialse, it could not possibly apity to Great Britain
to commercial interor to any other country oPen
-because
there is no evicourse with the world I
dence that the supply of food in the worid either
cannot or will not b-e increased to meet any actuai
or possible demand. Within the British Empire
aloie there was an increase of 75 per cent. in the

Wages

The Wages Fund Theory is an economic reflection of the Malthusian myth. This theory assumes
that a definite fixed sumis available every year for
distribution as wages amongst labourers, so that
the more numerous the labburers the less wages
will each one receive. From this theory Malthusians argue that the only remedy for low wages is
artificiaT birth control. They carefully refrain
from telling the working classes the ottrer ?:Pe..t
of this Wales Fund theory-namely, that if the
workers in one trade receive a rise in wages, a
corresponding reduction must be made in the
wages'of oth6rs, so that a rise in wages here and
the"re confers no real benefit on the labouring
classes as a whole. That is merely one iilustration
of capitalist bias in the Malthusian.propaganda'
In anv case. economic science has discarded the
Wag"i Fund Theory as a Pure fiction. No fixed
or fefinite sum is'available for wages, because
the wages of a labourer are derived from the
producJ of his work. Even in the case of making
i railway, where wages are paid before the work
ir compi.ted, the ,ioney is^ advanced by share-

production of wheat between rgor and r9r.r.'
in Great Britain there has been not only an increase of

population butalsoan increased con-sumP-

tion of viribus foods per head of the population.
Moreover, if Britain were as weil cultivated as is
Flanders we could produce all or nearly all our
own food.'
The truth is that in countries such as England,
Belgium, and Bengal, usually cited by Malthusians,
as illustrating the misery that results from overpopulation, ?h.r. is no evidence whatsoever to
|ror. that the population is pressing on the soil.
1 Memorandum issued by the Dominions Royal Commission,
December 3, r9t5 (p. z).
2 Prince Kropotkin, Fields, Factoriet, and Workfiopt, t899,
chapter iii.

I
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being a cause of povertyr are of-the greatest assist,rl.""to their paients ind to themselves' There
,r"-*"rtt *liereby Poverty 99"14 be reduced,
but artificial birth ionirol wbuld only increase the
total poverty of the State, and therefore of the
individual.
From early down to Tudor times, tle majority
of the inha'bitants of England lived on small
For example, inlhe-fifte-enth century
holdings.
"wer"
t*et ty-iorr" smail holdings on- a
there
particular area measuring 16o acres' PlIi"S
the sixteenth centurv thJ number of holdings
on this area had falien to six, and in the seventeenth century the 16o acres became one farm'
Occasionaily an efiort was made to check- this process. and bv a statute of Elizabeth penalties were
without
against building any cottages
-On "
"nacted.
other
the
iuyi"g foui acres of land-theieto."
larger
hindl acres uPon acres w€re givgn to the
landowners by a series of Acts for the enclosure
of common 1and, whereby many labourers were
J"orived of their Iand.' From the reign of
GJorE" I to that of George III nearly Joar
lhout7nd enclosure bilts w"ri passed' These
wrongs have not been righted.
tt To urge," wrote Professor Bairy (t that there is
sufficient p"o".tty and toil in the world without bringing
in more ti shrr" it than can be provided for, implies
either begging the question at issue-a direct imputation
that the iritt[ it at'present very badly managed-or that
,il p..tont should iake it upon themselves to -say ho.n1
*"Jt ,o".trv and toil will eirist in any part of the world
in the future, or limit the productiveness of any race,

On the contrary, we find ample physical resources
sufficient to support the entire population, and-we
also find evidenie of human injustice, incapacity,
and corruption sufficient to account for the
poverty and misery that exist in these countries.
This was especially so in Ireland during the first
half of the-nineteenth century.l Moreover, so
far from high birth*rates being the cause of
poverty, we shail find that PoYert)/ is one of the
iauses of a high birth-rate (p. 6g).
I

the Inhabitants Jroru tbe Soil
It was not a high birth-rate that established
organised poyerty in England. !n tlre sixteenth
centurythe gteater part of the landrincluding common land belonging to the poor, was seized_by the
rich. They begin 6y robbing theCatholicChurch,
and they Lnaid by robbin[ the people.' Once
machinery was introduced in the eighteenth century, the total wealth of England was enormously
incieased; but the vast majority of the people
had little share in this increase of wealth that
accrued from machinery, because only a sma1l
portion of the people possessed capital. More
ihildr"r, came, tut'thdy came to conditions of
poverty and of childlabour in the mills. In
iountries where more natural and stable sociai
conditions exist, and where there ate many
small owners of iand, iarge families, so far from
r Yid.e the Economic Hittory ol lreland lrom the Uniou to the

(b)

I
i

I

Seaerance aJ

Famine, by S. O'Brien (Longmans, rgzr).
l William Cobbett, Social Effects ol the Reformation.
Truth Society (H, r3z), pice zd.
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of feeding, clothing, or
may be adopted in that prrt oiti*"

beca-use. inadequate means

employing

th_em

1

Lastly, there is evidence that poverty has existed

in thinly populated countries. 'Richird Cobden,
writing in 1836, of Russia, states : ,, The rnmr of
the- people are sunk in poverty, ignorance, and
barbarism, scarcely rising'abovJ, rirt" of nature,
and y.et it has been estimated that this country
contains more than T5orooo square miles of Iand,
of a quality not.inferior to the best portions
of Germany, and upon which a population of
2oo,ooo,ooo might find subsistence.l, ,-

3. ceusrs oF poyERTy rN rNDrA
In_ reality chronic poyerty exists both in the
thickly-peopled and in the thinly-peopled regions
$

4. rovnnr:y IN FAcr cAUSES A HIGH BIRTH-RATE
As will be shown in Chapter V, poverty is
generally the cause and not the result of a high
6irth-rate. The Matthusian doctrine has been
and is to-day a barrier to social reform, because it
implies that humane legislation, by encouraging
population, wili of necessity defeat the aim of

$

of India, and therefore the overpopulition th"eory

is an'inadequate explanation.'Mor.ooer, there
are certain obvious and admitted evils, sufficient

in themselves to account for the chronic povert)'
of India, and of'these four are quoted bybevas.'
" (r) Th: grave discouragement to all rural improve-

ment.and in particular to the sinking of deep weils, by
the absence outside Bengal of fixity of t.rrrrg the hnd1
_ Quoted ly ,f. P. Atkinson, M.D.,
Journal, September t88o, p, zz9.

I

lbid., p.

in

Edinburgh Mcd.ical

p.

ii

li
Ir]

23+.

8 Charles S. Devas, Political Econornyt
r9or,

r99.
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holder having the prospect of his assessment being
raised every fifteen or thirty years. (z) Through most
of India the unchecked oppression of usurers, in whose
toils many millions of landholders are so bound as to
lack means or motive for the proper cultivation of the
soil. (3) A system of law and police totally unfit for
small cultivators-witness the plague of litigation,
appeals as z1o to r in England, ]rabitual perjury, manu'
factured crime, and blackmailing by corrupt native
police, all destructive of rural amity, co-operation, and
industry. (4) Taxation oppressive both in quartity
and quality: demanded, on pain of eviction and imprisonment, to be paid punctually and rigidly i1 c31h,
instead of optionally or occasionally in kind, or flexible,
according to the variations of the seasons; moreover,
levied on salt, raising the price of this necessity of life at
least ten times, often much more; when precisely an
abundant supply of salt, with the climate and diet of
India, is a prime need for men and cattle."

sometimes called unborn eternity. As a rule, the result
usually has been : limit the incriase of population without adequate cause, and the reaction crus.i deterioration

or annihilation.',
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those who desire to improve the conditions of the

poor by methods other than the practice of
artificial birth control. To a very Sreat extent
Malthusian teaching was resPonsible for the Poor
Law of 1834, tlie most severe in EuroPg, the
demoralising laxity of the old Poor Law being
replaced by degrading severity. Again, as recently
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1s- 11992 a Secretary of State reiterateci the
Malthusian doctrine-'by explaining that gr;;;
poverty throughout India was due t"o the inc?ease
oj population under the ltax Britannica. Now
the truth is that if tlie
social conditions of
the. poor were-imprgved, we have every reason to
believe that their birth-rate would be reduced,
because as civilisation in a community prosresses
there is a natural decline in fertility. H"L."',

(a) Maltbusiaruism is an Attack on tbe poor
- _Eorh the supporters and the opponents of
IVlalthus are often rnistaken in considering his
BTatest achievement to be a policy of birth coitrol.
Malthus,did a greater rnd a mor! evil thing.- He
forged alaw of. nature, namely, that there is"akr.tays
a.li.mit.ed and insufi.cient supply oJ the necessities
U lue tn the utorld. From this false law he argued
that, as population increases too rapidly, the fiewcomers cannot hope to find a suffiliency of good
things;- that the pover.ty of the masses is not"due
to conditions creited by man, but to a nataral
law; and that consequlntly thi, lr* cannot be
altered by
change in political institutions,
-any
This new doctrine
w1s eagerly adopted by the
rich, who were thus enabled-to'argue that Nrtrr"
intended that the masses should Hnd no room at
her feast ; and that therefore our system of industrial capitalism was in harmony with the Will of
God. Most comforting dogmi ! Most excellent
anodyne for conscienJe i ainst acceptance of
those rights of man that, beiig ignored, tound terrible expression in the Frenchne"volution ! With-
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out discussion, without investigation, and without
proof, our professors, politiciins, teader-writers,

and even our well-meaning socialists,have accepted

I {

,*i

as true the bare falsehood that there is alway's an
insufficient sypply of the necessiries of life i
to:91y this heresy perm,eates_ all our prictical
^ia
politics. In giving ihis forged law of nature to
the rich, Malthus robbe4 thJpoor of hopc. Such
was his crime against humanity. In ihe words
of Thorold. Rogers, Malthusianism was part and
parcel o! '-'^ conspiracy, conceived by-the law
andcarried out by-parties interested in its success,
to cheat the English workman of his wages, to
tie him tg t!" soil, to deprive him of hop"e, and
to. d:grade him into imm6diate poverty.,," When
.[Vlalt-fruslans enter a slum for the purpose of
preaching birth control, it is right that'the'peopie
should be told what is written-on the passpLrts'of

these strangers.

I
ll

(b) A Hindrance

{

to Reform

. Ti.: teaching.of birth control amongst the pool
is in itself a crime, because, apart frJm the'evil
practice, the people are asked to believe a iie,
namely, that a high birth-rate is the cause of
poverty and that by means of birth-control their
circumstances will be improved. By one advocate of birth control tfiis werk rJasorirg nrd
inconsequ.ential. sentimentality have actuali/ b een
crowded into the compass of a sinEle sentence :
" We must no longer be content io remain indifferent and idle witnesses of the senseless and.
5

I
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unthinking procreating

i
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of

countless wretched
children, whose parents are diseased and yicious." ,
It is true that disease, vice, and wretched chiidren
are the saddest products of our industrial system;
it is also true that a helpless baby never yet was
guilty of expropriating iand, of building slums, of
under-paying the workers, or of rigging the
market. Therefore instead of preventing thebirth
of children we should set about to rectify the evil
conditions which make the lives of children and
adults unhappy. Like many other policies advocated on behalf of the poor, birth control is
immorai if only on this account, that it distracts
attention from the real causes of poverty. In
Spain birth control is not practised. I do not
say there is no poverty in that country, but there
is no poverty that resembles the hopeless grinding
poverty of the English poor. For that strange

disease, artificial birth control is a worthless
remedy; and it were far better that we shouid

turn our attention to the simple words of Cardinal

Manning: " There is a natural and divine

law,

anterior and superior to all human and civil iaw,
by which men have the right to live of the fruits
of the soil on which they are born, and in which
they are buried."'

(.) A Quach Remedy for Poaerty
Artificial birth control is one of the

many

quack remedies advertised for the cure of poverty,
a British Med.ical
Journal, JuJy

r

Quoted in

4,

rg2r, p. t3r.

f ablet,November 5rr92r,p,598.
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K. Chesterton has given the final answer
to the Malthusian assertioi that some form of
and G.

birth control is essential because bouses

are Jcarce

:

" Consider that simple sentence, and you will see what
is the matter with the modern mind. I do oot mean the
growth of immorality; I mean the genesis of gibbering

idiocy. There are ten little boys i,hom vori wish t5
prwide with ten top-hats ;
,and you find there are only
eight top-hats. To a simple
mind it would seem noi

impossible to make two mlre hats
business

I to find out whose
it is to make hats, and induce him to make

hats; to agitate against an absurd
hats

delay

in deliverinf

; to punish anybody who has promis"d hats ani

hats. The modern -i.rd is that which
that if we only cut off the heads of two of the little
boys,,they will not want hats; and then the hats will
exactly go round, The suggestion that heads are rather
more. important- than hats is dismissed as a piece of
mystical metaphysics. The assertion that hits were
made for heads, and not heads for hats savours of
antiquated dogma. The musty text which says that the
failed to provide

says

body is more than raiment

;

the popular preiudice which

would prefer the lives of boyi io the mathematical
arrangement of hatsr-all these things are alike to be
ignored. The logic of enlightenm"rrtls merciless I and
we duly summon the headsman to disEuise the deficiencies of the hatter. For it makes verylittle difierence
to the logic- of the thing, that we are talking of houses
and not of hats. . . . The fundamental f.allicy remains
the same; _that we are beginning at the wrong end,
because we have never troubled tolonsid.r at wh-at
"nd
to begin." t

I

Quoted fuom Anerica, October zg, tgzr.,

p. 3r.

I
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5. rovnnw AND crwlrsATroN
A modern writer is burdened by many words
that carry an erroneous meaning, and one of these
is the word " civilisation." Intended to mean
" The Art of Living," this word, by wrong usage,
now implies that our method of combining mental
culture and bodily comfort is the highest, noblest,
and best way to Iive. Yet this impiication is by
no means certain. On the contrary, the spectacle
of our social life would bring tears to eyes undimmed by the industrial traditions of the past
hundred years. This I know to be true, having
once traveiled to London in the company of a
young girl who came from the Thirteenth Cen=
tury. She had lived some twelve years on the
Low Sierra of Andalusia, where in a smal1 sunlit
village she may have vainly imagined our capital to
be a city with walls of amethyst and streets of gold,
for when the train passed through that district
which lies to the south of Waterloo, the child
wept. t' took at these housesr" she sobbed;
" Dios mio, they have no view."

HIGH BIRTH-RATES NOT THE
OF HIGH DEATH-RATES

$

,l

i

$

7--f-!HE

ili

t. rovunw

Now EXIsTING
second contention of birth controllers
AS

place, there is no doubt that Poverty,
necessiry features of which are mal-nutrition or

first

insufficiont food and bad housing, is directly
associated with a high death-rate, although this
view was once shown by the Lancet to need
important qualifications.
respect to the greater mortality amongst the
thi rich, we have yet to learn that the only
irope of lessening the death-rate lies in diminishing the
birlh-rate. We have no prool as yet that the majority

" With

poor than

.II

of the evils at

Present surrounding the poor are

necessarily attendant uPon Poverty. We have yet

tion, upon the necessities of life I for such is not the case
when lialf the earnings of a family are thrown away to
provide adulterated alcoholic drinks for one member of
it. Until reforms such as these and others have been
carried out, and the poor are able and willing to conform
to known physiological laws, it is premature to sPeak
of taking ,i.atot"s to lessen the birth-rate-a proposal,
be it said, which makes the humiiiating confession of
man's defeat in the battle of Iife."

fi

1

l

The Lancet, 1879, vol.
37

f*\

tl

rt

_t_o

s." a pooi population living in dry,,well-drained, wellventilited houses, properly supplied with pure water
and the means of disposal of refuse. And we have_yet
to become acquainted with a poor population spending
their scant eainings entirely, or in a very large ProPor-

t

,l

CAUSE

I i, that a high birth-rate, by increasing
I povertl, causes a high death-rate. In the

r.ii

,ri

III

\

\
1

ii, P.7o3.
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It will be seen that the qualifications

i,.
\

practically
remove the_question from'dispute.l Ii the con'dltrons of the poor were thus aitered, poyerty, as
it exists to-dayr'would of course disaipear. ' 'As
things- are, we find that a high deifh-rate is
related to poverty, as_is proved] for example, by
'.the death-rate from tuberiulosis being foui tim&
greater in slums than in the besi residential
quarters of a city.
^
The correct ,nrw., to the birth controllers ic
that.a high.birth-rate is not the cause of a high
d_eath-rate, because high birth-rates, as shown "in
the previous chapterr_aie not the cauie of poverty,
but vice versa.- Moreover, all the siatistic'ai
evirlence goes to prove that in this matter we are
right and that Malthusians are wrong.
$

z. nrcn

BrRTH-RATE Nor rHE cAUSE oF r{rcH
DEATII-RATE : PROVED FROM STATISTIC9

In China, where there is said to be a birth-rate
of over 50 per-r.ooo, and where over
70 per cent.
of infants are heiped-to die, the high diath-rate

is d9. clearly tb degraded social"customs. In
the slums of Great Britain the high death-rate is
also due to degraded social condifions. It is not
due

to the birth-rate. Of this the proof is

I Poverty is a term of wide import admitting many degrees
according as the victim is deprivei more or less- completel]y of
the ordinary necessities in the matters of food, clothing; hor'ring,
education, and recreation. As used by Maltirusian, ,'"a ,pot"'r,
of here it means persistent lack of one o, *or. o{ these ,r.J.rrr.y
requisites for decent living. Vide parkinson, primer ol Sociil
Science

(r9r8\, pp. zzJ

sgg.

HIGH BIRTH-,4ND DDATH-RATES
simple. (a) Among the French

Canadians,
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this high
;'h;t;tr;;rr"rily iumbers about nine,death-rate'
high
birth-rate"is not issociated with a
["t *iift
-In the increase of a thrifty,-hard-working
Ontario the birth-rate' went- up. from
;;;.
zr'ro in rglo to 2+'7 y r2!1,.and
'Again,the death-rate
in rgrr the
{ell from r+ to ti'6. (b)
-corrected
birth-rate for Connaughl was +5'3 as
crude rate of 2+'7 lot England. and
onrinr, a
-r"J
in Connauglit, whe* there is no
i?;i;;;
fot Societies for prEventing ?arents being
'Cr*f"".a 6 th.it Childrin, the - i-nfant Tortality
rate I is verv much lower than in England'
the
;i;;"";'h ,t "'uitrtt-tate is much higher and
a
;;;.-tti much sreater'
oro*r, In Bradford' .prosg"erirh
which -Payi.. ?articular
;;;;;'
'attention to its mothers and
chrldren' tn9
i;i;;;';;',rri,/ ln tgrT-was t32 Per t,ooo.and

*h9{"
ifr. birth-rate t3'2. In Connrught'aids
other
oi
there are no mrie,nity centres
of
dearth
i" t*ri"A, but on the contra-ry-a 1te^t
was
mortality
;h.;;;;;;i well-being, the irifani actually
+51.'
;;il i;:-*hilst the biiih-rat" was death-rate
ts
a
high
that
say
to
it
is
So'"i.ir"
due to a high birth-rate'

rate is the number of deaths o{ infan$
births in the same vear'
Irooo
under one year old Per
z see Saleeby, T h, ;';;;r;';i"i"1'1"1.-w.to't'itltr,e!iya
'krbort
on the Phyid l{elfare of Mlt'h'rt tnd
Corv Bieeer'

r The infant mortality

!1

Cn'liaii"i.t.iv,

I'reland (Carnegie

U'K' Trust)' r9t8'
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Low BrRTH-RAT, No .,ARANTEE /F
A LOW DEATH-RATN ,,
Ag-ain, birth controllers claim that a low birth_
rate leads to a low infant- mortality r4te. Now,
it is really a yery extraordinary thirig that, whail
ever be the statement made by a Malthusian on
the subject of birth-control, tLe very opposite is
found to be the truth. J)uring th.'lrrt'qrr.t.,
of last century afa.lliyg -birth-raie in E"glri; *r,
actually_accompanied by a rising infant Inortalitv
rate ! I)uring r9r8 in Ireiand,-the crude birtli_
rate was.r9.g, with-an infant mortality rate of g6,
whereas in England and Wales, the irude birth.l
rate was t7.7 with an infant mortality rate of oz^
and in the northern boro_ughs the appalli"g rtrii
of rzo... In England and Wales the iotrrest i"nfant
mortality rate was found to be in the southern
rural drstricts, where the rate was 63, but in
uonnaught the rate was 5o.5. This means that
in Fngland a low birth-ritJis associated with a
high _infant mortality rate, whereas in Ireland
a high birth.rate is issociated with a 1ow i"i;;
mortaiity rate.3 These cold figures prove that in
$ 3. A

r F.ilty-fiftb lnnual

Report of the
_Registrar-Generallor lreland.,
conta,ining a General z{.bttiact.ol the Nuinbeu of Marriager,
niriir',
and. Dea-tht, r9r8, pp. x, xxix, and 24.

lnnual Reput ol th-e i?egistrar_General of Births,
Marriages in"Engiand oniWtotr,, i9rs,
?::!!t:::d
ip. x*iv,
xxxn, and xxxv.

^2

E-ighty-fi.ryt

i: d:o
testimony of Sir Arthur Newsholme,
fh*Rcfort
,_',
th1:Tqttic
n hrs
ol
Child Mortality,issued in connection with the

A-nnual Report of the'iocal
l::!,fi|r,
r9r71, pp. 77-8.

Government Board

(d,atii
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this-matter at least the poorest Irish peasants are
richer than the peoPle of England.

$ 4. vlter. srATIsrICs oF FRANCE
The Maithusian claim that a low birth-rate
leads to a low death-rate is also disproved by the
vitai statistics of France.
" The death-rate of France has not declined at the
same rate as the birth-rate has, and, while the incidence
of mortality in France was equal to that of England in
the middle of the seventies, thl English mortality is now

only five-sevenths of the French. Bngland thus maintains a fair natural increase, although the birth-rate
has cleclined at an even faster pace than has been the
case in France. . . .
is the case
" The French death-rate is higher thanquite
well be
,r.J
it
can
neighbours,
with most of her
are
mortality
high
her
fairly
for
The
reason-s
reduced.
not to be found in climatic conditions, racial characteristics, or other unchangeable elements of nature, nor
of the most industrial
.v., in ir", occuprtion., ,ir." some
I
mortalitY."
low
have
a
regions

I have tabulated certain Yital statistics of

twenty Departrnents of France.
Thd tottowing table, coYering two periods- oI
five vears in trirenty Departments, proves that
the ieath-rate was liwer in the ten Departments
having the highest birth-rate in France than in
the teir Deparlments having the lowest birth-rate'
Moreover,ihe figures show that, prior to r9r4,
r Knud Stouman, "The Repopulation of Ftance," Inter'
national Jaurnal ol Public llealth, vol. ii, no. $P' 4zr'
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TABLE
Tnp Tsw

DEpARTMENTs HAvINc

tng HrcgBst Btntg-ners
r9I5-r9r9.

Rates per r,ooo populatlon.

Dcpartments,

o'll'[lT
27'6

Moselle

FinistOre
26.8

Pas-de-Calais

Morbihan

25,7

C6tes-du-Nord

24'5

Bas-Rhin

24'3

Meurthe-et-Moselle
LozEre

23'2

.

22,4

.

zz.6

Vosges

22.O

Total, Auerages

24.6

l

r*'o'. #,::'":1
|

r8'r I +q'r
,t.+ I +s'+
r7'8 I +7's
zo'6 I * a.q

| +8.o
| ++.o
r7.3 I +5'2
r6.o | *6'4
r8'z I *s's

ro.z
rg.z

1t7.7 I+0.a

tsr

Fnaxcr

C6te-d'Or
.

Gironde
Haute-Garonno

Lot

I
1

i

'l

r

5'4

I5.I
I5'I
I5'I

Nidvre

5'o
74'9

Tarn-et-Garonne
Yonne
Lot-et-Garonne

14.9
14.4
13.7

Gers

r

.

r3,2

Total Auerages

r4.6

i
I

stiu.

births

per
r,ooo
births,

r6.5 | {rr.r

Tnp TpN DnpenrupNrs HAVING
Allier

rN

FnrrNcp
I9o9-I9I3

Haut-Rhin
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tB,z
r 5'7

r7'3
20,4
2I.O
17,4
20.1

I9.I
I9.I

r9'2

4.o

4'2
4'4

!:
4'3
!:

Rates per r,ooo

population,

Births, Deaths.

,::

r4'7

r5,4
t8.z

r5'o
r4'4
,3.3

20,o

t2'4

17.5

r

6.r

ro'3

Y

r 3.7

17'3

4'7
4'2

r9'o

Lowpsr Brntu-nero ru

-a.a

-o.6
-2,2
-s.3
6.o

-2,5
- 5.r
- 4'7
-.5'4
- 6.o
* 4.o

3.r
3'3
4'5
4'o
4'5

3'2
4'7

9'9

20,5
r 8.8

9'o
7's

22,5
zo,6
20,o

8.4
IO'I
8.8

,1.o

20'7

3.8

8.9

22,O

4'4
4.r

7'4

20,I

6.8

I9.B
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the Departments with the lowest birth-rate were
becoming depopulated. On the other hand, the
enormous fall in the 'birth-rate throughout the
country from r9r5 to r9I9 is a memorial, very

+3

noble, to the heroism of France in the Great War,
and. to her r,r75rooo dead. Certain other facts
should also be ir6ted. In France the regulations
nermit that. when a child has died before regisiration of tLe birth, this may be recorded as a
still-birth ; and for that reason the proportion of
still-births aP4ean higher than in most other
countries.
Maithusian claims are thus refuted by the vitai
statistics of France; but it should be clearly
understood that these figures do not Prove that the
i"u.tt. of the Malthusiin theory islrue, namely,
that ahigh birth-rate is the cauie of a low deathirt". Tiere is no true correlation between birthrates and death-rates.

5. conrrrclENTs oF coRRELATIoN
As birth controllers rely very much u-pon
statistics, and as figures may very easily mislead
the unwary, it is o-.."ttrry to point out that the
Malthusian contention that a-high birth-rate is
$

the cause of a high death-rate is not only contrary
to reason and to"facts, but is also contrary to the
verv fisures which they quote. A high birth-rate
is Jtt# associated wiih-a high death-rate, but
a Eeneral or uniform correspondence between
birih-rates and death-rates hai never been established by modern statistical methods. To these
methodi brief reference may be made. A coefifrcient of correlation is a numbet intended to
indicate the degree of similarity between two
things, or the exient to which one moves with the

,J'

li;
lr
1,,
:',.'
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other. If this coefficient is unity, or r, it indi-

that the two things are similar in all respects,
while if it be zera, or o, it indicates that there is
no resemblance between them. The study of
correlation is a first step to the study of causation,
because, until we know to what extent two things
move together, it is useless to consider whether
one causes the movement of the other; but in
itself a coefficient of correlation does not necessarily indicate cause or result. Now in this
country, between 1838 and rgr2 the birth-rate
and the death-rate show a correlation of'84; but
if that period be split into two, the correlation
from 1838 to 1876, when the birth-rate was
fluctuating, is minus .tz, and in the period after
1876 the correlation is plus 'gz. This means
that the whole of the positive correlation is due
to the falling of the death-rate, and that birth.
rates and death-rates do not of necessity move
together.l
After a careful examination of the vital statistics for France, Knud Stouman concludes as
follows :
cates

tt

In France no clear conelation exists between the
birth-rate and the death-rate in thevarious Departments.
The coefficient of correlation between the birth-rate
and the general death-rate byDepartments (r9o9-r913)
was o,o69z { o,rc67, and including Alsace and Lorraine
o.ro54, indicating no correlation whatso-o.ozr2 =[
di{Ierent and more interesting table
ever. A somewhat
1

Dr. Major

r9r6, p. I3o.
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moris obtained when the correlation is made with the

tality at each age class

:

TABLB
Under

I-I9

r year
years

20-"39 yeats
+o-59 years

_

6o years and over

"A

II

f

o'o986
-f- o'o8r6
o.brrdf o'o656
o'o8or
o.5oz8
o,zqi7 -f- o'roor
036+7

o.a-88a.

J

peculiar configuration is observed in these coi" that a qrrlt" p,otto'nced positive correlation

"ffi.i;it
;;il-;,-.h.
some

..o.r"ui ^it g'o'p, but disappears with
regularity to*rrdr"bofi .Jt"*ities of iift' If the

cannot
*"r,rfi& has any influence uPon the natality thisand
dein{ants
lost
of
tf
..piu..*tnt
U" l" ,t form
been
;;";;;-;lJ p.opr., tierefore, as has frequently
trrrl. , high death-rate at the.child-bearing
;;;;,J.
;;:'J;;i t l" *na".#e to increased fertility i: ?b..tYtd'

does it seem likely that a large number of children
"?i.n..
rfr""fJ make the p^r..ri, more lia6le to diseases which
must'
are prevalent ,t t^hit period of life' The reasons
tactor'
then-. be looked for in a common
reP-resentlng
" i.[ow the only disease of importancecoefficients
is
corielation
do
the
as
age-curve
the same
cent'
2
France
PertuberculosiJ. This disease causes in
J.r,irs under one year, 2+ Pet cent' of the deaths
"J1fr. ,o iq y.utt ol ag"i notless than +5 Per cent' from
i;";;
to.59f .uld less than z
20 to 39, r'8 p., cent. at ages 40
'Will
t high tuberculosis
o.r ..i-ti. ,t ih" ,g., ou"t 6o'
fertility'
great
to
il"ririiiy,irr.t, rlconducive
1? Y:
natality"twtll.be
the
of
decrease
a
hav" to f.rt ih^t
I
th. ,.ro1t of energetic measures against tuberculosis
without
then,
irrtiiy...-flr" d.^ih-r,t"'t'y.b." re<luced,
..-iiwr,u. efiects upon the birth-rate'
detrimentai
can the fa'ctor be which influences both the

+6
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tuberculosis incidence and the birth-rate I We know
that the prevalence of tuberculosis is conditioned principally by poverty and ignorance of hygiene. The Parisian_statistics, as,compiled by Dr. Bertillon and recently
by Professor L. Hersch, show a much higher birth-ratl
in the poor wards than in the richer districts, ancl the
high birth-rates may be furnished largely by the poorer
elemetts of the population. A comfortable degiee of
wealth does not imply a low birth-rate, as is abundantly

slow-n elsewhere, and one of the important questions
which suggest themselves to the Fiench stitistician
aad sociologist is evidently the following: How can
the intellectual and economic standard of the masses
be raised without detriment to the natality I

" We believe that the time is opportune for solving this
question. The past half-century has been lived under

the shadow of defeat and with a sense of limitations,
and of impotence against fate, This nightmare is now
thrown off, and, the doors to the world being open and
development free, the French people will learn that new
initiative has its fulI recompense and that a living and a
u-sefu1 activity can be found for all the sons and daughters
they may get. The habit of home-staying is brok"en by
the_war, and new,and great undertakings are developing
as well as in the sunny.oratr.r-i

in the ruined north-east

I International Journal
p. 423.
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HOW RELIGION AFFECTS THE BIRTH.
RATE

$

r. rnnxcu srATlsrlcs
BY

MISINTERPRETED
MALTHUSIANS

HE fact that Malthusians are in the habit
of citing the birth-rate in certain Catholic
countries as a point in favour of their
propaganda is only another instance of their malidroif use of figures : because for that argument
there is not th; slightest justification. The following paragraph fiom a recent sPeech' in the
Congress by Lord Dawson,
Pirysician to the King, is a good example of their
methods in controversy :

Anglilai Ciuich

" Despite the influence and condemnations of the
Church,-it (artificial birth control) has been Practised in
France for well over half a century) and in Belgium and
other Catholic countries is extending. And if the
Roman Catholic Church, with its comPact organisation,
its power of authority, and its discipline, cannot check
thiiprocedure, is it likely that Protestant Churches will
be able to do so ? For Protestant religions depend for
their strength on the conoiction and csteetn they establis/t in
the beads and hearts ol their people."

I have italicised the closing words because it
would be interesting- to know, in passing, whether
anyone denies that these human influences aiso
contribute to the strength of the Catholic Church.
Among recent converts to the Faith in this country are many Protestant clergymen who may be
I Eztening Standard, October 12, rgzt.
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presumed to have known what claims ,, on their
conviction and esteem " their communion had.
Moreover, in France, amongst recent converts are
some of the great intellects of that country. If
it be not " conviction and esteem " in their ,,-heads
and hearts," what other motive, I ask, has induced
Huysmans, Barrds, and others to make submission
to Rome I
. Secondly, it is true that for over half a century
the birth-rate of France has been falling, and that
to some extent this decline is due to ifi" use of
contrac-eptives I b,ut it is also true that during the
past fifty years the Government of Francd has
made a determined but unsuccessful efiort to overthrow the Catholic Church ; and that it is in
so far as the Goyernment has weakened Catholic
influence and impeded Catholic teaching that the
birth-rate has falien. The beiief of a n"ation will
not influence its destiny unless that belief is
reflected in the actions of the citizens. Father
Herbert Thurston, S.J.,' thus deals with the argu-

ment implied:
's Catholicism

l

I
I

which is merely Catholicism

in

name,

and which amounts to no more in the supposed believer
than a vague purpose of sending for a priest when he is
d_ying, is not likely to have any restraining effect upon

the decline of the birth-rate. Further, it is preciiely
because a rcally practical Catholicism lays sucli restriitions upon {reedom in this and in other matters, that
members of the educated and comfortable classes, the
men especially, are prone to emancipate themselyes from
r " The D-eclining B11!i-_rat1,, inThe
p. t57, reprinteil by C.T.S. Pice zd.

ll,Ionth, August 1916,
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stock is assured."

In the first place, it is noteworthy that the birth.
with practical Catholicism in France,
being much higher in those Departments where
the Church is more flourishing. As was shown
by Professor Meyrick Booth in rgl4, there are
certain districts of France where ihe birth-rate
yhigher than in th_e usual English country districts.
For exampk,
-,b. birth-ratein Finistdr e was 27,1,
in Pas-de-Calais
26.6, and in MorbiharL z'S.B'.
On the other hand, in many Departments ihe
birth-rate was lower than th'e deaih-rate. This
occurred,_for example, in Lot, Haute Garonne,
Tarn-et-Garonne, Lot-et-Garonne, and in Gers.
In the two last-named Departments the birthrates were 13.6 and r3.o respectivcly.
In the following table I have tabulated more
recent figures concerning the vitai statistics in
these two groups of Departments, and rates for
the two periods of five years, rgoyrgr3, and l9r5Tgtg, irt each group are compired.
It will be noted that in the three Dcpartments,
where practical Catholicism is mosr flourishing,
rat-e varies

+
i
i

l
l

+g

all religious control with an anti-clerical rancour hardly
known in Protestant lands. Had it not been for these
defections from her teaching, the Catholic Church, in
most countries of mixed r"ligion, would soon become
predominant by the mere force of natural fertility.
Even as it is, 'rve believe that a country like France owes
such small measure of natural increase as she still retains
almost entirely to the religious principle of the faithful
few. Where the Catholic Church preserves her sway
over the hearts of men the maintenance of a vigorous

BIRTH CONTROL
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TABLE III
r9o9-r913
Rates per r,ooo

DepartEentg,

I9I5-r9r9.
still-

population.

births
per

Livlng
births.

I8'I

Flnistdre
Pas-de-Calals

26.8

Morbihan

Total Aoeragx

.

Lot

Haute Garonne

Tarn-et.Garonne

Lot.et-Garonne

National

.
.

r7'4

+e'r

+9'4

25'7

r7'8

26'5

r7'7

r

2t.o

-*
-

5'o

I5.I

r4'9
r3,7

Gers

r3,2

Tolal Aaeruges

r4'3

20,4

20.t

I9.:

r9'2
r9'g

I,OOO

births,

4.o
4'2

Deaths

under

r

year

population,

pef

r,ooo

living
births.

t76.7
r

Rates per r,ooo

35'3

Births. Deaths.

a,

t,

4'4

7t3'7

r5'o

l9'o

+8.8

4.2

r2r,g

r5'4

18'6

6.o

4'5
4.o
4.7

r48.o

+7'9

5'3

t2r.3

6.o

4'I

4'4

r34'7
r t2.o
t02.4

-5'5

4'3

rzj'6

5.r
5'4

7.5

9.o

7'9
J'4
6.8

2c,6

22'5
20'?
20.

I

r9,8
20'7

there is a high birth-rate, and moreover that in
these Departments both the death-rate and the
infant mortality rate is lower than in the five
Departments with the lowest birth-rate.
Professor Meyrick Booth's comments are as
follows

:

" The above five departments (in which the decline
of population has been most marked) are adjacent to
one another in the fertile valley of the Garonne, one of
the vyealthiest parts of France

;

and we may well ask :
favourable
conditions be less than half that which is noted for the
bleak district of Finistdre I The noted statistician, M.

Why should the birth-rate under such

5r

Leroy-Beaulieu, has some interesting observations to
offer upon this parado_xical_state of things. Considering
the country in.general, and these districts in particular,
he notes that the most prolific parts of France are those
in which the people have retained their allegiance to the

traditional Church (in the case of the Pas--de-Calais we
have a certain degree of adherence to the orthodox faith
combined with the presence of a large mining populationf S.- L"^loy-Eeaulieu expresses -the opiiion'that
the Catholic Church tends, by means of its whole atmosphere, to promote a general increase of population
I for,
more than other types of Christianity,- it condemns
egoism, materialism, and inordinate ambition for self or
family I and, moreover, it works in the same direction
through its uncompromising condemnation of modern
Malthusian practices. He_draws our attention, further,
to the new wave of religious life which has swepi over th;
baute-bou_rgeoisie o-f France during the 1ast feri decades
;
and he does not hesitate to connect this with the faci
that this class is now one of the most prolific (perhaps the
most ;trolific) in the nation. Space forbids-my iaking
up this subject in detail, but it appears from a ionsider-able body of figures which have been collected that,
while the average number of children born to each
marriage in the English Protestant upper middle class
is not more than about z.o to 2,5, thi number born to
each marriage in the corresponding class in France is
betwe-en 3-o and 4.o. Taking the foregoing facts into
consideration, it would appear that Roman Catholicism
in France-is very considerably more prolific
-even
(where the belief of the people is at all deip) than English
Protestantism. This applies both to the upper "and
lower classes."

I

_r " Religious Belief as afrecting the Growth
Thc Hibbert Journal, October, tgt+, p. t44.

of

population,r,
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tics for rgrS arc quoted by Father Thurston,

.fr.-it[*"ing, but there is one f,act rvhich'
"t
i(*-Mri,f"riri, he ought to have- known'because

s.J.t
the crude birth-rate
" . . . We find that in Limburg
is
is a?.r- in North Brabant it 3z'5, but in Friesland it

BIR'-IH CONT RoL
In ail orobability Lord Dawson was unaware
as a

a senous
the omission of this fact in his address ls
a
country
as
matter. When referring to France
Daaron
Lord
*fr"r" ii.aft control had iome to s-tay,
ili'iti tutl bis auiitice tbattlte-the'Got'ernment-oJ
Malthusian
Frr;;; ;;; ;;* suppressed' basontv
a laut'
ii-iii;rA in that ,frinry, and proposed'
propaganda
';;;;;;;;h"r,'u'*Io nigogi in birth coitoi
shatt bc imPrisoned,.
$

z. uvronxcE

Of course, this is not the beginrting and end of
ihe niatter. In North Brabant the death-rate is r6'36,
in l,it"t"rg it is 15'28, in Friesland it is only rI'zl, but
,h" fu., rJmains that in the two Catholic provinces the

i";;.;.

qutorul increase is fi't7 and r8'r5, while in the noniatholic province of Friesland it is r3'r5'- Further, no
one can doubt that in such densely populated districts
as North and South Holland and Gelderland the
Cathoiics, who number more than z5-per cent' of the
inhabitants, exercise a perceptible influence-in raising
th" bitth figures for thi whoie kingdom' The results
would b" vity difierent if the entire country adopted

FRoM HoLLAND

is usually
As regards other countries,-Hol1and
'MaJt-hysians'being
a"r.ril."a as the Mttt' of
; if."
countrf wher.e Ne.o-Malthusianism has
""fy the opportunity of diminishing the exb""o nir"h
in the re;;tr#-t;;njrril'o" ""g"t'it lines, i'e'
and
duction of the i"rtiliiy oflth" Poorest classes"' '
and
gene131
ihe w-ages
;il;;;; .o"tia"rnr,lL rise intaken
pt*t-:*:,fl^--*
have
rpp",t'-io
u
ft"rp"ri
'*itti ,r, unpiecedented increase of populatton"hnd
come to investigate this claim we
When we-the
eleven provi"nces -of Holland-'-two
;#:""i
being. North
Ii""'rf*""'"".i*fy C"tholic, theseand
Lrmburg'
Brrbrrrt, with 649,ooo inhabitants,,
.vith e(8^ooo in(ibitants' On the other hand'
not more
i"'Fri""fr"d, with q66,ooo inhabitants'vital
statisthan 8 Per cent. ari Cattrolics' The
r The

Secretary of the Malthusian

Bidh-rate, ryt6, P' 99'

League' Yide

t he D

c

clining

Neo-Malthusian PrinciPles."

I

3. tue UNITED STATES oF AMERIcA
As was proved by the -census.of religions.in
roo6" the inited States of America is becoming
a'Ereat stronghold of the Faith. In Massachu,eits the Caiholic Church numbered r,roo,ooo
members, whereas the total membership of -a11the
Protestant Churches was 45o,ooo' In Illinois
ih"r" were about 3oo,ooo Methodists and
$

I

r,ooo,ooo Catholics. Thel-e were 2,3o-o,ooo Catholics in the State of New York, and about 3oo,ooo
Methodists, while no other Protestant Church
numbered more than 2oo,ooo. The New England States, once the home of American Puriianism, are now great centres of Catholicism'
t The Montb, August 1916, p. r57, C,T'S'I zd'
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five others, in which the Catholic and the foreign
elements are well rePresented :

Professor Meyrick Booth' explains this remarkable
change as being due to two ciuses :^(r) The influx

TABLE V

of large num6ers of European Cathoiics, who

ciing tqnaciously to their religion ; (z) the Sreater
fertility of these stocks as comPared with the
natiye'population. Moreover, he has tabulated
the following statistics :

Population.
(rqro)

Methodlst .

Prot. Episcopa-

lian
Disclples. .
R.C.
Methodlst .
Lutheran .
Presbyterlan .
R.C.
Methorlist .
Prot. Episcopa.
lian
Baptist and
smaller,

California

2,377,Ooo

Kentucky

2,29O,OOO

about

Cblel Rcllgious Bodies'

Birihs and
Deaths.

b. zr3,ooo

New York

d. r47,ooo

54O,OOO

b.
d.

r3,ooo

Massacbusetts

3,366,ooo

b.
d.

84,ooo

d.36,5oo

Mlchlgan

2,8oo,ooo

b. 36,ooo

Connecticut '

Rhode Island

Chle, Religtous Bodles (1906l,

Births md
Deaths
(b. and d.)
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BlrtI.

per

r,o@.

8,ooo

5r,ooo

233,ooo b. 36,ooo
to2,ooo
r r8,ooo

r75,ooo
164,ooo

rrT,ooo d. zo,ooo

64,ooo
36,ooo

27,ooo
r7,ooo

6o,ooo
2o7,ooo

t37,ooo b. r9,ooo
35,ooo

these States the birth-rate is very much
N-ew
hisher than in the former' Furthermore' a
i-i",,l,tierted the birth-rate in that
tli"'..nce to religious belief '- ancl
,ttl air"ttnt b-odies could beof
roiio*t *ith ,"'p'ct to the number
*rrrrr*"t ti> Jews, (z)- Catholics'
children
iif---pt",istants (o"rthodox), (+) Protestants

In

d, zorooo

roo,ooo

?:;il;;;;;
;ilr lttil;"al
.;;.1";U'.#
;;ffiJ; ,..

167,coq.
R.C.
R.C,
354,ooo b. 3erroo
d,. 32,4oo
Prot. bodles
about (AU
Churches weak) z5o'ooo
. 3r2,ooo b. 3g,ooo
Baptist
Ilethodist . 156,000 d, r8,ooo
166,ooo
R.C.

iiit*rU," r"J"isl' ag"ottit"' Pioi"ssor,M,tytl*
concluoes nls

these States the birth-rate is low; in three
there are actually more deaths than births; and
in all five the proportion of Cathoiics is comparatively small. These States may be comPared with

In

booth, *ho it himseif a Protestant,
survef of the evidence as follows :
there is good
" f,ooking at the situation as a whole'

I

1 tbe Hibbert Journal, October rgt+, p. r+7.
{

Yid,e

the Hibbert Journal, October t9r4' p' r49'
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race. Despite this fact the American Malthusians

CONTROL

to think that the Protestant Anglo-Saxons are
not only-East
losing ground reiatioely, but must, at any rate
and middle East, be suffering an actual
in the
decrease on a large sca1e. For it has been shown by
more than one sociologist (see, for example, the statement in the Fa.mily aid the Nati,n) that no stock can
maintain itself with an average of less than about four
children per marriage, and from all available data (it has
not been found possible to obtain definite figures for
most of the Western and Southern States) we must see
that the average fertility of each marriage in this section
of the American people falls far short of the requisite
four children. Judging by all the figures at hand, the
modern Anglo-Saxon American, with his high standard
of comfort, his intensely individualistic outlook on life,
and his intellectual and emancipated but child-refusing
wife, is being graduaily thrust aside by the upgrowth
of new must.t of people of simpler tastes and hardier and
more natural habits. And, what is of peculiar interest
to us, this new population will carry into ascendancy
those religioos anil moral beliefs which have moulded
its type of life.
('The victory will be, not to those religious beliefs
which most closely correspond to certain requirements of
the abstract intellect, but to those which give rise, in
practice, to a mode of life that is simple, natural, unselfish, and adequately prolific-in other words, to a mode
of life that works, that is Lebensf ribig." t

reason

As things are, the original Frotestant stock of
America ii being swamped by the growth of the
Catholic, the Jew'ish, and the Negro populatio_n.
Moreover, the United States is faced by the
grave problem of a rapidly increasing coloured
1

Ibe llibbert Joarnal, October I9r4, P. I50'

that a National Bureau should
be established to disseminate information regarding contraceptives throughout their country !
And what of the other reformers I They also
are very busy. Theyhave already abolished those
cheering beverages fro-m - graPes and grain, or
rather tley have made alcohol one of the surreptitious privileges of the rich. They are seeking to
enforie the Sabbath as a day of absolute rest, not
for the glory of God but in order that tired wageslaves m"ay have their strength renewed for anotf,er
week of toil in the factories and the mills. Again,
they would uproot from the homely earth that
ol"lsant *..d. whose leaves have mide slaves of
inillionr since the days of Sir Walter Raleigh. All
these things would they do. There are some
things the reformers_have not done, and these
thin[s are recounted by an American writer, Dr.
Ant6ony M. Benedik:
are now demanding

" The divorce peril, the race-suicide evil, the greed. for
ill-gotten go1d, things like these the reformers touch not.
And these things it is which harm the soul. Abolishing
the use of alcoholic drinks and of tobacco, putting the
blue laws into efiect, suppressing all rough sPorts, may
make a cleaner, more sanitarlr rflore hygienic, a quieter

world. And yet there keep recurring to mind those
words of the Master of mankind, 'What doth it profit
a man if he gain the world and sufier the loss of his
soul ?' What worthy exchange can a man make for
hissoul?"I

'1i

l,l
1ti

ll

1

\til
l'\

I
I
,l

(,

P.3I.

Race-suicide and

Dr. Beil," America, October 2gt tg2t,
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land (27.r), Tynemouth (25.9), and Middlesbrough (26.il. Now in these towns the Catholic element is very strong. During the same
year in the four registration counties in which
these towns are situated, a larger proportion of
marriages were celebrated according to the rites

BIRTH CONTROL
On the other hand, it is good to read that the

;iN;

Yoik h*s"recentlv si-gned a !i11
ia a misdemeanour for landlords to refuse
"rrf.i"S
to rent apartments to families in which there are
thus regai.n
.iriiit.".' f" that State children
it
canaries'
and
;;;;i ,i*tt,t *ith dogt, cats, of Commons Is
that
Ho"t
t"=" t"".T t" ask of tI"
th"r. rho"ld pass a similar law ? We shall see'
Th. drttE.rs of birth control were aPP-arent to
that great imcrican, Theodore Roosevelt, when

d;;;;

he said

of the Church of Rome than in the other counties
of England and Wales.' The actual proportion
of Catholic marriages per r,ooo of aII marriages

:

of sterility'
" The greatest of all curses is the curse
be that
should
condemnations
all
of
leverest
,"a tft"
in any
essential
;i.i.J;;;" wilful sterility. The first

ir,^t trr" m*n attd the woman shall be the
;t"tit#;i
so tha't the
;;;i;;;"J th. moth"r of healthv children,
I
race shall increase and not decrease'"

$

4. tnr

sAME RESULTS

IN

ENGLAND

On a smaller scale the positioq is- the same in
has
n"-ir"a ,"a Wales, *ittte Catholicism
general
;;;T;ilI" .ii..k"d to some extent the
were
there
r9r9In
birth-rate'
the
h..ii""'ot
of
;;il";i" 1o*"t in England '. *i*- a-birth-rate
('5:6)'
over 2( per r,ooo, th"ese being St' Helens
6;.rtr'J- @ S' g),' south shieilds (26' g), sunder-

t

Dailv Chronicle, APril 25, rgro'

Registrar-Gcnctal ol
, tr;;ity:';;';;i'-Analuat Ripoit ol
-thc
and ll/alet' t9r9'
England
ntiti-irorns, and Marri'aget in
P. 89.

these four counties was : Lancashire tt6,
Durham 99, Northumberland 92, and the North
Riding of Yorkshire 92. That gives a fair index
of the strength of the Catholic population.
Again in r9r9 we find that Preston, ; textile
town, has a birth-rate of 17'r, whereas two other
textile towns, Bradford and Halifax, have rates of
r3.4 and r3.r respectively: and there can be
little doubt that the relative superiority of
Preston is mainly owing to her large Catholic
population.
The actual birth-rate amongst Catholics in
England may be estimated from information contained in l[be Catbolic Directory for r9r4. As
that work gives the Catholic population and the
number of infant baptisms during the previous
year in each diocese of Great Britain, and as
Catholic children are always baptized soon after
birth, it is possible to estimate the birth-rate of

in

I

I

,l
l1

\

the Catholic population. Working on

these

figures Professor Meyrick Booth' has published
the following table:
r Ibid., p. xxvi.
s Tbe Hibbert Journal, October I9I4t p. r4r.
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TABLE VI
Diocese.

Menevia (Wale$
Middlesbrough
Leeds

Liverpool
Newport

Northampton
Plymouth
Shrervsbury.

Southwark
Westminster

I

I

Birth.rate per r,ooo of the
Roman Catholic population.

'
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Average

+5'2
38'o
+2'o
40'o
I a.^
)J"
33'o

secure position, and do away with any disturbing influence that might occur from a sudden rise to Pros-

The results were

Year'

r

as

follows

:

*'*oT.i1,:1i,Yi,%ro

.
.
.
.

83r-4o

r84r-6o
r87r-8o
r88r-9o

26.0

38'o

I

perity."

each

7't
6'r
+'36
3,r3

39.o
36.0

The birth-rate amonsst thirtv families of the
tr"J.a gentr/, who wer"" known to be de,lnitely
CatholiC, was also investigated, with the following

38.6

results

During the same period the general birth-rate
amongst the whole population of England and
Wales was about z+ pgr r,ooo. And figures
that are even more remarkable have been published by Mr. W. C. D. Whetham and 'Mrs.
Whetham., These,writers, having investigated
the number of children in the fimilies o[ the
landed gentry, ,show that the birth-rate amongst
the aristocracy has declined.
" A hundred fertile marriages for each decade from
r83r to r89o have been taken consecutively from those
families who have held their title to nobility for at least
two- preceding generations, thus excluding the more
modern commercial middle-cIass element in-the present
Peerage, which can be better dealt with els6where.
We then get the full efiect of hereditary stability and a
I the Family and the Nation, r9o9, pp. r3g, r42..

:

Number of children to each
fertiie marrlage.

Years.

t87r-9o
1r.

6'6

wrth'3'74fo, th" landed

"o*pur.j
as
families

a whole during

the

same period.)

The interpretation of these figures is not

a

matter of faith, but of reason. I submit that the
facts are primaifacie evidence that by observance
of the moral law,as taught bythe Catholic Church,
even a hig'hly cultured community is enablecl to
escape those dangers of over-civilisation that lead

to

diminished

fertility and consequently to

national decline.

The truth of this statement has been freely

acknowledged by many Anglicans. According to
Canon Edward'Lyttelton : " The discipline of
1 Quoted it Univene, October 22, tgzr.
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doned, a race is neither able to return to the
family life of healthy pagan civilisations nor to
escape decay. During the past fifty years in
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the Roman Cornmunion prohibits the artificial
prevention of conception, hence Ireland is the
only part of the United Kingdom in which the
birth-rate has not declined, and the decline is
least in places like Liverpool and those districts
where Roman Catholics are most numerous." As
we have already seen (p. 5r), there are also other
reasons why Catholicism preserves the fertility
of a nation.
Without wishing to hurt the feelings of the
most sensitive materialist, it is necessary to point
out that, apart altogether from the question as to
whether the chief or immediate cause of a declining birth-rate is the practice of artificial birth
control, or, as seems to be possible, a general
lowering of fertility, birth-rates are more dependent on morals and religion than on race and
country. During the past century irreligion
spread throughout France, and the birth-rate fell
f.rom 32.2, during the first decade of the nineteenth century, to 2o.6, during the first ten years
of the twentieth century. In America, amongst
the descendants of the New England Puritans a

Engiancl famity life hai been definitely #eakened
by- increased facilities for divorce amongst the
rich, by the discouragement of parental authority
amongst the poor, and by the neglect of ail
religious teaching in the schools. And thus, in the
words of Charles Devas, " We have of late years,
with_perverse ingenuity, been preparing thl way
for the 1ow birth-rate of irreligion
-The and the higL
death-rate of civil disorder." ,
birth-rateln
England and Wales reached its highest point,
36.3, in 1876, and has gradually fallen to rE.5 in
r9rg. During the firstlwo qrirt"rs of that fear
the rate was the lowest yet reCorded. During the
pre-war yearr tgr3, the rate was 24.r.
In conclusion, the foilowing statements by a
^Protestant
writer are of interest :

" Judging from a number of figures which cannot be
quoted here, owing to considerations of space, it would
seem that the English middle-class birth-iate has fallen
to the extent of ooer So per cent. durirrg the last forty
years; and we have actual figures showing that the
well-to-do artisan birth-rate has declined, in tbe last
thirty years, by 5z per cent. ! Seeirts that the Protestant
Churches draw their mernbers mainly from these very
classes, we have not far to seek for an explanation of the
empty Sunday Schools. . . ."
tt l]nder these circumstances
it is not in the least
necessary for Protestant ministers and clergymen to

decay of religion and morals has also been accom-

panied by a- dwindling birth-rate. The decline
of the original New England stock in America has
been masked to some extent by the high birth-rate
amongst the immigrant population; but nevertheless it is apparent in the Census Returns for r89o,
when a population of 65,ooo,o00 was expected
and only 6z,5oo,ooo was returned. Moreover,
there is ample evidence in history that, wherever
the Christian ideal of a family has been aban-
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Charles S. Devas, Political Economlt znd edition, r9or,
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cast about them for evidence of Jesuit machinations
wherewith to explain the decline- of the Protestant
Churches in this country ! Let them rather look at the
empty cradles in the homes of their own congregations l,,l

The author of the above-quoted paragraphs thus
attributes the decline both df the b'irth-"rat'e and of
the Protestant Churches to_ the general adoption
of artificial birth control. With ihat explanltion
I disagr_e-e, because it puts the horse behin4 the
cart. When the Protestant faith was strong the
birth-rate of this country was as high as th"at of
Catholic lands. The Piotestant Cf,urches have
now been overshadowed by a rebirth of Rationalism, a growth for which they themselves prepared
the soi-l : and diminished fertility is the' nitrral
product of a civilisation tending towards material-

ism. Although the practi.e of artificial birth

control must obviously contribute towards a falling
birth-rate, it is neither the only nor the ultimatE
cause of the decline. The uliimate causes of a
+alling birth-rate are more complex, and the
decline of a comm,unity is but'the physical
expression of a moral change. That is mi, thesis.
1 Meyrick Booth, B.Sc., Ph.D., f tte
Hibbert Journal, October
r9r4, pp. r4z ard t5z.

THERB A NATURAL LAW REGULATING THE PROPORTION OF BIRTHS
AND DEATHS I

IS

r. rnu rHEoRy oF THoMAS DoUBLEDAY REvIYED
T N 1817 Thomas Doubleday ' maintained
I that ihe risinE birth-rate of his own time
I **, closelv coirnected with the fall in the

$

standard of living, and his argument implied that,
in order to checlr the excessive birth-rate, it was
necessary to improve the condition of the mass of
the peoble. Fbur years later he published The
[rui Liw oJ Populatioz, wherein he stated that
when the existeir.ce of a species is endangeredcorresponding efiort is invariably made by
preservation and continuance by- an
increase of fertiliiy, and that this especially takes place
whenever such danger arises from a diminution of proper
nourishment or food, so that consequently the state of
deoletion or the deplethoric state is favourable to fertility, and that, on ihe other hand, ,the plethoric state,
o, ,i"t" of repletion, is unfavourable to fertility in the
ratio of the intensity of each state."

"

A

Nature for its

By a series of experiments on plants Doubleday
discovered that " #hrt.rr"t mighl be the principie

of manure, an oaerdose of- it invariably induced
sterility in the plant." Although his formula is

deficient in that food is selected as the one factor
environment which influences fertility, and
although it may be an overstatement to claim that
r Quoted in {he Law ol Births anil Deaths, by Charles Edward

in

Pell, r9zr, chap. xii.
5
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fertility varies in exact proportion to abundance
or to scarcity, nevertheless his formula contains
an important truth which iiterally knocks the

bottom out of the whole Malthusian case.
It is a sad reflection that, while the falsehoods
of Malthus have been blindly accepted for the
greater part.of a.century, the work of Doubieday
was almost lost in oblivion. His shade has no#
been recalled to the fulI centre of the stage, and
for this the credit is due to Mr. C. E. peii.' His
recent book, is a stimulating essay on the dqclining birth-rate, and containi mrrch evidence that
supports- the main contention of Doubleday.
Although it is impossible to asree with all the
deductions made by lVIr. Peli, h-e has nevertheless
d:"g.u public ,"rvi'c. br *;;i;;-ih.'probl.- of
the birth-rate in a new way, by 6ficctively bursting the Malthusian bubbie, ind by taLulating
fresh evidence against the birth-controllers.
$ z. trn. prt,r,'s cENERALISATIoNS cRrrrcrsnD

Mr. Peli defines the law of births and deaths in
two generalisations. The first is : ., We have

seen that it is a necessary condition of the success
of the evolutionary scheme that the variation of
the inherited potential degree of fertility between
species and species must bear an inverse proportion to their capacity for survival.r, , At hrst
glance this statement appears hard to be understood ; but it is obviously true-because it means
that a species that is well adapted to its environ1 T.he.Law ol

Birth

2 Ibid., p.
4o.

and Deatlx,

tgzr.
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ment can survive with a low degree of fertility,
whereas a species that is not well adapted to ili
environment requires a high degree of fertility in
order to survive. Mr. ?ell ionsiders thal a
" capacity for survival
" is synonymous with
"-nervous energy )' 1 ,but, as our total knowledge
of nervous energy is limited to the fact that it is

neither matter nor any known force, the change in
words does not mark a real advance in knowlJdge.
The second generalisation is that " the variati"on
of the degree of animal fertility in response to the

direct action of the environment shall bear an
inverse proportion to the variation of the survival capacity under that environment." , Here

Mr. Pell 1nd I part company. I have abeady
(Chapter III) disputed ihe'causai connectio;
between birth-rate and death-rate which Mr.
PelI here asserts. His generalisation is made by
assuming that birth-rates and death-rates rise
and falltogether : that conditions which produce
a high death-rate will also produce a high birthrate and that conditions which cause a low deathrate will also cause a low birth-rate ; that the
increase or decline of a population is due to the
direct action of the environment I and finaily
that " the actual degree of fertility is decided
by the direct action of the environment." , On
that last rock Mr. Pell's balque sinks. The
mistake here is analogous to the old Darwinian
f.allacy, abandoned by Huxley and by Romanes,
that natural selection is a creatiye cause of new
L

T,!:e
_Law of Births and Deaths, rgzt, p. 4.r.
'z Ibid., p. 4o.
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species. Even if the hypothesis of evolution-

and it is merely a hypothesis-be accepted, the
oniy view warranted by reason is that variation of
rp"ti., and their actuil degree of fertility may be
produced, not by the direct action of environment, but by the reaction of species to their environrnent*a yery different story.
There is no statistical evidence to prove a
uniform correspondence between birth-rates and
death-rates, and it is improbable that there should
be a physical law of nature whose 'operations
cannot be demonstrated by mathematical proof.
Moreover, we know that the same conditions
which cause a high birth-rate may cause a low
death-rate. In the case of the first settlers in a
new country the death-rate is low because the
diseases of iivilisation are absent and the settlers
are usually young, whereas the birth-rate is high.
If fifty young married couples settle on the virgin
soil of a new country it is probable that for
many years an enormous birth-rate, of oYer
roo, wiil coexist with a low death-rate.
In reality a high birth-rate may coexist with a
low death-rate, or with a high death-rate. For
example, there is a difierence between natural and
artifiaial poverty, the first being brought about
by God, orrif. any reader prefers to have it so,
by Nature, and the second being made by man.
Under conditions of natural poverty small groups
of people in an open country
- are surrounde{ by
lan-d not yet cultivated: whereas artificial
poyerty means a population overcrowded and
underfed, living in dark tenements or in back-to-

'THERE A NATURAL LAW ? 6g
back houses, breathing foul air in ill-ventilated
rooms seldom 1it by the sun, working long hours
in gas-lit workshops for a sweated wage, buying
food in the dearest market, and
the cheapest
-by bad
iiquor. In either case their
drugged
exisience is threatened, although for very difierent reasons, and the birth-rate rises I but under
conditions of natural poverty the death-rate is
low, whereas in slums the death-rate is high.

/S
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would appear, then, that under conditions of

hardship the-6irth-rate tends to rise, and that in
circumsltances of ease the birth-rate tends to fa1l.
If the existence of the inhabitants in a closed countrvis threatened bv scarcitv.the birth-rate tends to
,ii". For "rampie, " In' some of the remote
parts of the country, Orkney and Shetland, the
population remained practically stationary between the years rSor and r8rr, and in the next
ten years, still years of great scarcity, it increased
r5-The
per cent."
gov.rning principle may be expressed in the
following generilisation-. When the existence of
a community is threatened by adversity the birthrate tends to rise ; but when the existence of a
community is threatened by prosperity the birthrate tends to fali. By adversity I mean war,
famine, scarcity, poverty, oppression, an untilled
1

ri

I

{
$

fl

soiI, and diseasel and by prosperity I mean
wealth,luxury, idleness, a diet too iich-especially
in flesh meat-and over-civilisation, whereby the
1

Dr. John Brownlee, the Declining Birth-rate, P,

156.
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physical iaws of nature are defied. Now
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the

danger of national decline owing to prosperity can
be avoided by a nation that observes the moral

law, and this is the most probable explanation of
the fact that in Ireland, although the general
prosperity of the people has rapidly increased
since George Wyndham displaced landlordism
over a large area by small ownership, the birthrate has continued to rise. Moreover, the danger
to national existence, as we have already indicated
(Chapter I, $ ro) is greater from moral than from
physical catastrophes, and when both catastrophes
are threatened the ultimate issue depends upon
which of the two is the greater. Furthermore,
it would appear that moral catastrophes inevitably lead to physical catastrophes. This is best
illustrated by the fate of ancient Greece.
$

4.

rlr.usrRATED FRoM cREEK HrsroRy

The appositeness of this illustration arises from
the fact that ancient Greece reached a very high
1evel of material and intellectual civilisation, yet
perished owing to moral and physical disasters.

(a) Moral Catastrophe in Ancient Greece
The evidence of the moral catastrophe is to be
found in the change that occurred in the Greek
character most definitely after the fourth century
before Christ. Of this Mr. W. H. S. Jones has
given the following account :

" Gradually the Greeks lost their brilliance, which had
been as the bright freshness of early youth. This is

7T

painfully obvious in their literature, if not in other forms
of.tt. Their initiative vanished; they ceased to create
and began to comment. Patriotism, *it! rare excePtions, b-ecame an empty name, for few had the high spirit
and energy to tran;laie into action man's duty to the
State. Vacillation, indecision, fitful outbursts of unhealthy activity Iollowed by cowardly depression, selfish
cruelty, and criminal weakness are characteristic of the

publii iife of Greece from the struggle with Macedonia
io the final conquest by the arms of Rome. No one
can fail to be stiock bv the marked difference between
the period from Maraihon to the Peloponnesian War
and ih" period from Alexander to Mummius. Philosophy
also sudered, and became deeply pessimistic even in the
hands of its best and noblesf exponents. 'Absence of
feeling,' t absence of care'-such were the highest goals
of human endeavour.

" How far this change was due to other causes is
a complicated question-. The population - may have
srfier.d from foreign admixturi during the troubled
times that followeJ the death of Alexander. There

were, however, many reasons against the view that these
disturbances produced any appreciable difierence of race.
The presence'of vast numbeiJ of slaves, not members of
hoosiholds, but the gangs of toilers whom the increase
of commerce broughi into the country, pandered to a
foolish pride that lJoked upon many kinds of honourable
labour as being shameful and unbecoming to a free man'
The very instilution that made Greek civilisation possible eniouraged idleness, luxury, and still worse vices'
Unnatural viJe, which in some States seems to have been
positively encouraged, was prevalent among the Greeks
io ,l-ott increJible exteit. It is hard not to believe
that^.,much physical harm was caused thereby ; of the loss
to moral stt"ngth and vigour there is lo need to speak.
The city-state,-again, hoiever favourable to the develop-
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ment of public spirit and a sense of responsibility, was
doomed to fail in a struggle against the itronger Powers

of Macedon and Rome. The growth of the scientific
spirit destroyed the old religion. The more inteliectual
tried to find principles of conduct in philosophy; the
ignorant or half-educated, deprived of the strong moral
support that always comes from sharing the convictions
of those abler and wiser than oneself, fell back upon
degrading superstitions. In either case there was a
serious loss of that spirit of self-sacrifice and devotion
which a vigorous religious faith alone can bestow. Without such a spirit, as history proves conclusiveln no nation
or people can survive." I

(b) Ihe Physical Catastrophe induced. by Selfi;hness
One of the physical catastrophes that probably
mosr acceleratld'the faIl of Gr:eek civilisition wis
malarial fever. The parasite of this disease is
carried from man to man by Anopheline mosquitoes. -These_insects, during the stage of egg,
larva, and nympha, live in water, and afterwards,
as developed insects, in the air. The breedinggrounds, where the eggs are laid, are shallow poo,-is
of stagnant water. For that reason the disease
is most common in marshy country, and tends to
disappear when the land is properiy drained. Of
this we have an example in England, whence
malaria disappeared as the marsheiwere drained.
In Homer there is a disputed reference to
malaria, but it is not possible to ascertain whether
the disease was present during the rise of Greek
civiiisation, and there are no references to this

t

Malaria

and. Greeh

History, r9o9, pp. ro2 et seq.

LAW ? ll
disease in the literature from 7oo B.c. to 550 B.c.r
From this date references to malaria gradually
become more frequent, and Hippocrates stated
that'c those who live in low, moist, hot districts,
and drink the stagnant water, of necessity sufier
{rom enlarged spleen. They are stunted and i11shaped, fleshy and dark, bilious rather than
phlegmatic. Their nature is to be cowardly and
idveise from hardship ; but good discipline can
improve their character in this respect."' After
an exhaustive study of the iiterature, Mr. Jones
concludes " that malaria was endemic throughout
the greater part of the Greek world by 4oo r.c."
Concerning the causes of a malarial epidemic,
Sir Ronald Ross writes t : " Suppose that the
Anophelines have been present from the first, but
that the number of infected immigrants has been
few. Then, possibly, some of these people have
happened to take up their abode in places where
the mosquitoes are rare I others may have recovered quickly; others may not have chanced
to possess parasites in suitable stages when they
have been bitten. Thus, the probability of their
spreading infection would be very small. - Or,
supposing even that some few new infections have
been caused, yet, by our rough calculations ln
sectlon tz, unless the mosguitles are sufi.ciently
numerlu! in the locality, the little epidemic may
die out after a whiie-for instance, during the
cool season." The italics are mine, because some

/S THERB A NATURAL

1 Ibid., p. 26.
z Ibid., p. 8J.
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writers have suggested that the decline of Greece
was due to malaria, whereas I submit, as the more
logical interpretation of the facts, that a moral
catastrophe led to the neglect of agriculture,
whereby the area of marshy land became more
extensiire, mosquitoes more numerous, and the
fever more prevalent.
In view of the foregoing facts, the following
Malthusian statement, although groundless, is
nevertheless an amusing example of the errors
that arise from lack of a little knowledge :

" The difficulty of providing for a high birth-rate in
a settled community was appreciated by the ancient
Greeks, notably by Plato and Aristotle ; but their
conclusions were swept aside by the warlike spirit of
Rome, and the sentimentality of Christianity, so that
only a few isolated thinkers showed any appreciation
of them."

it

1

1 C. V. Drysdale, O.B.E., D.Sc., the Mabhutian Doctrine and
Llodern Aryefi, p. 3.
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THE FALLING BIRTH-RATE IN
ENGLAND: ITS CAUSES

i

I
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IRTH controllers claim that the fall in the
English birth-rate, which began to decline
tn t876, is mostiy due to the use of contraceptives : but the very fact that this claim is
made by these reckless propagandists makes it
imperative that we should scrutinise the evidence
very carefully.
$ r. Noq As MALTHUsIANS

ASSERT,

DUE MAINLY To

CONTRACEPTIVES

il

In support of the Malthusian contention, Dr.

C. V. Drysdale, who is not a doctor of medicine
but a doctor of science, has published the following statements

:

tt

. . . W'e might note that a recent investigation of
the records of the Quakers (the Society of Friends)
reveals the fact that family limitation has been adopted

by them to a most

astonishing extent. Their birthrate lsic)stood at 20 per thousand h t876, and has now
actually falien to about 8 per thousand. The longevity
of Quakers is well knorvn, and the returns of deaths given
by their Society show that the great majority live to
between seventy and ninety years. Infantile mortality
is practicaliy unknown among them, although none of
the special steps so dear to most social reformers have

been taken

for the protection of infant iife.

Quakers are well known

to be very

The
earnest Christians,

and to give the best example of religious morality.
Their probity in business and their self-sacrifice in
humanitarian work of all kinds are renowned. Yet it
would seem that they have adopted family restriction
75
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to a greater extent than any other body of people, and,
since the decline of their birth-rate only began-in 1876,

it is due to adoption of preventive m-thods.,,
- Again, he translates the following quotation
from a Swiss
that

II
,l

1

author:

rl

tt

In France a national committee has been formed
which has as its object an agitation for the increase of
the
-population. _Upon this committee these [l there]
sit, besides President Poincar6, who, although marriedl
has no children, twenty-four senators and litt6rateurs.
These twenty-five persons, who preach to their fellow
citizens by word and pen, have between them nineteen
children,,or not one child on the average per married
cou-pl_e. Similarly, a Paris journai (Intransigiant, August
and September, r9o8) had the good idea of publishing
four hundred and forty-five names of the chief Pari-sian personalities who are nqver tired of lending their
names in support of opposition to the artificial restriction
of families. I give these figures briefly without the
names, which have no special interest for us. Anyone
interested in the names can consult the paper well known
in upper circles. Among them:

: o children
,, ,, t child = 106 ,,
,, ,, z children : tT6 ,,
,, ,, 3 ,, :I20 ,,
)rrr4rr:76r,

176 married couples had o children
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That is, an average one and a third children per couple,
while each single one of these families could much more
easily have supported twenty children than a workingclass family a single child."
tt Comment on the
adds
-above is superfluous,"
remarl< most
that
with
and
Dr. C. V. Drysdale,
'cordially
disagree. The obvious
people witl
interpretation of the foregoing figures is that there
has 6een a decline in natural fertility amongst
highly educated and civilised peopie. - But that
ini..pr"trtion does not suit Dr-. Drysdale's book,
and hence we have the disgraceful spectacle of a
writer who, in order to bolster uP an argument
which is rotten from beginning to end, does not
hesitate to launch without a Particle of evidence a
charge of gross hypocrisy against the.Qu-akers of
England, a body of men and women who in Peace

,nd' in war hive proved the sincerity of their
faith, and againsf four hundred and seventy
resoected citizens of Paris. Further comment
on'that is superfluous. At the same time it is
obvious that, ln so far as their pernlcious proPaEanda spreads and is adopted, Malthusians may
Elri* to contribute to the fall of the birth-rate,
and towards the decline of the Empire.
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Family Syrtetn,pp. r95 and 16o, NeilTork, r9l7

In the course of an inquiry on the fertility of

women who had received a college education, the
National Birth Rate Commission i attempted to
discover to what extent birth control was prac-

I

Thc Declining Birth-raterp, 323.

1l

il
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tised amongst the middle and professional classes.
Of those^amongst whom the inquiry was made
477
gave definite answers, from which it wm ascertained_ that zB), or 6o per cent., consciousiy
iimited their families, or atiempted io do so; ani
that r8B, or 40 per cent. mrh" no attempt to
limit their tamilies. Amongst those who liilited
their families r83 stated the-means employed, and
of these,- r o 5, or 57 ppr cent., practised iontinence,
whrlst /8, or +3 pff cent., used artificial or un-

Ii
1l

il

79

indirect evidence afiorded by other data that the fall of
the birth-rate is differential, and that the difierentiation
is largely economic. There are at least two considerationsl.vhich must be borne in mind in connection with

these schedules. The first is, that all the marriages
described as unlimited may not have been so. I do not
suggest that the answers are intentionally false, but it is
poisible that many rnay have considered that limitation

lr

natural methods.

implied the use of mechanical means ; that marriages in
which the parties merely abstaingd from, or limited the
accasions of, sexual intercourse may have frequently
entered as of unrestricted

Now comes a most extraordinary f.act. Dr.

fertility."

The above italics are mine, because, if that
surmise be correct, it goes to Prove that the

Major Greenwood,l a statistician whose methods
are beyond question, discovered that there was no

real mathematical difierence between the number

restriction of intercourse to certain periods, which
restriction the married may lawfully Practise, is
as effi.cacious in limiting the size of a family as are
those artificial methods of birth control contrary
both to natural and to Christian morality. Dr.
Major Greenwood continues as follows:

of children in the " limited ,, families and the
number in the unlimited families. In both
groups of families the number of children was
smaller than the average family in the general
population, and in both"groupr ih.r" *"rJ f.w.,
children than in the famitie; of the preceding

generation-to which the parents belon$ed. DrI
Greenwood states that thii is prima faci/ evidence
that deliberate birth control has pioduced little
effect, and that the lowered fertility is the
expression of a natural change. Neveriheless, he
holds that the latter explanation cannot'be
accepted as.wholly.proved on the evidence, owing
to certain defects in the data on which his calcul
Iations were based.
" f am of opinion that we should hesitate before
adopting that interpretation in view of the cogent
l The Declining Birth-rate, p. 324.

" In the second place, the schedules do not provide
us with information as to when limitation was introduced. We are toId, for instance, that the size of the
family was five and that its number was limited. This
may mean eitber that throughout the duration of the
marriage preventive measures were adopted from time
to time, or that after frve children had been born fertile
intercourse was stopped. In the absence of detailed
information on this point it is plainly impossible to form
an accurate judgment as to the effect of limitation."
There are, therefore, no accurate figures to

I
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the extent to which birth control has

,THE FALLING BIRTH-RATE 8T
these results arose from the practice of birth
control, it would imply a crescendo of general
nation;l selfishness unpiralleled in the history of
humanity. No, it is-not possible to givc NeoMalthusians credit, even Tor a1l the evil they

indicate
contributed to the decline in the birth-rate.

3. axo ro cHARACTER oF occuPATIoN
Moreover the claim of birth controllers, that
the decline in the English birth-rate is mainly
due to the use of contracePtives, is rendered highly
S

claim to have achieved.

i

$ 4. eccna.vATnD DoUBTL[ss BY MALTHUSIANISM

improbable by the fact that the Registrar-General'
hai shown that in IgIr the birth-rate in difierent
classes varied according to the occupation of the
fathers. The figures are these :
socrar

crass.

*f#,t}i.3.ilit?Tr,TiliL?Lt

Unskilled workmen
z. Intermediate class

retired.

l.

3. Skilled workmen
4. Intermediate
5. Upper and middle class

zr3
r58
r53

r3z

rr9

Thus, ascending the social scale,we find, in class
upon class, that as the annual income increases the
number of children in the famiiy diminishes, dntil
we come to the o1d English nobility of whom,
according to Darwinr 19 per cent. are childless.
These last have every reason to wish for heirs to
inherit their titles and what land and wealth they
possess, and, as their record in war proves them to
be no cowards' breed, it would be a monstrous
indictment to maintain that their childlessness is

mostly due to the

I

r-rse

of contraceptives. If. all

the Declining Birth-rate, P, g.

lr

{l
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Nevertheless, artificial birth control is an evil
and too prevalent thing. My _contention is that
the primary cause of our- falling birth-rate is
ov"r-i.iuiliration; one of the most evil products
of this over-civilisation, whereby simple, natural,
and unselfish ideals, based on the assumption
that national security depends on the moral and
economic strength of family life, have been reartificial, and
olaced larEely by a complicatcd,
';,ritiridualism; ' and that diminished
iu*orioos
of artificial birth
fertilitv. apart from the practice
"luxurious individualism.
of
.orrtrri,' is' a result
Even if it be so, one of the most evii products of
over-civilisation is the use of contraceptives,
because this practice, more than any other factor
in social 1ife,-hastens, directly and indirectly, the
faII of a declining birth-ratel and artificial birth
control, to the extent to which it is practised,
therefoie aggravates the consequences of a law of
decline ab6idy apparent in our midst. I have
already said that restriction of intercourse, as
held iawful by the Catholic Church, is possibly
as efficacious in limiting the size of a family as
are artificial methods. If any man shall say that
6

8z
ii
I
I
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therefore there is no difierence between these
methods, let him read the fuller explanation given
in another connection on p. r53. The method
which reason and morality alike permit is devoid
of all those evils, moral, psychological, and
physiological, that follow the use of contracePt1\.es.

CHAPTER T/II

THE EVILS OF ARTIFICIAL BIRTH
CONTROL

$ r. Not A PHYSTcAL BENDFTT
IRTH control is alleged to be beneficial for
men and women, and these " benefits " are
no less amazing than the fallacies on which
this practice is advocated. At the Obstetric
Section of the Royal Society of Medicinein tgzr
the leading physicians on diseases of women condemned the use of contraceptives.t

A

Cause

ol Sterility

Dn. R. A, GrnJoxs, Physician to the Grosvenor Hospital for Women, said that nowadays it was common for
a young married woman to ask her medical man for
advice as to the best method of preventing conception.
The test of relative sterility was the rapidity with which
conception takes place. He had made confidential
inquiries in rzo marriages. In roo cases preventive
measures had been used at one time or another, and the
number of children was well under z per marriage.
In Paris some time ago the birth-rate was ro4 per I,ooo
in the poorer quarters and only 34 in a rich quarter of
the city; in London comparative figures had been given
as r95 and 63 in poor and in rich quarters. These and
similar figures showed that women living in aomfort and
Iuxury did not want to be bothered with confinements.
It had been said that the degree of sterility could be

race. Congenital
sterility was rare, but the number of children born in
Bngland was decreasing. It had been estimated that
one-third of the pregnancies in several great cities

regarded as an index to the morals of a

t

the Lancet, May 14, tgzt, p. rcz+.
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abroad aborted. Dr. Gibbons then quoted figures given
by Douglas Wight and Amand Routh to show the high
percentage of abortions and stillbirths. In his opinion
it was the duty of medical men to point out to the public

Women who were subjected to sexual excitement with
no physiological outlet appear to have a tendency to
develop fibroids. He would like the opinion to go
forth from the section that the use of contraceptives
was a bad thing.

withheld from the buck at @stral periods atrophy of
the ovary took place. In this connection Dr. Gibbons

A1l these authorities are agreed that the practice
of artificial sterility during early married life is the
cause of many women remaining childless, although
later on these women wish in vain for children.
To meet this difficultyone of the advocates of birth
control advises al1 young couples to make sure of
some children before adopting these practices ;
thus demanding of young parents, at the very time
when it is most irksome, that very sacrifice of
personal comfort and prosperity to prevent which
is the precise object of the vicious practice. Nor
is sterility the only penalty. The disease known
as neurasthenia arises both in women and in men
in consequence of these methods. Dr. Mary
Sharlieb,' after forty years' experience of diseases
of women, writes as follows :

that physiological laws could not be broken with impunity. It had been observed that if the doe were
recalled alarge number of patients who had used contraceptives in early married life, and subsequently had
longed in vain for a chiid. This applied also to those
who had decided, after the first baby, to have no more
children, and had subsequently regretted their decision.
N euroses

Pnorssson Mcft,nov,

of the London School

of

Medicine for Women, deplored the amount of time spent
on attempting to cure sterility when contraceptives were
so largeiy used. The fact that neuroses were largely tire
result of the use of contraceptives should be made widely

known, and also that

in

women the maternal passion
it might develop later, than
sexual passion, and would ultimately demand satisfacwas even stronger, though

tion,

Fibroid Iumours
Dn. Anrrun E. Grr-rs, Senior Surgeon to the
Chelsea Hospital for Women, endorsed Dr. Gibbons's
remarks as to the great unhappiness resulting from
deliberately childless marriages, and he added that he
had always warned patients of this. He believed that
quinine had a permanently bad efiect. Those who waited
for a convenient season to have a child often laid up
trouble for themselves. On the question oI fibroid
rumours he had come to the conclusion that these were
oot a cause but in a sense a consequence of sterility.

" Now, on the surface of things, it would seem as if
a knowledge of how to prevent the too rapid increase of
a family would be a boon to over-prolific and heavily
burdened mothers, There are, however, certain reasons
which probably convert the supposed advantage into
a .very real disadvantage. An experience of well over
forty years convinces me that the artificial limitation
of the family causes damage to a woman's nervous
system. The damage done is likely to show itself in
inability to conceive when the restriction voluntarily
used is abandoned because the couple desire ofispring.
a British Medie al
Journal, tgzr, rtol, ii, p, 93,

I
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I have for many years asked women who came to me
desiring chil.dr,en whether they have ever practised prevention, and they_very frequently tell melhat they-did
so during the early days of their married life beiause
they thought that their means were not adequate to the
support of a family. Subsequently they iound that
conception, thwarted at the time that desire was present,
it becomes convenient. in such
cases, even although examination of the pelvic organ
shows nothing abnormal, all one's endeavours to secure
conception frequently go unrewarded. Sometimes such
a woman is not only sterile, but nervous, and in generally
poor health ; but the more common occuuence iJthat she
remains fairly weli until the time of the change of life,
when she frequently sufiers more, on the nervous side,
than does the woman who has lived a natural married
fails to occur when

Il

It w_ould be strange indeed if so unnatural a practice,
one so destructive or the best life of the nation, should
bring no danger or disease in its wake, and I am con-

vinced, after many years

of

observation,

that

both

That was the opinion of a distinguished gynncologist, who also happened to be a Christian.
The reader may protest that the latter fact is
entirely irrelevant to my argument, and that the
value of a man's observations concerning disease
is to be judged by his skiil and experience as a
physician, and not by his religious beliefs. A
most reasonable statement. Unhappily, the NeoMalthusians think otherwise. They would have
us believe that because this man was a Christian
his opinion, as a gynacologist, is worthless.
C. V. Drysdale, O.B.E., D.Sc., after quoting Dr.
Taylor's views, adds the foilowing foot-note:

f have since learnt that Dr. Taylor was a very earnest Christian, and the author of several sacred hymns
and of a pious work, the Coming of tbe Saints."
L

Furthermore, in r9o5, the South-Western
Branch of the British Medical Association passed
the following resolution :

of this needs to 6e brought

tt

it."

tt

" Artificial prevention is an evil and a disgrace. The
immorality of it, the degradation of succeeding generations by it, their domination or subjection by strangers
who are stronger because they have not given way to it,
the curses that must assuredly follow the parints of
home to the minds of those who have thoughtlessllor
ignorantly accepted it, for it is to this undoubtldly
that we have to attribute not only the diminishing birthrate, but the diminishing value of our population.

The natural deduction is that the artificial production
of modern times, the relatively sterile marriage, is an
evil thing, even to the individuals primarily concerned,
injurious not only to the race, but to those who accept

1i

The late Dr. F. W. Taylor, President of the
British Gynecoiogical Society, wrote as follows
m I9o4:

it,-all
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sudden danger and chronic disease may be produced by
the methods of prevention very generally employed. .

fl

life."

decadence who started
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That this Branch is of opinion that the growing use
contraceptives and ecbolics is fraught with great
danger both to the individual and to the race.
" That this Branch is of opinion that the advertise-

of

|

{he Small Fanily

System,

enil edit., p. z.
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ments and sale of such appliances and substances, as well
a-s the publication and dissemination of literature relating
thereto, should be made a penal ofience.,, r

$

z. a

t'Brnru CoNtnor,
tt Reverberations of f,ord Dawson's recent sensational
address to the Church Congress on birth control are
still being felt as wcll in mcdical as in clcrical circles.
Indeed, the subject has been cliscusscd by the lerwyers
at Gray's Inn. The London Association of the Medical
Women's Federation had so anirnatcd a discussion on
it that it was decided to continue it at the next meeting.
It is quite evident that Lord Dar'vson did not speak for
a united medical profession. Indeed, quite a number
of doctors oI all creeds are attacking the new Birth Control Society. A London physician has a pamphiet on
the suhject in the Press, and the controversy rages
fiercely in the neighbourhood of 'birth-control' clinics.
Much is likely to be made of the example of France,
where the revolt against the practices advocated is now
in full swing, and strong legal measures have been taken
and are in contemplation. French medical opinion is
said to be very pronounced on the subject, and it has,
of course, a gteat deal of ciinical experience to back it."

scANDALous succrsTroN

__Th-e_foregoing opinions are yery distasteful to
Neo-Malthusians, and these people, being unable
apparently to giye a reasoneilanswer, do not hesit_ate to suggest that medical opposition, when not
due to reiigious bias, is certainly due to mercenary
motlves.

"As the Church has a vested interest in souls, so the
medical profession has a vested interest in bodies. Birth
is a source of revenue, direct and indirect. It means
maternity fees first ; it generally presupposes preliminary medical treatment of the expectant mother ; and it

provides a new human being to be a patient to some
member of the profession, humanly c"itain to have its
share of infantile diseases, and likely, if it survives them,
to produce children of its own before the final death-bed
attendance is reached."

That

On November 8, a second patagraph appeared:
tt

Brnru CoNrnoL
" My rdmark recently that' a number of doctors of

scandalous suggestiort has recently been

repeatcd by the President of the Society for
C6nstructive Birth Control and Racial Progress
under the following circumstances. On October
3r_,- r)!r, the Sussex Daily Neuts published the
following paragraph from its Lbndon correspondent.

i
ii

I Supplement to the British Med.ical Journal, March 18, r9o5,

P, Iro.

2 Common Sentc on the Population
Qucstion, by Teresa Billington-Greig, p. 4. Published by the Malthusian League.
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all creeds are attacking the new Birth-Control Society'
has been challenged by the hon. secretary of the body
in question, who observes that I am misinformed. I
must adhere to my statement, which was a record of
personal observation. Many doctors have spoken to me
on the subject, and their opinions on the ethics of birth
control difier widely; but I can only remember one who
did not attack this particular society. The secretary
suggests that I am confusing what his society advocates
with something else. As a matter of fact, the whole

BIRTH
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" Details about the society, including the mani{ersto
signed by a series of the most distinguished- Persons,

EVILS OF ARcTIFICIAL

question of birth control has been discussed more than
once by medical bodies. A doctor who attended one
such discussion shortly after the opening of the clinic

in Hoiloway told me that, whiie there was division
of opinion on the general subject, the feeling of the

can be obtained on application to the Honorary Secretary,

at .

.

London,

N.rg._yo,rs;ff.b.

sronos,

meeting was overwhelming against the particular teach-

tt President Socicty for Constructive
and Racial Progress."

current."

The italics are mine, and they draw attcntion
to a disgraceful statement concerning the medical
profession. As the reader is aware) certain
'-"mb"r, of our profession aPProve ol artificial
birth control. What, I ask, would be the opinion
of the general public, and of my friends, if I were
so distriught aito suggest that these men aPProved
of birth lontrol because they had a financial
interest in the sale of contracePtives ? That

ing given at the clinic, as undesirable and actively
mischievous. The subject is controversial, and I profess
to do no more than record such opinions

as are

On November 17 the Sussex Daily News pub'
lished the following letter :
tt

CoNsrx.uctrvr Brntn CoNtnor,

tt SrR,-Your recent paragraph of t opinions' about
the Mothers' Clinic and the Society for Constructive
Birth Control and Racial Progress is not only extremely
unrepresentative, but grossly misieading. Your writer
says that he can only remember one doctor who did not
attack this particular society. This implies that the
medical profession is against it, which is absolutely
untrue, as is quite evident from the fact that we have
three of the most distinguished medical men in Great
Britain on our list of Vice-Presidents ; four others, also

very distinguished, on our Research Committee

;

and

interview after the recent
Church Congress, singled out Constructive Birth Control

that Dr. E. B.Turner, in

a Press

as the only t

Control' r'vhich was not mischievous.
c'Tbat there may be medical men wbo do not ttPproae

ol birtb control is natural, when one remembers tbat a doctor
has to make his lioing, and can do so more easily wben

worlen are ailing with incessant pregnancies than when
tbey maintain themselves in good health by only having
cbildren when fitted to do

lore, must be

so.

sifted. the

Opinions of medicals, there-

best doctors are

with

self-seehing and the biassed. ruay be against us.

us;

the

as reckless and as wicked as the
sta't?ment made by Dr. Marie C. Stopes. In the

suEEestion would be

British Medical Journal of November z6 I
quoted, without comment, the above itaiicised
her opinion of the medical profession,
the following reply from the
lady appeared :
paragraph

as

i"d 6" b"."*b"r'ro
t'Your two

correspondents, Dr. Halliday Sutherland
and Dr. Binnie Dunlop, by quoting paragraphs without
their full context, aPPear to lend suPPol't to views rvhich
by implication are,to some extent,detrimental to my own.
This method of controversy has never aPpealecl to me,
but in the interests of the society with which I am associated, I must be allowed to answer the implications.
The paragraph quoted by Dr. Sutherland is not, as would
,pp.u, frorrr his letter, a simple opinion of mine on the
medical profession, but was written in reply to a rather
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scurrilous paragraph so wordecl as

to

to lead the public

believe that the medical profession as a wholi was
against the Society for Constructive Birth Control and
Racial Progress. My answer, which appeared not only
in the papers quoted but in others, contained the following statement : ( We have three of the most distinguished
medical men in Great Britain on our list of Vice-Presidents; four others, also very distinguished, on our

Research Committee.' Reading these words before
the paragraph your correspondent quotes, and taking all
in conjunction with at attack implying that the entire
medical profession was against us, it is obvious that
the position is rather di$erent from what readers of
Dr. Sutherland's letter in your issue of November z5

might suppose."

It willbe noted tliat Dr. Stopes does not with'draw but attempts to justify her scandalous suggestion by stating, firstly, that the full context of
her letter was not quoted by me, and secondly,
that Jrer original letter was written 6' in reply io
a rather scurrilous paragraph."
As I have now quoted in-full her original letter,
excepting the address of her society, and the two
paragraphs from the Sussex Daily News,my readers
may form their own judgment on the following
points : Is it possible to maintain that the whole
context of her original letter puts a different
complexion on her remarks concerning the
medical profession ? Can either of the paragraphs
from thdsz ssex Daily Newsbetruthfuily desiribed
t(
as rather scurrilouq" or are they fair .om^.nt on
a matter of public interest I Moreover, even if
a datly paper hadpablished a misleading paragraph
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about this society, sut'ely that is not a valid reason
why its President should mal<e a rnalignant
attack, not on journalists, but on the medical
profession

?

$ 3. A CAUSE OF UNHAPPINDSS IN MARRIAGE
Nor d.oes birth control lead to happiness in
marriage. On the contrary, experience shows
;h;;-;fr. practice is injurious not oniy to the
bodies but'also to the minds of men and women'
A; ;" method of contraception is infallible,- the
wif" *ho ailows or adopts it *'y find herself in
the trulv horrible position of being secretly or
openlv 6uspected oi i.rfid.lity. Again, whe-n a
fa'mili has'b""n limited to one or 1wo children
,"J in.t" die, the parents may find themselves
,Ji,rru and childless in oId age ; and mothers
itr"i d"r"rved are often the vidtims of profound
and lasting melanchoiy. The mother of a- Iarge
famiiv has"her worries, marry of them not due to
her .hiIdt"n, but to the social evils of our time :
and vet shc'is less to be pitied than the woman
*ho'ir losing her beauty'aftel a fevered life of
vanity and ielf-indu1gente,. and who has no one
love her, not eYen a child.
to
--Mor"ou.t,
these Practices have an influence
on the relriion between husband and wife, o-n
their emotions towards each other and towards
nisus. Mr. Bernard Shaw
ih. *hol. sexual
1
rl."".f/ stated that when peoPle adopt methods
of bitth control they are cngaglng, not m scxuar
int.r.ourr., but ii1 recipiocal masturbation'
L Medico-Legal Society,luly 7, t9zt,

9+
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That is the. plain truth of the matter. Or, from
another point of view, it may be said thit the
man who adopts these practites is simply using
nrs wrle as he would use a prostitute. as indced
was said long ago by St. Thomas Aquinas., The
excuse offered for iliicit sexual inteilourse is not
lsually. pleasure-, but that the sex impulse is
irresistible : and the same arEument is Lsed for
c-onjugal union with preventi6n. In both cases
the natural result of-union is not desired, and
positive means are taken to prevent it.
And what of the results oi the mutual 1ove, if
an oid-fashioned word be not now out of pIa.",
and on the self-respect of two people so associited i
Birth control canirot make for hippiness, because
it means that mutual love ir at jh'e *.i.y of ,r,
animal instinct, neither satisfied nor denied. It
is an old truth that those who seek happiness for
itself never find it. And yet the adv-ocates of
birth control have the temerity to claim that
these practice.s lead to happiness. I presume
that of the bliss following mirriase with'contraceptives the crowded list"s of our" divorce courts
are an index. The marriage bond is weakened
when a common lasting inierest in the care of
children
-is replaced by transient sexual excitement. Once
pregnancy is abolished there is no
natural check on the sexual passions of husband
,, l/oluptatet
meretricias air in uxore
qua.ndo nihil aliud in ea atiendit quam quod. in mnetricc

1 S1t??l.Qu.+9,

querit

Art.

6:

attenderet " (A husband seeks from his wife'harlot pleasures
when he asks from her only y!rl_
\: might ask from a'harlot).
Quoted.by the Rev. Vincent McNabb, O:p., The Catholic Gazett'e,
September tgzt, p. tgl.
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or wife, for they have learnt how
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sexr-ral desire

may be'gratified without the pain, publicity, and
responsiS'ility of having children. In the exp"ii"tt." of ihc world marriagcs bascd mercly on
passion are seldom happy, ind -artificial birth
iontrol means passion uncontlolled by nature'
These methods ire not practised by nations such
as Ireland and Spain, r.ilfio accept ihe moral ruie
of the natural laiv expressed in God's commandments and sanction"d by His judgments ; ,gq
no man who has ever lived in theie countries could
truthfully maintain that the people there, on
whom the burdens of marriage press as elsewhere,
are in reality anxious to bbtain facilities for
divorce. On the other hand, there are many
who allege that the people of England are shoutins out f"or Ereater ficitiiies for di=vorce than they
,o'* pos"ttl At any rate, it is obvious enough
that ihere are those imongst us who are straining
every nerve to force such facilities upon them.

4. eu

INsULT To rRUE woMANHooD
has been said that patriotism is the last refuge
$

It
of a scoundrel I and ipparently chivalry is the

last refuge of a fool. Some of the advocates ot
birth coitrol who have never thought the matter
claim
out, either passionately or dispa-ssionately,
-They.protest that
women.
of
Lehalf
to qpeak on
-classes
revolt
" minv women of the educated
inconveniences,
anxieties,
drudgery,
,srinri the
dYsease, and disdgurcments which attend the
yearly child-bearirft advocated by the moralist'" '
1

Briti:h MediralJournalrrgzrrvoT. ii, p.

169.
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What moralist ? Who eyer said it ? Again,
they plead for women who " revolt " from the
" disfigurement " of the gestation period. The

great artist Botticelli did not think this was disfigurement. What true women do I Are they

not those of whom Kipling writes, " as pale and as
stale as a bone " i And, if so, are these unworthy

tears ? The vast
women bear the discomforts of
gestation and the actual perils and pangs of birth
with exempiary fortitude: and it is a gross
slander for anyone to maintain that a few cowardly
and degenerate individuals really represent that
devoted sex. But these writers are indeed well
specimens

majority

of their sex worth

of

out of the ruck of ordinary humanity, because they
tell us that " whatever the means emploved, and
whether righteous or not, the propensity to iimit
the highest form of life operates silently and
steadily amongst the more thoughtful members of
all civilised countries," and yet add that " it is
not perhaps good taste to consider the means
employed to this end." While they thus approve
and- commend the practice of birth control as
natural to " the more thoughtful membersr" they
nevertheless question the " good taste " o{ discussing the very methods of which they approve,
even in the columns of a medical journal ! Again,
they teli us that " assuredly continence is not, and
neyer will be, the principal " method. That
may be possibly true, so long as Christianity is
more professed than practised; God knows we
are aii lacking enough' in self-control. And
yet throughout the ages moralists have preached
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the advantages of self-control, and we ordinary
men and i*o*", know that we could do
better, and that others who have gone before us
have done better; but it is the self-styled
tt thoughtful members- "- who proclaim to the
-that self-control in mattcrs of sex is an
world
and therefore not to be even
impossibility,
'Thcy
are no common peopleatttmpted.'
these Lpicureans. selfish even in their refinement'
In addition to iosing their morals, they have
certainly lost theil wits.
$

5. A DEGRADATIoN oF TI{E FEI\{ALE snx

In the Neo-Malthusian propaganda there is yet
another fact which should be seized by every

married woman, because it is a clear indication of
a tendency to reduce wgmen to -degrading subiection. No t..orr',*endations of limited interLo.r.r" or of self-restraint according to the dictates
of reason or of afiection are to be found in the
writings oI birth controllers. IJnrestrained indulgen"ce, without the risk of consequences, .is
th.i, -oito. To this end they advocate certain
contraceptive methodsr- and ihe reader should
note thai these methods require precautions to
be taken solely by tbe woman-- If she fails to take
these precauiions, or if the precautions themselves iail, all responsibility fof the occurrence of
conception rests' on hei {9n-e ;- because her
Maltliusian masters have decided that she alone is
to be mad.e responsible for preventing the natural
or nossible .ori.sequen.es o-f intercourse. Why ?
Thit is a very inieresting question, and one to
7
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which a leading Neo-Malthusian has given the
answer.

In

and.

In

r854 there was pubiished,- Physical,-S!.xual
Naiuial Religion : by a Graduate oJ Medicine'
the third edition fhe title was altered to

The Elements oJ Social Science, and

the

author's

pseudonym t; A Dlctlr ol Medicine. This
Look, whi.h contains over 6oo, Pagqs of small
tvne. mav be truthfullv described as the Bible of
ttio-lUrttt usians, and includes, under the curious
heading Sexual Religion, a popular account of all
u.rr.r"ii and other d"iseaies of i"*. In the Preface
to the first edition,' the anonymous author states :
" Had it not been the fear of causing pain to a
relation, I should have felt it my duty to Put my
name to this work I in order that any censure
passed upon it should fall upon myself alone."
the rela'tion appears to have had a long 1ife, because anonymity was preserved for fifty years, presumably out of tetpe.l for his, or her, feelings: and
he, or ihe, must h-ave lived as long as the author,
who died in rgo+ at the age of seventy-gight;
because the authorts name wis not revealed untii
a posthumous edition, the thirty-fifth, appeared
in iqo(, from which we learn that the book was
writiei by the late Dr. George Drysdale,brother of
the first President of the Mllthuiian League, and
uncle of the present incumbent. The last edition,
in recompense for its smudgy tyPe, contains a
most weliome announcement by the publisher :
" PusLISHBn's No'rE.-. . . It is due alike to the
reader and the publisher to explain why the Present
1 Reproduced in fourth edition, r86r.
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edition is printed (in the main) from stereotypes rhat
have seen-fifty years'-service. The cost of reseiting the
work rvou-ld be prohibitive on the basis of present-(and
probable future).sales. To some extent th. plates have
b-een repailed ; but such an expeclient .on. ,lo no more
than remove the worsc causes of offence.r,

But the fact with which I am at present
concerned is that in cvery cdition all contraccptive methods that apply to the malc are conde mn)d.
for the foilowing reasons :
"The first of these.modes lcoitus interruptuf

is

physically injurious, and is apt to produce nervous disorder and sexual enfeeblemenl andlongestion, from the
sudden interruption it gives to the veriereal act, whose
pleasure moreover it interferes with. The second,
namely the sheath, dulls
enjoyment, and frequently
,tbe
produces impotence in the man- and disEust ln Uoth
parties; so that it also is injurious,, 6. rug). , . .
" AII pr-eventive means, to bL satisfr.t6ry,- must be
used by the woman, as it spoils tbe passion'and. the im_
pulsiveness of the venere al act il the rnan have to lbinh ol
them" (p. :So).

The italics are mine, but the following com_
ments are by a woman, who was moreoier the
hrst woman to qualify in medicine*the late Dr.
Elizabeth Blackwell.
Here, in this chief teacher of the Neo-Malthusians,
-"
the cloven foot is fully.revcaled. This popular arthor,
who in many parts_ oi his book d.rrorrrl.r' marriage as
the enslavement of men and women, who sneers at
continence, and rages at Cjrristianity as a vanishinE
superstition-all under a spccial pretence of benevolenc"
and desire for the advancemeni of the human race,

IOO
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what he is aiming at,

ar.d what his
here clearly shows
doctrines lead to. Male sexual pleasure must not be
interfered with, male lust may be indulged in to any
extent that pleasure demands, but womao must take
the entire responsibility that male indulgence be not

disturbed by any inconvenient claims from paternity.
Whatever consequenc"s en$ue the woman is to blame,
and must bear the whole responsibility.
o'A doctrine more diabolical in its theory and more
destructive in its practical consequences has never been

invented. This is the doctrine of Neo-Malthusianism."
$

6. sercrai,r,Y

HURTFUL

To rHE

r

PooR

(a) Affecting tbe Toang
8,, There are three special and peculiar evils that
,tt.nd the teaching oi birth .oirttol amongst the
poor. Of the first a doctor has written as follows :
" Morally, the doctrine is indefensible-it follows the
line oI l"rsi r"sistance, and sacrifices the spirit to the
flesh. Materially, it is iraught with grave danger to the
home and to ooi national- existence. It is proposed
to disseminate a knowledge of contraceptive methods
throughout the overcrowdJ homes of the ill-fed, ill-clad
poor." Now it is in these homes that the moral sense has
itr.ndy but little chance of development, where the child
of eight or ten akeady knows far more- than is- good for
the frealth of either body or mind, and, though ]4/e may
succeed in reducing the iize of the family, yet the means
we employ will militate against the raising.of the moral
tone oi the household, and the children will not be any
less precocious than before."
1 Essayt in Med.ical Sociology, 1899. Revised and rep,rintbil
-iC"Piin
2

Library of Royal Society
for privnie circulation, p. 95.
of Medicine.)
2 Britifi Medical Journal, August 20' tgat, P, 3o2.
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That danger is ignored by the advocates of

birth-control. {( But he that shail scandaiise one
of these little ones that believe in Mc, it were
better for him that a mill-stone were hanged
about his neclr, and that he were drowned in the
depth of the sea."

(b)

r

Exposing the Poor to Experiment

Secondly, the ordinary decent instincts of the
poor are against these practices, and indeed they
have used them less than any other class. , But,
owing to their poverty, lack of learning, and helplessness, the poor are the natural victims of those
who seek to make experirnents on their fellows.
In the midst of a London slum a woman, who is
a doctor of German philosophy (Munich), has
opened a B.irth Control Ciinic, where working
women are instructed in a method of contraception described by Professor Mcllroy as '( the most
harmful method of which I have had experience."!
When we remember that millions are being spent
by the Ministry of Health and by Local Authorities-on pure milk for necessitous expectant and
rrursing mothers, on Maternity Clinics to guard
the health of mothers before and after childbirth,
for the provision of skilled midwives, and on
Infant Welfare Centres-allfor the single purpose
of bringing healthy children into our midst, it is
truly amazing that this monstrous campaign of
birth control should be tolerated by the Home
1 St. Matt.

xviii.

6.

2 Proceedingt ol the Medico-Legal Society,
Joly Z, rgzr.
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Secretary. Charles Bradlaugh
jail for a less serious crime.

was condemned

I

to

i

l''

(c) tending

towards the Seraile State

Thirdly, the policy^of b:Ith control o?ens the
way to an exteniion of the Servile State,' because
women as well as men could then be placed under
conditions of economic slavery. Hitherto, the
rule has been that during child-bearing age a
woman must be supported by her husband, and the
general feeling of tL! .omminity has been opposed
to anF conditions likely to force married women
on to the industrial market. In her own home a
woman works hard, but she is working for the
benefit of ber famiiy and not directly for the benefit of a stranger. If, instead of bearing children,
women practise birth controi, and if children are
to be denied to the poor as a privilege o,f the rich,
then it would be very easy to explolt the women
of the poorer classes. If women have no young
children why shoul-d ,\"y be. exempt from the
economic pressure that is applied to men I And
indeed, where birth control is practised women
tend more and more to supplant men, especiaily
in ill-paid grades of work. One of the birth
contro-llers has suggested that young couples, who
r (( That arrangement of society in which so considerable a
of the families and individuals are constrained by

number

positive law to labour for the advantage of other famiiies and
individuals as to stamp the whole community with the mark of
such labour we call The Serviie State."-Hilaire Belloc, The
Seroil,e State,

t9rz, p, t6,
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otherwise could not afiord to marty) should
*rirv but have no children, and thus continue
io *6tk at their respective employmcnts during
the dav. As the siil would hive little time for
.ooki"l and other iomestic duties, this immoralist
is nralticallv subverting thc vcry idca of a
hoil" I Th; English poor havc already lost evcn
tti" -.r"i"g of ihe wbrd " property," and if the
fi*tr lo"tt8lers had their wiy the meaning of the
;re " home " would soon follow' The aim
oiLlrtfi. control is generally masked by falsehood,
on^the poor.points
of itris policy
U"t tfr" urging"to
-Servile
When a

State'
the
,rr*ittrkrbiy
or a'section of a nation, is oppressedr, their
"riior,
rises. That is the imhutable iaw
birth-irt.
oi ttra,rt. as witnessed in history' Thus, t]'"
iurr.iia., increased under the oppression of the

Pharaohs. Thus, the lrish, from the lJnion to
tfr" fr-i"e, multiplied prodigi-qusly under the
oooression of an iniquitous political and land
..iri"*. Bv the opeiation of this law the opgro'* i, ,ro.nb.tt, and break their chains'

fr.tt.d

S

7. A

MENAcE

(a) [here is a Limit

To rHE NATIoN

to lottering the Deatb-tate

Birth controllers belieYe that a high birth-rate
is the cause of a high death-rate, and that overis the ciuse of Poverty' Yet, in spite
,orJrtio"
'ot itr"it beliefs, they make thc following statement :
t'Neo-Malthusians have not aimecl at reducrng
population, but only' at reducing unnecessary
e;;rh, which injures the community withorrt

BIRTH CONTROL
adding to its numbers.,, , In defence of this
statement they argue that if the death-rate falls
ro+

p.eople.will live longer, and therefore the population will not decrease, although the birtti-rite is
lowered. There are two fallicies in their argument. I!"y overlook the fact that every onJ of
us must die, and that therefore there ij a fimit
beyond which a death-rate cannot possibly fa1l,
whereas there is no limit, except i"ro, to the
possible fall in a birth-rate. It i birth-rate fell
to nothing and no children were born, it is obvious
the population would eventually vanish.
*rt
The secon d f.allacy is that a low birth'-rate will
permanently lower the death-rate. At first a
falling birth-rate increases the proportion of
young adults in the population, andi, as the deathrate. during early adult iife is relatively low, the
total death-rate tends to fall for a time. Sooner
or later there is an increase in the proportion of
old people in the population, and,'as ih" d.athrate- during old age ii high, the total death_rate
tends to rise. That is now happening in England,
and these are the actual lacti is rec6rded b:y th6
Registrar-General

:

- l-'!, ry^y be pointed out that, though the effect of the
fall in the birth-rate has hitherto been in a sense advan_
tage-ous in that it has increased the proportions living
at the working ages, a tendency to th. reversal of thi!
fact.has already set in, and may be expected to develop
as time goes on. ,
,
. Ih.- Seoetary of the Malthusian League. yide the Declining Birth-rate, 1916, p. 89.
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" The g_eneral characteristics of the figures indicate
v-ery clearly the effects of the long-continued decline in

the birth-rate of this country, and show, by the example

of France, the type of age-distr.ibution'wirich a further
continuance of the deciine is likcly to produce, The
pr.:9"-"t age-distribution of the English population is
still favourable to low death-rates, but is becoming less
so than it was in r9or. The movements along the iurve

of the point,of maximum heaping up populatiJn, referred
to on page_6r, has
_shifted this from-agelo-25 to a period
ten years.later, when mortality is appreciably hilher.,,
*C e.nsus ol nngland. and, W ales, r9it. Giir ral Repirt, wTth .tl p-

pendicet,

pp,6z and 65.

Of these facts the birth controllers would.
appear to be ignorant. That is a charitable
assumption;
.but,_in view of the vital importance
of this question their ignorance is culpabie.
(b) Birth Control tends to extinguish

tbe

Birth-rate
Whatever may be the nebuious aim of birth
controllers, the actual results of birth control are
quite definite. We have no accurate information
regarding the extent to which birth control is
practised, for, needless to say, the Malthusians
c-al provide us with no exact figures bearing on
this question ; but we do know t6at birth control,
yrhen adopted, is mostly practised amongst the
better pai-d artisans and w6althier classes. " After
full examination of the evidence, the National
Birth-rate Commission wdre unanimously agreed
" That the greater incidence of infant moriality

r06
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upon the less prosperous classes does not reduce
their efiective fertiiity to the level of that of
the wealthier classes." , It is probable that this
Commission overestimated the- extent to which
birth control has contributed to the declining
birth-rate I but, even so, this does not alter the
obvious fact that artificial birth control, when
adopted, reduces fertility to a lower level than
Nature intended. If language has any meaning,
birth control means a falling birth-rate, and -a
falling birth-rate means depopulation. Here and
there this evil practice may increase the material
prosperity of an individual, but it lowers the
prosperity of the nation by reducing the number
of citizens. Moreover, as birth control is not
a_ prevailing vice amongst semi-civilised peoples,
the adoption of this practice by civilised-nations
means that the proportion of civiiised to uncivilised inhabitants of the worid will be reduced.
If birth control had been extensively practised in
the p-ast the_ colonisation of the British Empire
would have been a phvsical impossibility; and
to-day, in our vast overseas dominions, are great
empty spaces whose untilled soil and excellent
climate await a population. Is that population
to_be-white, or yellow I A question w6ich to-day
fills the Australian with apprehension.

(r) A Danger to the Empire
people are honestly perplexed by Neo- _Y1"y
Malthusian propaganda, and aie hbnestly ignorant
1 The Declining Birth-rate, 19:16,

p.

37,

rc7

of the truth concerning thc population and the
food supply of the British Empirc. They think
that iJ the population is incrcasing faster than the
food supply, there is at least onc argument in
favour of artificial birth control from a practical,
although possibly not from an ethical, point of
view. They apply to that propaganda the ordinary test of the world, namely, 'Wiil it work ?'
rather than that other test which asks, 'Is it
right I ' The question I would put to people who
reason in that way, and they are many, is a
very simple one. If it can be proved that NeoMalthusian propaganda is based on an absolute
falsehood, will it not follow that the chief argument in favour of artificiai birth control has been
destroyed ? Let us put this matter to the proof.
Neo-Malthusians state that the population bf the
Empire is increasing more rapidly than the food
supply. That is a definite statement. It is
either true or false. To discover the truth, it is
necessary to refer to the Memorandum of the
Dominions Royal Commission, and it may be
noted that publications of that sort are not usually
read by the general public to whom the NeoMalthusians appeal. Tlle public are aware that
the stafi of life is made from wheat, but they are
not aware of the following facts, which prove that
in this matter, at any rate, Neo-Malthusian statements are absolutely false. In foreign countries
the increase of the wheat area is proceeding at
practically the same rate as the increase of population. Within the British Empire the utheat
area i.s increasing mtre ra?idly tban the population,

i
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increase of

the wheat area was neaily seven times greater than
the increase of population I and the percentage
increase in the actual production ot wheat was
nearly twekte times greater than the increase of
population. As these facts alone completely
refute the Neo-Malthusian argument, it iiadvisable to reproduce here the oficial statistics.l

contribution to the United i(ingdom's total imports and
rgol have been as follows:

rvheat requirements since
rgor-5.
From

Annual
average.

cwts.

contributed towards these requirements during the period
under review can be briefly summarised by the following

ro'3

Canada

Australia
New Zealand

India

6.6
,4
r 5'5

32,8

table, viz.:

Annual average.

Noraal
requiremeots.

IIome.

Overseas.

Million

Million

Million

cwts.

r 90

r-5

1906-10

r
.

19rr-r3.

Propoltlon oI supply.

Supplies.

38.8

\43'2
r49'z

Home.
Per

cwts.

cwts.

cent.

2B'7

IIO.I

20,7

r6.3

22,1

3r'9

Irr.3

32,9

r

22'3

Ovefseas-

77'9

I Dominions Royal Commission, Memorandum and Tables
relating to the Fooil and Raw Material Requirements of the
United Kingdom : prepared by the Royal Commission on the
Natural Resources, Trade, and. Legislation of Certain Portions
of His Majesty's Dominions. November, r9r;, pp. r and z.
2 i.e. grain, wheatmeal, and flour.

I Perentags.
{gX3'l ,","r | }Xl"'

Amrual
aver-

'fo tal

age,

inrports.

ments

Million
cw ts.
17'2

Per
cent.

Per
cent.

I5.I

t2'o

9'+

8.2

6.6

l:o's I ro.+
rz.6lro'61 8.4

r3'3

lt,7

9'3

,,.11,g.31,n.?

40'2

35'3

z8,t

Per I Pcr
I cent.
s'z I 7'4

cent-

4'8
'41| ,3
Iq'o I rr.2

s'e
"I

,* l,*

J

Total

requirc-

,3

*"' ,ffi
I

lg:lL?

Milliotrl Per I

Pcr

cwts-lccnt.lcent.
z+.s

59.o

|

49.4

39'5

increase in the Proportion received from
is, of course, mainly due to the great
Domini6ns
the
extension of wheat cultivation in Western Canada since
the beginning of the century.l

" The large

Per

The main sources of overseas supply are too well
known to require recapitulation here. The imports
from the Dominions and India and their proportionate

S.

|""t_^l
rml |louiro-

ent.
79'3

t(

My italics.*H. G.

r"."r

rgrr-r3,

6-ro,
Pcrcer tage.

Ports' I tri",,ts
MiUion

" The requirements of wheat a for the United Kingdom
and the extent to which Home and overseas supplies

r go

Perccntago.

Future SuPPlies
so large
" As the United Kingdom is dependent for
surplus-of
the
supplies.on
wheat
a proportion of its
or"rr., countries, it is of material interest to examine

whether this surpius is increasing, or whether the growth
of population is- proceeding more rapidly than the extension of the r.r'heat-growing arca.
" The Board of ARriculture and Fisheries in tgtz
estimated 2 that the lxtension of the wheat area and

the growth of population during the period Igor-r9lI
was as follows :
1 For particulars
tot?. D. lLL,

""S.".

of this

inclease see Canada Year Book

pp' 387-8 of [Cd. 658s].
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The foregoing facts destroy the chief Neo-

CONT ROL
Population,

British Empire (United

Kingdom,

Canada,
Australia, New Zea-

Thousand Thousand

acres,

I

acres.

land, and India).
European countries

28g,385 | 3oz,r54

29t,685 | 337,t8r
r'19,927 1r68,8r8

Others

" It is important to f.ntl

that, utbile in foreign coun'
tries, botb European and extra-European, the increase of
zu/teat area is proceeding at practically tbe same rate as
the increase ol population, in the Britisb Empire the afie at
area is deoeloping lar more rapidly, so that tbe Errtpire
as a whole is becoming more self-su1>porting.

'( t he total production of 'utbeat uithin the British
Em.pire, zuhich was zzT,Soorooo cwts, in. tgot, bad risen
to qgg,Too,ooo cwts. in t9tt, an inuease of 75 per cent.
" The relative yield per acre in r9r r was as follows : "

United Kingdom

Malthusian irgument, and, as birth control tends
to extinguish the birth-rate, this Neo-Malthusian
propaganda is a mcnace to the Ernpire. In fact,
th"'dirrg", is very great for the simplc reason
that the proportion of white people within the
Empire is verY small.
" The British Empire's share of the world's people

it mainly consists, it should be remembered, of Asiatics and African natives. The Bmpire
as a whole contains about 45o millions of the rvorld's
r,8oo millions, made up roundly as follows :
. +7,ooc,ooo
United Kingdom

is very large, but

Self-governing

Dominions .

zzrooorooo

Rest of the Empire (chiefly India,
. 378,ooo,ooo
31r9 millions)

. ++7)Ooo,ooo
'Total
aggregate
Empire
population of ++7
great
Of
the
"
millions, the white people account for no more than
65 millions. That is to say, outside the United Kingdom
itielf the Empire has oniy 18 million white people, or
less than four miliion families. That figure, of course,
includes Boers, French-Canadians, and others of foreign
extraction. This fact is clearly not realised by those
present-day Maithusians who assure us that too many
Britons are being born."
1

New Zealand

i"ai, fl""f"aing Native States)
1

Average

for period rgoT-tgro and

Columbia, where the yield per acre

excluding British

in r9II, the only

year for

which figures are available, averaged z9'37 bushels.
2 Including British Columbia.
8 Below the average. The yield per acre
bushels, and in r9r3 rrr8.

in tgrz

was tz'53

It is also well to remember that depopulation
in Italy preceded the disintegration of the Roman
Emoire.' Historians have e-stimated that, while
undlr the Republic, Italy could raise an army of
8oo,ooo men, inder Titus that numberwas halved.
IJnfortunately there are sorne to whom this
L Ibe Observer, Nov, rr? tg2t.
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in a family letter, written more than a hundred

about

in our midst are a fe# iost souls, so bemused bv
the doctrines of international finance it ri ifr.i.
virtue in patriotism
::" lo
,or, in other word.s, iir
the
love that a man has for his own home. Tfiey
rrfou.i by the story _of ,sacrifice, of thrifi,
11",
and ot patient trust in God
that is told foi
lnstance in the history of the protestant manses
of Scotland, yh"Ig ministers on slender stipend.s
brought up families of ten and twelve, #h.r.

years ago by a man who was poor

among them to the fourth generation.r, r

H-ow did they manage to provide for their
children I In this pagin, spoon-fed age, many
people wiil laugh wh"i t[.f read the answer_
7 Reminiscences

D.D., r876, p. 22.
z lbid., p.
34.

ol a

Higbland. parish,

by Norman

Macleod,

!

does

not unhinge that confidence with which the Christian

gug]rt t9 repose upon the wise and good providence of

Macleod:

well born and well bred j and n"i", JiJ-*an find a
help_more meet for him. In thrt *rnr.
they lived for
fifty years, and there were born to them sixteen
",.TJy
yet.aeither father nor mother could evcr lay
:!,-11r.";
hand
on a child and say, o We r,vish this one hacl noi
b.,":i Tlrey were.a.ll a soirce of u"uojt"d joy. . . . ,, i
.
- nerghbour once
remarked, , That minister
. .rr .- wlse
large family will ruin himself, and if he dies they
Ill,n,ntr
wrll be beggars., Yet there has never been a b.ggrr

these

Take care, minister, the anxiety of-your affection

the boys won scholarships at the universities, and
where women were the mothers of men.
_ _These days have been recalled ly Norman

Tll. minister, like most of his brethren, soon took to
, ."
hrmself a wife, the daughter of a neighbouring .
gentle_
max tacksmanr, and the- grand--daugf,t., of u"mfiirt.r,

:

(
_ But the thoughr*I cannot provide for

,

God !- What though you are to leave yourlhildren poor
and friendless I Is the arm of the Lord shor.tened,
that He cannot help ! Is His ear heavy, that He cannot
hear I You yourself have been no more than an instrument in the hand of His goodness; and is His goodness,
pray, bound
in your feeble arm ? Do you what you
-up
can I leave the rest to God. Let them be good, and fear
the Lord, and keep His commandments, and He will
provide for them in His own way and in His own time.
Why, then, wilt thou be cast down, O my soul; why
disquieted within me i Trust thou in the Lord I Under
all the changes and the cares and the troubles of this
life,.may the consolations of religion support our spirits.
In the multitude of the thoughts within mi, tiry cofrforts
O my_Go{, delight my soul ! But no more of this preachingJike harangue, of which, I doubt not, you wish to
be reiieved. Let me rather reply to your leiter, and tell
you my news." I

That letter was written by Norman Macleod,
oldained in r774, and minister of the Church of
Scotland in Morvcn for some forty ycars. His
stipend was d4o,afterwards raiscd to /tio. He had
a family of sixteen. One of his sons was minister
in Campbelltown, and later in Glasgow. He had
a f.amiTy of
-eleven. His cldest son was Chaplain
to Queen Victoria,
and wrote the Reminisierucet
oJ a Highland. Parisb.
I Ibid., p.
9I.
8
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The birth controllers

why we should bring
up children at great cost and trouble to ourselves,
and they have been well answered by a nonCatholic writer, Dr. W. E. Home.'
ask

tt One of my acquaintances refuses to have a second

child because he could not then play golf. Is there,
then, no pleasure in children which shall comPensate
for the troubles and expenses they bring upon you I I
notice that the penurious Roman Catholic French
Canadian farmers are spreading out of Quebec and
occupying more and more of Ontario. I fancy these
hard-living parents would think their struggles to bring
up their large (ten to twenty) families worth while when
tliey see how their group is strengthening its position.
If a race comes to find no instinctive pleasure in children
it will probably be swept away by others more virile.
One man will live where another will starve; prudence
and selfishness are not identical.
" In her book, t he Strength of a People, Mrs. Bosanquet,
who signed the Majority Report of the Poor Law Commission, tells the story of two girls in domestic service
who became engaged. One was imprudent, married at
once, lived in lodgings, trusted to the Church and the
parish doctor to see her through her first confinement,
had no foresight or management, every succeeding child

only added to her worries, and her marriage was a
failure. The other was prudent, did not marry till, after
six months, she and her fianc6 had chosen a house and
she married, and their house was
their own careful choice ; every table and chair reminded

its furniture. Then

them of the afternoon they had had together when it was
chosen; they were amusement enough to themselves,
and they saved their money for th9 expenses of her confinement. He had not to seek amusement outside his
I British Medieal /ournal, August 13, rgzt' p, z6t.
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home, did his work with a high sanction- and got pro-

,rrot.d, and each child was only an added pleasure'
Idyltic ; yes, but sometimes true. One of the happiest
*.^ I h"o. known was a Marine sergeant with ten children, and a bed in his house for strafboys he thought he
should he1p.

" One of my friends married young and had five
children ; thd required management. He certainly

could noi go trips, t-ake courses and extra gualifications,
but he diitris r.i"it ,tt right, and his sons were there to
help in the war, and one-of them has won a position of
Imperial usefulness far above that of his father or me'
Is ihrt no compensation to his Parents for old-time
dificulties they have by now almos-t forgotten ? A bad
tree cannot bring forth good fruit."

Dr. W. E. Home is right, and the Neo-Malthusian Eolfer is wrong. Mot"ov"r, he is wrong as
a sol%r. Golf reqiires skiIl, a fine co-ordination
of"sight and touch,'much patience and self-control:
and"manv unfortunate people lack these qualities
of mind'and body, and ,r" therefore unable to
nlav this same with pleasure to themselves or to
f,n.tt. eorrr.qr.t tiy every golfer,- no matter
whether he acc6pts the hypothe-sis.of Spencer or
that of Weismann concerriing the inheritance of
acquired characteristics, should rejoice to see his
in the links as a good-omen for the
large family
'this
game, although -there be some
fuiure of
other reasons tliat also justif/ the existence of
children.
(d) tbe Dangers of Sm.all Fanilies
In a Malthusian leaflet, written for the poor
Dr. Binnie DunloP states:

fi6
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" You must at least admit that

there would be nothing
like the usual poverty if married couples had only one
child for every 2as. or so, a week of wages. Yet the
population would continue to increase rapidly, because
very few of the children of small families die or grow up
weakly; and it would become stronger, richer, and of
course much happier." I

The false suggestion contained in his first
sentence, namely that a liigh birth-rate is the
cause of poverty, has already been exposed
(Chap. II), and apparently Dr. Binnie Dunlop
has never considered why so many of the English
people should be so poor as to enable him to make

their very poverty in order to tempt them
to adopt an evil method of birth control. Moreover, his second contention, that a small family
produces a higher type of child, better fed, better
trained, and healthier, than is found amongst the
chiidren of large families is contrary to the foliowing facts, as stated by Professor Meyrick Booth :
" r. A civilisation cannot be maintained with an

use of

avetage of less than about four children per marriage I
a smaller number will iead to actual extinction.

" z. Much information exists tending to show that
heredity strongly favours the third, fourth, fifth, and
subsequent children born to a given couple, rather than
the fi.rst two, who are pecuiiarly apt to inherit some of
the commonest physical and mental defects (upon this
important point the records of the University of London
Eugenics Laboratory should be consulted). A population with a low birth-rate thus naturally tends to
degenerate. It is the normal, and not the small family,
that gives the best cbildren.

1 Leaflet of the Malthusian League.
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amongst
" a. The present difierential birth-rate-highthe
rnost
amongst
th. i"rs intetiigent classes and low

familiei-so far from lcading upwards,
the race to breed to a lower tYPe'
capable

tta.

arrd

is causing

the growth of luxrrry
"ncoutag.s
calls
Lcroy-Bcarrlierr
development of what M.

The small family

ih.

l'esbrit arrioiste.

';5. The popular idea that cbitdbirth is iniuriotls to tr
*o*-rn', t"'nttt is probably qtt'ite eruoneous' Whcre the
l,;rtn-rnte is higb the heatth b7 th, *o*'n is appar:ently
better than where it is a::tificially low. " 6, A study of history does not show.that nations

with low birthlrates have'been abie to attain to a higher
level of civiiisation. Such nations have been thrust
I
into the background by their hardier neighbours'"

Moreover, M. Leroy-Beaulieu, in La. Qucstion
de la Po oal'ation,' staies that those districts of
France #t i.t, show an exceptionally low birthrate are distinguished by a peculiar atmosphere
oi *nt"rinlism,"and that theii inhabitants exhibit,
i" ,tt igt degrle, an attitude of mind well named
l'espril arrirtiste-the desire to concentrate on
oudward success, to push on, to. be climbers, to
,durrr." themselves and their children in fashion,Ut" to.i.au. This spirit means the willing saclifice
of all ideJls of ethics or of patriotism to family
eEoism. To this mcntal attitudc, and to thc
.Sir"trot dinq abscnce of rcligion, he attributes
ihe alctin. 6f popolation. In conclusion the

I the HibbertJaurnal, Octobcr r9r4, P' r53. My italics'H. G. S.
--i
Professor Meyrick Booth, The Hibbert Journal,
O*t"a

by

October t9r+, P. t53.
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towards sufiering humanity ; and it is on these
grounds that the"y are appealing to the Church of
Ensland to bless'their work, oiat lcast to lcnd to
theTr propaganda a cloak of r-espectability. .No*,
the verv fict that Neo-Maltfiusians are sincere
in their mistaken and dangerous convictions
mrk", it aii the more necessa-ry that we should
discover the doctrines on whiclr their propaganda
*rt originally based I because, . althbugh .their
economi"c fallacies were borrowed from Malthus,
their philosophy came from a difierent source'
This philosophv is to be found, naked and unrtn",i, itt * 6ook entitled Ibe Elements of Social'
^rt
Science.' I have already referred to this work as
the Bible of Neo-Malthusians, and its teaching
has been endorsed as recently as I9o5 by the
of the Malthusian League,. as
official journal
"the
eulogy, whose last lines
following
witness
Bret Harte in the Far
of
davf
happv
the
recall
of our old and
periods
lloquent
the
and
West,
Starbottle:
Colonel
friend
valued
of J' S'
" This work should be read by all foliowers
of
econoschool
Mill, Garnier, and the Neo-Malthusian

following evidence is quoted by Professor Meyrick
Booth :

" The Reoue des Deux Monde.r for July rgrr contains
a valuable account, by a doctor resident in Gascony, of
the state of things in that part of France (where, it will
be remembered, the birth-rate is especially

lorv).

He

expresses with the utmost emphasis the conviction that
the Gascons are deteriorating, physically and mentally,

and points out, at the same time, that the decline of
population has had an injurious effect upon the economic

condition

of the country. 'L'hyponatalit6 est

une

cause pr6cise et directe de la d6g6n6rescence de la race,'
he writes. And, dealing with the belief that a low birth-

rate will result in the development of a superior type of
child, he says : ' C'est une illusion qui ne r6siste pas I la
Iumitre des faits tels que les monte l'6tude d6mographique de nos villages gascons. Depuis que beaucoup de
bancs restent vides A la petite 6cole, les 6coiiers ne sont
ni mieux dou6s, ni plus travailleurs, et ils sont certaine-

ment moins vigoureux.' And again, 'La quantit6 est
en ,g6n6ral Ia condition premidre et souveraine de la

qualit6."'r

$ 8. rHn ?Lor AGArNsr cHRrsrENDoM
A11 purposive actions are ultimately based on
philosophy of one sort or another. If, for example, we find a rich man founding hospitals for
the poor, we may assume that he believes in the
principle of Charity. It is, therefore, of prime
importance to dgt_ermine what kind of philosophy

underlies Neo-Malthusian propaganda. The

birth controllers profess to be actuated solely
by feelings of compassion and of benevolence
l The HibbertJournal, October r9r4.

We could give a long criticism of the many imDortant chapters ii this bo6k; but, as we might be
lonsidered as prejudiced in its favour because of our
asreement wittr its aims, we prefer to cite the o-pinion
niv." b, the editor of that widely circulated and most
E"iiglr.J".a paper The l4teehly ti-tnesI and Echo, which
uppi"tt in iis lssue of October 8'"

rniris.

I

I

Ir
I

l,
I

t,

I

Before quotinE from the book an explanation
is due to iny t"i'd"tt. I do not suggest that all
I The Malthu.rlaa, Novcmber r9o5, p' 84'

jtf

ti
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of those who are to-day supporting the, propaginda for artificial
cbitrol--wouta asree

I

with its

footish

-birih
. btasphemi;;-;";-;ri"jii"g

it is ir"ve.th.l"rr' il€cesszrv rn
quote these things, b-ecause o", birth .orrirJff"*
are too wise in their day and genera,i""
a" ,i".ri
sfrl tess t'o tn. err"..n
E1d1ari;;
l?"r\"^!,:!i.i;,. gn uthicb
,^u_:,
"l
Neo-Malthuilaillylt
?ur,lotoehy
?t)as
imbecilities; but

'{1ff:"1!*",'4::,a:{,(*x,3::*,;i,nl'*r{,,?i;
author of the Elements of Social-'icirnre ;;;h;
interested Mr. Chartes 'B;;;i;;gh and
Mrs.

Annie Besant in the qu.^rtiorrJ;';--F?;,
quotations
from the last edition- of the f oof. *ifi
suffice
tt

:

But this is a certain truth, that any human
beino

any one of us, no matter how fallen

,nd'd;;;;;;,;';?

infinitely more sloriou, ,rd ,dorrii.-il;g
than any
God thai.r.' *i, or will b;;;;;;,,"iij.+rrl.

.In ju_s1ice to the memory of John Stuart Mill,
whory Malthusians are ever quoting,
it should be
noted that the foregoing Ut'rrpfr.,i'y'll.;*hili;
more nor less than- i builesqud of Forrtrvlsm
or
of Agnosticism. The teachi,i!
iWfi, B;t";;*i
of Herbert Spencer was that' "r
,h; ffi*l.dg.;;
God and of }iis nature i, il;"rribl.,'il".rrr"
ou.
the onty source of knowt"dge. The;
::::::,1*
reasonrng was wrong_b.ecause
a primiry
tion. of ill knowledge rs memory, in condiitself an

intuition, because pfi.rry
are inteliectual intuitiorrr, ,nJ

-;;h;;rilrl axioms
b;;;;;; mind_ has

1 C. V. Drysdale,
O.B.E., D,Sc., The Enall Fantity Syilem,
r9r8, p. r5o.
ll
I
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thepower of abstractionl but, even so, not one
of these men was capable of having wiitten the
above-quoted passagei The next qu"otation refers

to marriage.

'6 Marriage is based upon the idea that constant and
unvarying love is the only one which is pure and honourable,
-and which should'be recognised'as morally good.
But there could not be a greater-error than'this. iove
is, like all other human pissions and appetites, subject
to change, deriving a gi.rt part of its^ torce and iontrnuance from variety in its objects; and to attempt
to fix it to an invariable channel ii to try to alter the la#s
of its nature ,, (p, 3fi),

That quotation is an example of how evil

may-arise from muddled

thiniring:

ideas
because if the
word ,, love,

word " lust " be substituted for ihe
in the third sentence, the remaininp fortv-five
words would merely convey a siriple iruth,

by Kipling in two lines:
t'For the more you ,ave known o,
the
The iess will you settle to one.,,

expressed

others

.beheve
Y"ty f-ew people, I suppose, are so foolish as to
that

man is by nature either a chaste or a
constant alipa], and indeed in this respect he
appears to his disadvantage when compared with
certain varieties of birdq which are- by nature
constant to each other. On the other hand,
millions of people believe that man is able to
overcome his animal nature; and for the past two
thousand years the civilised races of the world
have held that this is a goal towards which mankind should strive. In thi opinion of Christendom
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chastity and m-arriage are both moraliy good, but,
according ro the pliilosophy of our i("6_tttrttt
,rl
sran author, they are morally evil.

THE RELIGIOUS ARGUMENT AGAINST
BIR.TH CONTROL

" Chastity, o1 gomp]e1e sexual abstinence, so far from
,berng
a virtue, is invariably a great natural sin ,,
(p.

r. er oFFDNcE AcArNsr rHE LAw oF NATURE
ff IRTH control is against the law of nature,
$

16z).

Is it not obvious that to the writers of such
is synonymous with ,nimrlirm, *it-h
Pl-r-t?"t 1oye

rust

H. which Christians b31i"v. to be the reflection
l,*)ot the divine law in human afiairs, and any

! It ls.by no. mcans necessary to go to saints

violation of this law was held to be vicious even
by the ancient pagan worid. To this argument
an advocate of birth control has made answer :

or to

moralists for a refutation of "this NeoMalthusian philosophy. D; ;;y decent ordi_
nary man or woman agree with it i Ask the
man
1n the street. Turn ihe pug., of om tir"rrrrr".
Refer to Chaucer o,
-Sl"ir&,_to- St ri"rpeare or
Miiton, refer to Fieldiirg
o,'g"r"r-;r Scott or
Tennyson. Some
thJse
*." *"r" very im_of
perfect j
they
all
knew
the
difference b"i*;;;
.b",
Iust- and. Iove ; and it is because they
can tell us
something of that *ti.t,'i, pr;;;rr;
i:,1:1:] ethere_al, and divine in
efld.unng,
love thaf we read
rnerr pages and honour their names. Not
one of
these men could have written th; follo*i"g
,"r-

tence

,

tt We interfere with nature at every point-we shave,
cut our hair, cook our food, fiil cavities in our teeth (or
wear artificial teeth), clothe ourselves, wear boots, hats,
and wash our faces, so why should birth alone be sacred
from the touch and play of human moulding ? " '

distracts our attention from the rear sexual

duties, and this is one of its

*orrt .g."t, ;; <p. *q .
Now it is certain that if ,, the real ,&ril duties,,
by promiscuous fornication, it
Ll.-rt"_!1".9nted
and chastity are evil things. 'Thai
"r,
::1,1-T_i]:riage
pnuosophy
is very oJd. From time imhemorial
rt has been advocated
!I orr. of the most powerful
inteiligences in the universe.
S".fr-irifr. soil on
which the Neo-Matthusian f"lrt;; irm gro*rr_
a soil that would rot the forndr'tiorr.r-"f
trr"p_.

? For a very simple reason. Birth conbelongs to the moral sphere; it essentially
affects man's progress in good, whereas ail the
other things that he mentions have no more
moral significance than has the practice of agricuiture. Regarded in the light of the law of nature
they are neutral actions, neither good nor bad in
themselves, raising no question of right or wrong,
and having no real bearing on the accomplishment of human destiny. To make no distinction
between the merely' physicai law of nature
(expressed in the invariibie tendency of everything to act according to its kind) and the natural
moral law which governs human conduct, is to
Why

trol

:

((.Marriage

TIII

f
fl

pronounce oneseli

a materialist. Yet

even

1 British lltedical
Journal, August 6, r9zt, P.2r9.
t23
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o,usht.to denounce the
.of
fl:::'illi:i
Dtrth control. as it violates the laws-practice
of nature
regulatl physicai *.fiUli"s. ., But,,,
says
lTlich
the materialist, ,,it,is not possibl"e f",
;;y;";
i;
act against nature, because'ail actions
,_-f* pir..
tfl nallJre, and thereJore every act ts a natural
act," Quite so : in that sense irord.,
a natural
act; even Lrnnat-ural vice is a naturat is,.t..-Wiii

a.ny one defend

the plrysicnl world, und_th.re l, , *,urrl lr; i;
law in
conscience-a law
right conduct. Certain
-of
actions are under the
th;-*orul
h"*;;ii;
which is able to rebel_coritrol
,jri"r,""irfr.
law of
and the pag?n poet Eschylus traces
l1_,rr",
numan sorrow to ,. the pervcrse human ali
*iii
omnipresent.,,

I

I

I
II
I

them i

There is

a

natural

. As birth control means the deliberate
tion of a natural u.t whi.h-mdh; h;"" frustraissuecl in
a new life. it is an unnatrrrl.rii..,
,"a i,
as a sin akirl. tJ murd.r.
"ig_rl
To
lil:d
fy theologians
rnts cnarge
brrth
controllers
further
reply
that
"of
-pro".r"raio,
millions

the .l"-.rtr of
are
destroyed b.y Natur_e fr"r*ii, ,"a,iri?ro
add one
-i,
mor,e to these millions sacrificed.

surely no crime.,,, This ,i1;;-p. "/t Xrt"r"
is
If these people -t'*ri' argument
3thetic.
the
A,P,C. of biology, tliey'would know
"u",rhat
millions of those ;i"*.il;'r.;';il;;J
to perish
by Nature for a definir;p;;p;;._";,i'"ly,
to *ake
procreation more certain.' li
i,
in
that
the
one may achieve the desired
"rJerit i, ,"in_
*
tfrri
forced by millions
"nd
otn"rr. M;;;;,
although
millions'of deaths "f
in the-world ;;;;;, ery yeat

by

L-

:,

*,.,,

..,..,.;,,1,.,,.u*r.*::.***.j!!!!.t,,...
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from natural causes, it would neYertheless, I fear,
be a crime if I were to cause one more death by
murdering a birth controller.
$

2'

nanr,rcrnD IN THE NoRMAL coNscIENcE

In common with irrational animals we have
instincts, appetites, and passions;_but, unlike the
animals, w" hav" the power to reflect whether an
action is right or wrong in itself aPart from its
of moral judgnlglt
consequences. This power
-and
it is conscience which
is callid conscience ;
reflects the natural iaw (the Divine Nature
expressed in creation). As conscience, when
violated, can and does give rise to an unpleasant
feeling of shame in tlie mind, w-e have good
reasori to believe that it exists for the purpose of
preventing us from doing shameful actions, just
is oor ey6s are intended,.amongst other things,

to

prevbnt us from walking over

precipices.

Moieover, if the conscience is active, instructed,
and unbiassed, it will invariably give the correct
answer to ary question of right or wrong.
It is possible to a_ssert, without fear of contradiction,- that no ordinary decent man or woman
approaches or begins the practice of artificiai
biith control witfrout expeiiencing at first unpleasant feelings of uneasiness, hesitation, repugirrrr.", shame, ind remorse. Later on thcse feelings may be overcome by habit, for the voice oI
coir.i.n.. will cease when it has been frequently

iEnored. This does not alter the fact that at
fi"rst the natural moral instincts of both men and

I

t!l
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women do revolt against these practices.
conscience of irankind birtli control

the

shameful action.

To

isa

3. rxrnrssED rN THE scrENcD oF E"HIcs
The dictates of conscience Eo to form the
science of ethics. According to?thics, th"
prrctice of birth control means"the doing of ai act
whilst at the same time-frustrating tfrE
io,
which the act is intended. It is"like usiirg
"Ui..ilanguig: to conceal the truth, or using appetit; so as
to injure. rather thanJo promote hErlili. ilr,
the decline of the Roman Empire *., gorg.3
themselves with food, took an L-"ti., uoirit?d,
and then sat down.to-eat again. ffr.y satiated
appetite and frustraied tt"-ot;".t io.
ll"jt,
y.h::h appetite is intended. The practice of
blrth control is parallel to this piggishness. No
one can deny that the sexual jmpulse has for
arm tj.r. procreation of children. The birth
controllers seek to gratify the impulse, yet to
deJeat the aim ; urd they are ,o t Jn.ra
in their
mrctaken convictions that, when faced with
this
arg,ument, they boldly adopt an attitude
*hi.h
spells- rntellectual and moral anarchy.
Thev
sly that it is simply a waste or ti-. -i" d;;1
the moral aspect of this practice. Without
Derng abte to dispute the truth that birth
control
rs agarnst nature, conscience, and ethics. thev
attempt to prove that at any rate the iesuit's
or thts practlce are beneficial, or in other words
3 good end justifies the use of evil means.
Hri
I hts ts a doctrine that has been universally repu$

diated by mankind.' Nevertheless, if birth control,
in spite'of its being an ofience against moral and
natrlral 1aw, was really beneficial to huma':ity,
then birth controllers' would be able to claim
praqmatic .iustification for the practices, and
to i"gr" that what actually and unliversally tend^s
to the sood of mankind cannot be bad in itself.
Birth cintrol, as I have abeady shown, does not

to these conditions; therefore that
argument also fails.

conform
$

4. rIn'ru coNrRoL

"j#ffi:,

BY PRorEsrANr

The Protestants, at the time of the Reformation,
retained and even exaggerated certain beliefs of
the undivided Catholic Church. None of them
doubted, for instance, that the Bible was the Word
of God and therefore a guide to moral conduct.
Thev knew that artificial Eirth control is forbidden
bv the Bible. and that in the Old Testament the
plnishment-for that sin was death.' In t876,
foh"n Charles Bradlaugh advocated in a notorious
pamphlet the practicJof birth contro), his views
iu.r"'J""o"rr.Jd frorn every Prot"ttrrri pulpit in
the land, and were widely repudiated by the uPPer
and middle classes of England. But it would seem
r There is, or perhaps we should say there was, a -legacy of

r,ooo Rhenish guildersiwaiting anyone who, in the judgment of
the {aculty of liw in the University of Heidelberg or of Bonn, is
able to esiablish the fact that any Jesuit cver taught this doctrine
or anything equivalent to it. Yide The Antidote, vol. iii, p' rz5,
C.T.S., London.
2 Gen. xxxviii. 9-ro.
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that Protestant morality is now disappearing with
the spread of indifferentism, and the Protestant
Churches have no longer the same influence on
the public and private life of the nation. Pro-

testantism has lasted for 4oo years, but though
it has lasted longer than any other form of belief
which took rise in the sixteenth century, it is
now also dying.
r9r9 the number of people over seven years
ol-Inag9 in England who professed belief in an5t
church was ro,833,f)J @ut of 4o,ooo,ooo), and
the church attendance equalled Trooorooo, or
about r out of every 5 people.,
Again,_a Commission appointed by the Protestant Churches to inquire into the reiigious
beliefs held in the Britiih armies of the Great
War has endorsed the following statements :

" Everyone must be struck with the appalling ignorance of the simplest religious truths. Probably 8o per
cent. of these men from the Midlands had never heard of

the sacrarnents . . . It is not only that the men do not
know the meaning of ' Church of England , I they are
ignorant of the historical facts of the life of our Lord.
Nor must it be assumed that this ignorance is confined
to, men who have passed through the elementary schools,

The same verdictls recorded ripon those who have been
educated in our public schools. . . . The men are hopelessly perplexed by the lack of Christian unity.,, z

. In my opinion these statements are exaggerations, but that was not the view of the Con:,mis-

I

Yide Catholic Tirnet,August 27, tg2r, p. T.
and. Religion, t9r9, p, ++8,
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sion. As regards Scotland, it has recentll' been
stated at the Lothian Synod of the United Free
Church that in rglr at ieast 37-Per cent. of the
men and women of Scotland were without
church connection.r '
In r8zo. of every r,ooo marriages, 76o were
according io the rit'es of the Established Church,
but in i9i9 the ProPortion-had fallen ta .597'
DurinE the'same period civil marriages without
reliEiois ceremoniil increased from 98 to 23I Per
r,o5o.' These figures are an index of the religious
complexion of the country. The Protestant
Chuiches are being strangled by the deveJopment
of a germ that ralas inherent in them from the
beginiing, and that growth is Rationalism. The
the uppEr, professional, and artisan
",rfioritv"of
.lrJr .# no longeir- be ilaimed as staunch Protestants, but as vrgre theists; and amongst these
educated people, mitted by false ideas of pleasure
and by p.trii.iom nonsense written about selfrealisaiioi, the practice of birth control has spread
most alarmingly'. This is an evil.against which all
reiipious bodiei who retain a belief in the fundameital facts of Christianity might surely unite in
action.

. In aCatholic country thcre wouid be no need, in

the furtherance of public welfare, to write on the
evils of birth controj. The teaching of the Cathoiic Church would be generally accepted, and a
moral law generally ac-eptcd by the inhabitants
I Llniverse, November +, t92l,P, 3.
.{nnual Report ol thc Regittrar'Gmeral ol
' Eighty'sicond
trxv.
l4/akt, I9I9'

England and

9
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r,
,l'
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i'
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of a country gives strength to the State. But
I30

Great Britain, no longer Catholic, is now in some
danger of ceasing to be even a Christian
country.
In 1885 it was asserted, " England alone is reported to contain some seven hundred sects, each
of whom proves a whoie system of theology and
rnorals from the Bible."' Each of these that
now survives gives its own particular explanation
of the law of God, which it honestly tries to
follow, but at one point or another each and every
sect difiers from its neighbours. On account of
these difierences of opinion many people say :
" The Churches cannot agree amongst themselves
as to what is truth; they cannot all be right ; it
is, therefore, impossible for me to know with certainty what to believe I and, to be quite honest,
it may save me a lot of bother just at present
to have no very firm belief at all." This means
that in Great Britain there is no uniform moral
lazo coaering all human conduct and generally acce?ted by the mass of the people. As the practice
of artificial birth-rate control is not only contrary
to Christian morality, but is also a menace to
the prosperity and well-being of the nation, the
absence bf a uniform moral law, common to all
the people and forbidding this practice, is a source
of grave weakness in the State.
L the Times,
laraary r3, r$85.
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As was proved in a previous.chapter.(p. reo)
artificial'birth control was originally based on
Atheism, and on a phitosophy of moral anarchy'
Further proof of tliis fact-is'to be found in the
course o{- a most edifying dispute between two
rival Neo-Malthusians. This quarrel is between
Dr. Marie C. Stopes, President of- t!" S9.l.,y
for Constructive Birth Control and Racial Prosress. who is not a Doctor of Medicine but of
Philorophyo and Dr. Binnie Dunlop, who is a
Bacheldr of M"di.ine : and when birth controllers
fall out we may humbly hope that truth will
orevail. Dr. Stop"t maintalins that artificial
Lirth control was'not an atheistic movement,
whereas Dr. Binnie Dunlop contends that the
oioneers of the movement were Atheists. The
LeEinnins of the trouble was a letter written by
Drl Stoi"s to the Britith Medical Journal, in
which slie made the following statement

:

Martindale is reported in your Pages to have
siven an address to medical women in which she pointed
Iot that the birth control movement in England dated
from the Bradlaugh trial in r877' Had she attended

" Dr.

the presidential address of the Society for Constructive
BirtL Control she would have learned that there was a
very flourishing movement, centring round Dr' Trall
in ig66, years"b.fore Bradlaugh touched the subject,
and aiso'a considerable movement earlier than that'

i

'i
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-!il hitherto
This point is important, as ' birth control , has
(erroneously) been much prejudiced in popular opinion
by being supposed to be an atheistical movementoriginated by Bradlaugh." t

as a
the idea of placing a mechanical obstruction, such
sDonEe. ugrintt the os uteri, he said :
' " f.t it"be distinctly understood that I do not aPProveany method for preventing Pregnancy excePt that ,of
abstinence,

Dr.

I

is only the least of two evils' When people
it"ro""a

iirr" phvtiotosicalll' there will be no need of pteventive
*.rrrr"r, noi wili there be any need for works of thts

her propaganda, is ready not only to throw the
Atheists overboard, but also to assert that a
flourishing movement for artificial birth control
centred round the late Dr. Trall, who was a
Christian. Her letter was answered by Dr.
Binnie Dunlop as follows :
" Dr. Marie C. Stopes, whose valuable books I constantly recommend, protests (page 872) against the statement that the birth control movement in England dated
from the trial of Charles Bradlaugh in r877-for republishing Dr. Knowlton's pamphlet, the Fruits ol
Pbilosophy because the Government had interdicted
it. She must admit, however, that there wa s no organised
movement anywhere until Bradlaugh and the Doctors
Drysdale, immediately after the trial, founded the Malthusian League, and that the decline of Europe's birthrate began in that yea,r. It may now seem unfortunate
that the pioneers of the contraceptives idea, from r8r8
onwards (James Mill, Francis Place, Richard Cariile,
Robert Dale Owen, John Stuart Mill, Dr. Knowlton,
Dr. George Drysdale, Dr. C. R. Drysdale, and Charles
Bradlaugh), were all Free-thinkers I and Dr. Stopes
harps on the religious and praiseworthy Dr. Trall, an
American, who published Sexual Pbysiology in 1866.
But Dr. Trall was not at all a strong advocate of contraceptive methods. A{ter a brief but helpful reference to

I Brit*h

MediealJoarnal, November

tg,tgztrp.ST?.

means for producing abortion, on the

is o, can be in any sense physiol-ogical'
thlt^o,it ^ny
wttl

Stopes, who has been working overtime in
the attempt to obtain some religioui sanction for
I
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kind."

t

That is a most informative letter' In simple
lrnn.rrn" Dr. Binnie Dunlop tells the remarkable

;;;i;;ir,o* i"

I

i

]

I
1

]

]

I

I

]
I

r876 three Atheists, merely,by
forming a little Societv in London, were able
of
to cause an rmmetliate fall in the birth-ratewas
that
it,
of
think
to
come
i;;;". When you
for any three men to have
Iii"i""a"o, thi.rg
''r.iv
glad that Dr' Binnie Dunlop
;.iri;;;e. i ,and. h.a1 painted the
Ati"itts
frrr" J"t."aed the
that
" brief but- helpful
i; b;.-Trrl1, d"rpit"
as a christian'
colours
;;;;t;;.,t in his'true the last
word :
had
ll"t*tfr.t.ss, Dr. Stopes
.( Aq reoards Dr. Dunlop. he now shifts the Atheists'
the *oid ' organised'' The Atheists
""ri;;;;?-;dding
certain definite- misstatements'
of
repeating
[.".t ai."
' If it were not for the fact that
;;;ri;; of which

".J' Charles
and Annie
ifr""]'*r*a Aih"i.t,,
-Bradlaugh
insult'
misrep-resentation'
ii"ir"i,'rr..a imprisonment,
years ago' she

and ostracism for this .nott fotty-four
ifjt. i,"r*f woulcl not be able to conduct her campaign
i;-i;;;'ii:itera.rv Guid*, November, rgzt) I and.'Be-

i"t.-irt"'rno*tio" triai, neither rich nor poor knew

i

I

I

Brirish Medical Journal, November 26, tgzt' P' 92+'
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anything worth counting about contraceptive devices'
(Malthusian, November r5, rgzr), Variations of these
statements have been incessantly made, and I dealt
with their contentions in the presidential address for
the C.B.C. Meanwhile to them I reply that : 'There
has never been in this country any law against the dissemination of properly presented birth control information, and before, d.uring, and after the Bradlaugh trial

properly presented information on birth control was
extending its range with full liberty.' My address is
now in the press, and when published will make public
not only nerv matter from manuscript letters of very
early date in my possession, but other overlooked historical facts. I have already told Dr. Dunlop I refuse
to be drawn into a discussion on facts an accoLlnt
of which is stiil in the press." I

The lady, by her dissertation on the Laws of
England, makes a clumsy effort to evade the point
at issue, which is quite simple, namely, whether
it was Atheists or Christians who initiated the
Neo-Malthusian movemeflt, organised or unorganised. Dr. Binnie Dunlop has here proved his
case. I also do maintain that in this matter all
credit must be given to the Atheists ; and that it
would be truly contemptible to deny this fact
merely in order to pander to a popular prejudice
against Atheism. Nor am I shaken in this
opinion when Dr. Stopes points out that there
was a Neo-Malthusian movement prior to t876.
Of course there was a movement, but it was
always an atheistic movement. In the past no
Christian doctor, and indeed no Christian man
I British MedicalJaurnalrDecember to, rgztrp. tor6.
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or woman, advocated artificial

birth control' Let

;""I3;;i';;;;;.1v
;1"";ht Neo-Malthusian his due' or England
b;;h'tt'" ch"'ch
a

,r;;h;

rr..ai.,f ptoi"ttio"

presented practica1ly

Neo-Malthusian teaching ;
League did not
"r".i"rt""i
-calumnies'
and. as late as r914, the Malthusian
tii" iollo*ing
:
very mean, very spiteful, very imbecile

rgJi"'l

il;#;-;; ;(;'il;;;

,, Take the clergy. They are the ofrcers of a Church
of revenue and of social
that has made
^'i[.y marriag" ' ''ot"tt
book. that bids the
sacred
p'""t'";';;;
;;;r"1 t
;
and replenish the earth ';
of coa
'""1';prv
families'generally tend to prescrve

:il#idiJ

iir."-i.rir*'rhat

large

every baby is a

nt*

that
; t:ani thev claim
.#.;i;;d;"-'?a'1"'r"'iiv
therefore'
p'"'"t'itd

9:1:"d'
'ool
possible number
for His honour and ;l-ori, the greatest
oiroolt should be Produced'"
That feeble attemPt to poison the atm-osphere
and
was naturally ig";;;i by iirttlligent People;
t'hat'artifrciai
more than o,r." t-,iiU"if'l"t "itled
within the
IJnfortunatelv.'
;i;;; ;;;rof t, 'i'"- i"
of the Lambeth
C;;;.t"-;;-Eng1and,
'pit"
to whether
rulinE. there is tiiif ai"itusion .as the
sin'
Eishops'
lHiltirr u*'i.""it't is or is not
upholdChristian
to
efiort
;1or1
;; ;h;&rki"g
b1,Maltnusians
;;i;GAainst i "nip'ig" *'8'-+
thcir evil
san-ctic'l.for
rciigio"us
in order to obtatn
1

manY.,M:l:n""u" arc
;;;;;"dr' theyartr'""gi,
#"il r*"tt tlutt without sonlc
irrii"?rit.t,

;;i;i;;;

i'"f.';h;
I

emerge
""
sanction thcir policy could ,,cvcr
unand
J;;;;;;o'iauf L*mentioncd

Common Smse on the Populatian Question'p' 4'
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worth counting
?llejng
(Malthusian,

or woman, advocated artificial birth control'
us sive the Neo-Malthusian his dure'

about contraceptive clevices,

November r5,

rgzr). Variitions of these

T3ntil recently both the Church of England
and the medical'profession presented practically a
united front against Neo-Malthusian teaching ;
,rrd, late as r9r4, the Malthusian I'eague did not
^r to maf,e'use of the following calumnies,
hesilate
very mean, very spiteful, very imbecile :

statements have been incessintiy made, and
I dealt
with their contentions in the p...id"ntial address for
the C.B.C. Meanwhile to th"ri I i"ptf-tt rt : , There
has never been in this country
li*'^g^inst the dis_

^ny
semination_of properly presented
birth cJr.,trol informa_
tron, and before, dur.ing, and_after the Bradlaugh trial

properly presented information on birth contiol was

extending its range
full liberty., My address is
now in" the press, and-with
when published will 'n-rrf.. p"Lfi.
not only nev/ matter fro.m manuscript letters of ,.ry
early date in my possession, but othir ov"rlooke,l
his_
torrcal facts. I have already told Dr. Dunlop I refuse

to be drawn into a

discussion

of which is still in the press.,,

r

on facts an

the clergy. They are the officers of a Church
that has mad. *aiiirg" , tbut.. of revenue and of social
control; they pr"r.Iiftorn a sacred book that bids the
o
.hor.r, p.opl" of God multiply and replenish the earth ';
thev kntw'that large families generally tend to Preserve
influence a"nd authoriiy; and they claim that
"t"ii.rt
every baby is a new soul Presented to God and, therefore,
for ili, hooorr and glory, the greatest possible number

" Take

accoLlnt

_ T,h. l^dy,.by he_r dissertation on the Laws of
Ilngland, makes a clumsy effort to eyade the point
at issue,.*.hr:h is quite'simplc, namcJy, whlther
rt was Athcists or Christians who initlated the
Neo-Malthusian movement, organised o, ,ror_
ganised. Dr. Binnie Duniop hai here proved his
case. I aiso do maintain tirat in this -matter all
credit must be given to the Atheists and that
it
;
woulct be truly contemptible to deny this fact
merely rn oldgr to pander to a popular prejudice
against Atheism. Nor am I- shaken' in this
opinion_ wh_eg Dr. Stopes points ooi ihrt th"r"
-movement
was a Neo-Malthusian
pdor to tg76,.
Of course there was a movemenl, but it was
{1v1fs. an atheistic movement. In the past no
Christian doctor, and indeed
Cn.irtiir, *rn
"o
t British Med.ical
December
Journal,

Let

of souls should be Produced."

1

That feeble attempt td poison the atmosphere
was naturally ignored by ii.tellig.ent people ; ^and
more than or',.cE L*-b"th hrs ruled that artificial
birth control is sin. IJnfortunately, within the
Church of England, in spite of the Lambeth
ruling, there ii still discussion as to whether
artifiEial birth control is or is not sin, the Bishops,

whole,making a loyal efiort to upholdChristian
teaching against i camprign waged byJ\4althusians
in ordei tJ obtain rcligioirs sanition for their evil
as a

propasanda. Although many Malthusians are
irtibrritittt, thcy arc wcll ewarc that without some
relisious sanction thcir policy could never emelge
frofi thc dim undcrworld of unrnentioned and unI Csmmon Sense on the Population Question,p, 4'

ro, tgzr,p. ro16.
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respected things,
_and could never be advocated.
openrF rn the tigh_t of day. To this end
birth
conrrol ts camouflaged by pseudo_poetic and
-"
m, phrls e ol ogy,' rn J ihi a"Sf i*
?
Br".:9^r;,
:lig-,
r-nurch rs asked to alter her teaching. "Birth"
c-ontrollers realise that it is us.less io'rlt
trur- oi
the Catholic Church, Rocli
rh;i,
path;
b;i
" as regards the Chuich_a of Engl;"a, *fri.f, ,irrf..,
no ciaim to infaltibility, the .ir. ir-aig.r;rr,
discussion is possible.,,i'
Let us consider, firstiy, the teaching of the
of Engtand on th[ *rii.r.-- a, the Lam_
thyr*
Deth Uonf erence of r9o8 the Bishops affirmed ,,
that
deliberate tamperinf *ith nrr..;; lfi; is repus_
nant to Uhrrstian morality.r, In tgt+ a Comini?_
,...^of.fiflof-s issued a [4.*ornrrj;; in which
artfficral brrth control is condemned as ,,
d.an_
gerous, demoralising, and sinful.r, Th"
*"*or_
andum was aDDrov"{
!y a -large majority of the
Diocesan Bisirfps, .t.rrl.,trr"'-fi"
if,J"opirion or
Dean Inge ', thiiis empt rti".rff/, ,rrrr,",
in which
eyery man and woman must judge to,
th.*r"i""r,

of such self-restraint that in certain cases (which only
the parties' own judgment and conscience can settle)
intercourse should be restricted by consent to certain
times at which it is less likely to lead to conception.
This is only to use natural conditions; it !s approved by

I it means self-denial and not
self-indulgence. And we believe it to be quite legitimate, or at least not to. be condemned."

good medical authority

il

;;;

i
i
I

I

,i
I

I
I

l

I
,i

i
I

I

ir

;l

I,r
rL

ll

t

I

and must refrain from juclgi"f oit.rr.,,

,

"

Finally, in Resolution 68 of the Lambeth Conferin r9zo, the Bishops stated that :

ence

" We utter an emphatic warning against the use of
unnatural means for the avoidance of conception,
together with the grave dangers-physical, moral, and

religious-thereby incurred, and against the evils with
which the extension of such use threatens the race.
In opposition to the teaching which, under the name of
scienct and religion, encourages married people in the
deliberate cultivation of sexual union as an end in itself,
we steadfastly uphold what must always be regarded as
the governing consideration of Christian marriage. One
is the primary purpose for which marriage existsnamely, the continuation of the race through the gift
and heritage of children; the other is the paramount
importance in married life of deliberate and thoughtful
self-control." t

The

Bishops also held that id ,oii"'-"rrLi.,
it -rv
on grounds- of prudence or-of healtli,
:^.
to t::llr?1e,
trmlt the number of chlldren. In these cirj
cumstances they advised the practice
of self_
restrarnt ; and. as regards a limited use
of marriage,
they added the foltwi"g ,.ri"*.;,"^

" It

i
I

ij

seems to most of us only a legitimate
application

churchman, Mav rere.
ltoay
.
-I 3::9;5:^10!^:0,,;r7rl
r.eproduced n il he Declining
Birth_rate, t9r6, p,
3g6,
8 Outtpoken Erays,
r9r9, p. 75.

A small minority of Bishops held that prolonged

or even perpetual abstinence from intercourse is
the only-legitimate method of limiting a {amily.

il

ll
I
I

And the Committee on " Problems of((Marriage
and Sexual Morality " felt called upon to utter
an earnest u,arning against the use of any unnatural
m.eans by which conception is frustrated." '
z Ibid., p. trz.
L Rc?ort, p.
++.
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Resolution 68 be read in conjunction with
the Memorandum of. r9r4, the teiching of the
Church of England. is plain to- any sane man or
woman ; it is one with the teachinE of the Church
Catholic. Artificial birth control- is condemned
91 sin, but, under certain circumstances, the
limitation of a family by continence or by restricted. intercourse is permitted. As this t.rihirg
forbids Neo-Malthusian practices, birth .orrl
trollers have tried to mate the Church alter
her. teachjng. to suit their opinions. Although
their methods in controversy igainst the ChurIh
must be condemned by everyone who values
intellectual honesty, the reader, of his charity,
should remember that Malthusians are unable io
defend_ their_policy, either on logical or on moral
grounds. Without attempting to prove that the
teaching of the Church is wrong, bilth controllers
began the attack by a comple{e misrepresentation
of what that teaching actually is. This unenviable task was undertaken bv: Lord Dawson of
Penn, at the Birmingham Church Congress of
I92r.
After quoting Resolution 68, Lord Dawson
said

:

" Now the plain

meaning of this statement is that
sexual union should take place for the sole purpose of
procreationr_that sexual union as an end in itseff-not,
mind you, the oriy end-(there we should all agree), bui
"
sexual union as an erd in itself is to be condemried.
((
That means that sexual intercourse should rightly
take,place only for the purpose of procreation.
" Quite a large family could easily result from quite a

should be
few sexual unions. For the rest the couple
..fiUra". Any intercourse not having -procreation as
its intention is 'sexual union as ao tt'd-it' itself,'and
;L;.f*. by inference condemned by the Lambeth Conference,
-1;

itrirlt of the facts of life' Let us recall our own

lorr"-ou, marriage, our honeymgott'- I-{". not

sexual

union over and over again been the phystcal exPresslon
?
;i;;; i"". without tho"ught or intention of p-rocreation
lacks
Church
the
Hur" *" all been wrong i Ot it it that
contact with the realities of life which accounts
ih*t
"itrl
for the gulf between her and the-people.?

--1'th.'lore

^
envisaged by the Limbeth Conference is
*r, itrr"ti"ltate, joy"less ihing-oot wglth the having'
fortonrr.ty it is in iorrtru,t to"the real thing as Practised

ii

il

i
I
J

I

bv
clersv and laitY.
-"'iilLv
an rrdent lover (and what respect havc-you
who is not ardeni ?)*the type you would like
lorJ,
,
fo,
vour daushter to marry-virile, ambitious, chivalrousmeans to *ork hard and love hard' Fancy
;;;;fi"
th.r. lovers-eager and expectant of the
b;i"r"
;;;;Lambeth- Picturc.of marriage'
i"yt U-.i"t" them-thetheir
confi'dence ? "
bo yo,, exPect to Sain
1

That sort of appeal is not very effective, even
as rhetoric

exact
; but-il is very easy to-give anrcsPCCt

narallel. Fancy a fond father (and what

who is not fond ? ) bcing told
fri, a^"ghter's suitor that hc, his .plospective
rJ"-i"Jr*,"looked forward to tlic p)rysical jo.ys
Lf--*r.rirge, but intended to insist on his wife
Wor"rld any fathcr rcgard
".;""
"o"7rrc"ptiv"s.
;;h"r;;; ,t tire type he would like his daughter

ro', tlti'.,
t;;;;;;
'Ut

to marrY I
r

EoeninE Standard, October 12, 1921'
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Tir"l. ir,

unfortunately, another answer to
Lord.Dawsorr, and I prri'it in the form of a
question. _ Can any irrtelligent man or. woman,
Catholic, Protestant, or rati'onalist, maintain thai
Lord l)awson has given a fair, t u", or an honest
^ the
statement of the teaching of
Church of

_

England

?

Moreover,.it is"past

,lt ,"dlrri-rairg

libel on Angliian doctrine has beei
ove-rlooked by those most concerned. The
.i*G- bol.l, ,rJ
address is aciually hailed
in
the hjshest sense ",
of the word,, by The
*1;-11.
Sltectatorrt and that amazing journal, ., expert
as
ever in making the worse ,fp.r, the bettcr cause
,n u *1y
appeals to clergynien,,, goes on to
-rhat l)awson
say : * Lord
fearlessly ,nd plainlv
opposed the teachings of the Roman Cfr"rif. ,"1
the_alleged teachings of the Anglican.,,
. Having.by- a traiesty of trutfi crerted a false
theologrcal !oggy, bearing little resemblance
elther to Uathoiic or to Angiican teaching, Lord
Dawson proceeds to demofish his own creation
how- a gross

by a somewhat boisterous eulog.v of sex_love.
Now sex-lorre is an instinct aid involves no

question of good or evil apart from the circum_
stances in which it is either gratified or denieJ;
but, in view of the freedori with which Lord
Daw'son discussed this topic, it L o"ff-,1gh,";;
note that it was left to th" il"u. R.
J.'Criipt.ff
to,the gaiety-of nations by hiJr"l;"q;;;
::
idq
protest that the Marriage Seraice ,. con'tains
expressions w-hich are offenslve to modern d.ii;;;t
of feeling."

t

October rS, tgzr.
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That protest is also a first-rate

of the
The Rev'

examp-lg

,";ili.;i ,trt" of the modern mind'is Mr'
- Gcorge
d. i.-Cr-rbell is a modern mind, so
refers to " the
i;i;e- Sil; but the latter a-uthority."
t of

earnestnessr, and
to which the former objects'
pissag"s
very
those
---Lotd
br*too;t eulogy of sexual intercourse
*rI'L"t-, prA"a" to"hit plea for the use of
contraceptives :
Control' The forces
" I will next consider Artificial
so strong
io *od.r., life which make for birth control are
make
wili
;;; ;"i, convincing reasons
-P9onl.e {esitt
iutrinsically
;r"*;r:' r. lt tria'.o be unnatural and me'
why I
perplexes
*otd
'unnatural'
iiri*
il;;;;i.
forces
natural
ei;Iil"ii"" involves the chaining'of uses' Muchand
of
th.i, .or,rr.rsion to man's wif and to overcome
means
of
consists
medicine and surgery

,ob", d.a.ncy,

nature."

That paragraph illustrates preciseYlh" confused
*iri " natural," *ttittt i have already
he.is
"r"-;;;f,;
.riti.ir"J Cp. tz+). Loid- Dawson.says.
Civilisation'
him'
with
agree
;;';i;;;,)1"a t "conversion of natural forces he
to
5;i. i;";i"es the
any
that
Is
crime'.
every
does
*'rri"-*irt. So
nature be
;.f.;.. oi .ri*" ? Even'if plysical
cannot
descliption
that
Jescribed. as non-moral,
and
will
naturc-of
inward
;;;;rilJ to the
is
it
show
maY
act
an
I
will
;;";Iil;;: inr,
but
sense'
a
certain
in
nature
il^;;;;;J;"ce with
with phvsical
;; f;;i; its bein! in accordance
lJoes Loro
act'
my
justify
nature does not
L5'
III,
t Man and. SuPorman, Act
P'

'll
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any

actron rn accordance with the physical iaws of
nature, which means any action #hatsoever, is
justified; and does he approye therefore of rnere
moral anarchy i His cdnfusion of thought con_
the use of the word ,, natural ,, is iollowed
-cerning
by the inevitable sequence of false analogies :
" When an:esthetics were first used at child_birth
there was an.ourcry on the part of many worthy and.
religious people that their use under such circumstances

was unnatural and wicked, because God meant woman

to- suffer the struggles and pains of

child-birth. Now we
all admit it is right to conirol the process of child_birth,
and to save the mother as much piin as possible. It is
no more unnatural to conrrol conception by artificial
means than to control chitd-birth by artificial means.

Srrrely the whole question tr:r.r, o, whether these
artificial means are for the good or harm of the individual
and the communitv.

. "Generaily rp.rkirrg, birth control before the first child
rs rnadvrsable. On the other hand, the iustifiable use
of birth control would seem to be io limii the number
of children when such is desirable, and to spreacl out
their arrival in such a way as to serve their trui interests
and those of their home.
. " Once more, careful distinction needs to be mad.e
between the use and the bad e$ects of the abuse of birth

control. That its abuse produc-es grave harm I fully
agree-harm to parents, to {amilies,-and to the natiori.

JJut abuse is not a just condemnation of legitimate

urse.

Uver-eating, over-drinking,. over-smoking, oiver_sleeping,
over-work do not carry condemnation of Jating, drinilin;:
smoking, sleeping, work.,,

These long extracts are here quoted because,

as Tbe Spectator has remarked,

detailed'

,r-*r,y

"

an

might destroy"1"-*l:-T,.1
th" carctul

*hi.h d "tst?rtial to L.ord Dawson's
a true
It might indeed; and.manv
;;rp;." wntten
;;dr;;;t1v.Ad despite. the
word is
LordDawson believes
;ilJ;; of the r"rp*t' Asis not
of necessity sinful'
that Malthrrim p'ntiice
a ban
and as he is urging iil" C]'"tch to remove
to
rtr.tic?, ii is necessary for him andProve
that
""-.frri
i" .ir. n{i ,rl."'tt',i his opiniln is rightElsewhere
is wrong'
;ili;;h;I-"i1t-i " Churchstated
thi reasons why
r,'""
ilih.til;g"t

;;il;

Christian moratrty Lrands the act of artificial
;ili;;;;.rol as intrinsically a sin' a malu'm in se'

by
and those reasons ii'u" ""u"' been disproved.
Lord Dawson or by anyone'. His comp.arison
and cating or
U.i*..t the use of cont'ac"p1ive-s
F-ating ls a natural
drinkins is a false analogy'
"#h"t""
the use of conil;;;? i" i.*rr sinful,
in -itself a sin'
it^l"pai""t i, ,, o""rwa! act,bi-r1h
control is
artificial
-l"t""tt
The extent to whilh
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neither
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;;;;Jt
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Lord Dawson could have made but did not
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qrkg. He might have pleaded that for the sake
of the nation all attempts at unnatural birth

control amongst the wealthier and more leisured.
citizens should be abandoned forthwith, and that
the lawful form should be confined to'those few
cases where limitation of the family is justified on
genuine medicai grounds. But' he refrained
from making that appeal, and his plea for the use
of contraceptives in moderation if more likely to
!q quoted with approval in the boudoirs of

Mayfair than in hririrbier homes.
Lord Dawson's grave error in failing to anticipate the inevitable consequences of his-deplorable
speech is becoming morelnd more appardnt. In
the columns of. The Daily Herald, ciriek by jowl
with advertisements concerning,,Herbiliits,,,
" Safe and Sure Treatment for Anamia, Irregula'jties, .tj.i' " Knowledge for Young Wives,,, ind

" Surgical.Goods-and Appliances,,, iher. appears
the following notice :
" L9r{

Dawson, the King,s Physician, says, , Birth
control has come to stay., FollowinE ,p thi, honest

and.daring-declaration, the Liberat6r iergue have
decided to distribute ro,ooo copies of its puilications
free_to applicants sending stampid addressed envelopes
to J. W. Gott, Secretary . ,.-London,.N.W.S.,,

A stamped addressed envelope brought in
return
.rr3p1"_..9pies of two undaied newiprints,
entitled The Rib Tickler and The Liberatoi, andi
to the honour of newsvendors, we learn that-these
papers are " not supplied by uewsaEents.,, The
first print is devoted io Blasphemy, ;d the second
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papers are edited by
to Birth Control. Both i"iat'
Liverpool',and
i. \#. C;d;;ot t'o"ao",
ln JalI ror
is.not
he
iafr.t orisons," who, whcn
earns
liter.ature'
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;;iii"Etbi;;pn"-oot
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;;h
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rtra"ii*,,
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and obscene print entitled 'Large or Small
Families,' against the Peace of our Sovereign
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Lord the King, His Crown and Dignity."
Lord Dawson's advice was indeed perilous
because " the British Empire and ail its traditions
will decline and fall if the Motherland is faithless
to motherhood"'I and the nation would do
better to pay heed to the following words of His
Majesty the King: "The foundations of nationai
glory are in the homes of the people. They will
only remain unshaken while the family life of our
race and nation is strong, simple, and pure."

All Lord

Dawson's arguments are hoary f.allacies. " Once more, careful distinction needs
to be made betwssl "-snpsthetics and contraceptives. Anasthetics assist the birth of a child,
whereas contraceptives frustrate the act of procreation. The old expianation that man's progress has been achieved by harnessing and not by
opposing the forces of nature is dismissed with
i$nominy. The agd-iong teaching of }trippocrates
that the healing art was based on the Vit
Medicatrix Natu.ra is overthrown by Lord Dawson of Penn, in a single sentence; and in place
of the Father of Medicine as a guide to health of
body and mind, there comes the King's Physician
"To

pestle a poison'd poison behind his crimson lights."

When a great leader announces the birth c.rf
a new epoch, it is meet that the rank and filc
remain silent; and at this Congress of the Chulch
I SurLday Expres, October t6, tgzr,
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marred thc
of EnEland no iarring interruptions
-No old-fashioncd
..,l"-fiitv of the tttSrrr"nt.
doctor #as there to utter a futile Protest, and
there was no simple-minded clergyman to rise

in the name of Chiist and give Lord Dawson the
lie. Without dissent, on a lublic platform of the
presided over by a Bishop,
Established Church,-the
nation, " the moth-eaten
and in full view of
mantle of Malthus, the godless robe of Bradlaugh,r
and. the discarded garirents of Mrs' Besant,"
were donned-by thE successor of Lister' It was
but
a oroud *o*"rrt for the birth controllers,
t' Ecclesia
called
{or' that national institution
Anglicana " a moment full of shame.
1

On becoming a Theosophist, Mrs' Besant retracted

approval

of

Neo-Malthusianism.

her
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THE TEACHING OF THE CATHOLIC
CHAPTER

CHURCH ON BIRTH CONTROL
$

r. e FALSE vlx'w

oF HER DocIRINE

marks of the Catholic Church,
^^. NE of theshe
may be distinguished frorn
I lwher.by
a1l other Churches, is that her teaching is
\l
fact

always clear and above

all logical. Yet this

riot saved her teaching from misrepresentation
in the hancls of MaltX.usians. For example,
Dr. C. Kiliick Millard writes as foliows:
has

Churches have taught that it was the divine
wish that human beings should multiply and population
increase-the more rapidly the better ; the tradltronal
,"ifr".ir," for this being the instruction Sive-n to Noahand
hi, tu*iiy, after the D"eluge,-to ' be fruitful and multiplv
,od repl"nish the earth.'- fh. Ch,,t.hes have continued
ao t.r.h that the duty of man was to obey the divine command. ard' still to incriase and' multiplv, and until recently

" The

any attempt by married couples to restrict or regulate
tfrl Uittt-*t. *as d"norrn..d-^t sinful'
of the
" This is still the orthodox attitude, I believe,
priesthood;
celibate
its
with
Church,
Roman Catholic
but, as it is clearly useless to reason with those who claim

intaltibitity,

it is unnecessary to discuss the question

further so'far as Roman Cathrllicism is concerned'"

Now, although

1

it may be unnecessary {o' ?i'

the question further, he will,
inadvertently misstatctl
having
regrct
sure,
I am
Church has never dcCatholic
fhe
truth.
the
by married couplcs
attempt
any
sinful
as
"
,orr..d

Miilari to
I

disJuss

The Modern Cburchman, MaY t9I9.
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to restrict or regulate the birth-rate'" On
h'er
by
,lre Ca?holic Church has taught'.
.;";;;;: 'd*;";,.il.
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that
Aquinas,-."
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T
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BetweEn husbind ind wife'" '

;";,t";

z. tur Essn'NcE AND PURPosE oF MARRIAGE
the
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;i;t;h the thing
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;TJi'#;;;'";;; *hereas the
$

,t" various

commercial projects'

.r[" ,rti"*tfrip
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-rh;]""iilil;
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vt;;; McNabb, o.P.,' ofend
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.o"."t"i"g the nature and

:
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porver over
other
each
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^
anct
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marrrage
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;;;;#
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1 Rev, Vincent McNabb, O'P'' The Catholic Gazctte'
tember r92r, P. t9+
a Ibid.
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it is venial sin; if the human act brings in a grievous
disorder
ot

it is a grievous or mortal sin.

ft is- a_grievous disorder,

and, therefore, a grievous
.
sin, to desire satisfaction in such sexual intercourse as
could not result in the begetting of ofispring.

. 'l A9 tle wedded pair have given each other power over
their bodies it would be a jrave sin for one to refuse

either altogether or for a considerable time the fulfilment
of the marriage debt. But it is not a sin if by mutual
agreement the wedded pair refrain from the'marriage

d9!t f9r a time, or for iver. As a rule, and speakiig
objectively, it would be heroic virtue for a wedd'ed paii
to abstain for a long time, and stiil more for ever, fiom
the marriage deb-t. To counsel such a practice indiscriminately would be a sinful want of prr-d"rc", and, in
a confessor, of professional knowledge." It is quite clear that by mutualionsent, even with_
out any further motive, the wedded pair can abstain
from marital intercourse. Still *or" ,i"ry they abstain
for a time or for ever, for a good motive,
in order to
".g.
have tim.e for prayer, for good works, for-bringing
up
such family as they abeady have to support.,,

3. anr:rucrAl srnRrr,rry wHoLLy coNDEMNED
Artificial birth control is an ofience against the
o{. God, and is therefore forbiddein by the
!*Catholic Church. Any Cathoiic who *ilfrllv
adopts this practice viojates the law of God in'a
serious matter, and is therefore guiltv of mortal
$

sin, an outrageous and deliberate i"nsult offered by
a human creature to the Infinite Majesty.
The Catholic Church teaches that men and
women should control the sex impulse just as
they should control their appetite for ftocl or
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drink. The principal end of marriage, as we have
seen, is the purpose of its institution, the procreation and biinging uP of children. The
secondary end of marriige is mutuai-assistance and
companionship, and a rem-edy against concuPisWhere it is advisable, owing to the health

."r.-..

of the mother or owing to reasons of prudence as
distinct from selfishness, to limit the number of
children, the Catholic Church points out that this
should be done by the exercise of self-control,
ol by restricted use. As those who deny the possibilitv or even the wisdom of seif-restraint are not
likely to pay the slightest attention to the teaching tt ttre'Churchil *itt qgo!9 the.opinions of
two clear-thinking, non-Catholic writers.
Mr. George Befnard Shaw has said :
" I have no prejudices. The superstitious view of the
Catholic Church is that a priest is something entirely
difierent from an ordinary man, I know a great many

Catholic priests, and they are men who have- ]rad a great
deal of experience. Theyhave at the back a Churchwhich
has had for many years to consider the giving of domestic
advice to people. If you go to a Catholic priest and tell

him that a life of sexual abstinence means a life of utter

misery, he laughs. And obviously for a very good
reason. If you go to Westminster Cathedral you will
hear voices which sound extremely well, and very
differently from the voices of the gentlemen who sing at
music-hails, and who would not be able to sing in that
way if they did not lead a life extremely difierent from
the Catholic priest.
" I may say that I im in favour of birth control. I
am in favour of it for its own sake. I do not like to
see any human being absolutely the slave of what we
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at other times, if necessary by abstaining from
alcohol; and by seeking that supernatural help

used to call 'Nature.' Every human action ought to
be controlled, and you make a step in civilisation with
something which has been uncontrollable. I am there-

which comes to those who receive the Sacraments
worthily. When all other deterrents fail, it is
lawful, according to the teaching of the Church,
for married people to limit intercourse to the
mid-menstrual period, when, although conception
may occur, it is less iikely to occur than at other
times.
A11 other methods are absolutely and without
exception forbidden. This limited use of marriage, which, as we have seen, is within the rights
of the married, difiers from ai1 methods of
artificial birth-controi as day difiers from night,

fore in favour of control for its own sake. But when
you go from that to the methods of control, that is a
very different thing. As Dr. Routh said, we have to
find out methods which will not induce people to declare
that they cannot exist without sexual intercourse." l
x

Of course the use of contraceptives is the very
negation of self-control.
The late Sir William Osler, speaking of venereal
disease, says

:

" Personal purity is the prophylaxis which we as
physicians are especially bound to advocate. Continence may be a hard condition . . . but it can be borne,
and it is our duty to urge this lesson upon young and old
who seek our advice on matters sexual."
S

4. rur oNLy LAwFUL

METHoD o:. BrRTH coNTRoL

There are methods of control whereby people
to exist, and to exist happily, wlthout
being slaves to the sex impulse. Thesl-methods
are those of the Catholic Church. Her people
are encouraged to take a higher and a nobler view
of marriage, to overcome their egoism and selfishness, and to practise moderation and seif-restraint
in the lawful use of marital rights. The Church
urges her people to strengthen their self-restraint
by observing the penitential seasons, especially
Lent ; by fasting or by abstaining from fleih meat
1 Speech at the Medico-Legal Society,
July 7, rgzt,
are enabled

tS3

because

(r)

:

Ng positive or direct obstacle is used against

Drocreatlon.

'
.

(z) The intercourse is natural, in contadistinction to what is equivaient to self-abuse.
(3) Self-restraint is practised in that the intercourse is limited to certain times.
(4) There is no risk to mental or physical health.
(5) There is no evil will to deJeat the course of
nature; at worst there is merely an absence of
heroism.

Even if the question be considered solely as a
matter of physiology the difference between these
methods is apparent. Physiologists and gynecologists believe that in natural intercourse there
is, apart from fertilisation, an absorption of certain substances into the system of the woman.
The r61e of this absorption is at present obscure,
but it obviously exists for a purpose ; and it is

r5+
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to speculate whether, under

permissible
natural
conditions of intercourse, there is not a mutual
biological reaction that makes, amongst other
things, for physical compatibility. Whatever
be its purpose or explanation in the rnarvellous
mechanism of nature, this absorption of vital substances is either hindered or is absolutely prevented
by artificial methods of birth control I whereas, in
the method permitted by the teaching of the
Catholic Church there is no interference with a
physiological process. Even those who fail, from
their lack of training, to comprehend moral distinctions in this matter should be able to appreciate the difference between a method that is
physiologic al and one that is unphysiological.
There are thousands who know little of the
Catholic or of any other faith, and thousands who
believe the Catholic Church to be everything except what it is. These people have no infallible
rule of faith and morals, and when confronted, as
they now are, by a dangerous, insidious campaign
in favour of birth control, they do not react consistently or at all. It was therefore thought advisable to issue this statement' in defence of the
position of the Cathoiic Church; but the reader
should remember that the teaching of the Church
on this matter is held by her members to be true,
not mereiy because it agrees with the notions of
all right-thinking men and women, not because
it is in harmony with economic, statistical, social,
and biological truth, but principaliy because they
know this teaching to be an authoritative declaration of the law of God. The Ten Commandments

TEACHING OF CATHOLIC CHURCH r1s
have their pragmatic justification; they make for
the good of the race; but the Christian obeys
them

as expressions
$

of the Divine Wil1.

5.

coNcr,usloN

Our declining birth-rate is a fact of the utmost
gravity, and a more serious position has never confronted the British people. Here in the midst
of a great nation, at the end of a victorious war,
the law of decline is working, and by that law the
greatest empires in the world have perished. In
comparison with that single fact all other dangers,
be they of war, of politics, or of disease, are of
little moment. Attempts have already been made
to avert the consequences by the partial endowment of motherhood and by a saving of infant
life. Physiologists are now seeking among the endocrinous glands and the vitamines for a substance
to assist procreation. "Where are my children l "
was the question shouted yesterday from the
cinemas. " Let us have children, children at any
pricer" wiii be the cry of to-morrow. And all
these thoughts wer'e once in the mind of Augustus,
Emperor of the world from the Atlantic to the
Euphrates, from Mount Atlas to the Danube and
the Rhine.
The Catholic Church has never taught that
an
ayalanche of children " should be brought
"
into the world regardless of consequences. God
is not mocked; as men sow, so shall they reap, and
against a law of nature both the transient amelioration wrought by philanthropists and the subtle
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expediences of scientific politicians are alike futile.
If our civilisation is to survive we must abandon
those ideals that iead to decline. There is only one
civilisation immune from decay, and that civilisation endures on the practical eugenics once taught

by a united Christendom and now expounded
almost solely by the Catholic Church.
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